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Scientists have long relied on the power of imaging techniques to help them see things invisible to the naked eye and thus advance scientific knowledge. In medicine, X-ray imaging and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) have added a level of insight beyond traditional lab tests into the workings of the human body and identification of disease at its earliest stages. Microscopy, which has been in use since the sixteenth century, is now powerful enough to detect, identify, track, and manipulate single molecules on surfaces, in solutions, and even inside living cells.

Despite these advances, today’s demands on imaging have grown well beyond traditional “photographic” imaging such as medical X-ray applications. The new frontiers in microelectronics, disease detection and treatment, and chemical manufacturing demand the ability to visualize and understand molecular structures, chemical composition, and interactions in materials and reactions. In fact, in many areas, including new material development and understanding of cellular function in disease and health, the great leaps forward will depend upon the development of new and innovative imaging techniques. As a result, scientists and engineers are constantly pushing the limits of technology in pursuit of chemical imaging—the ability to visualize molecular structures and chemical composition in time and space as actual events unfold—from the smallest dimension of a biological system to the widest expanse of a distant galaxy.

At the request of the National Science Foundation, the U.S. Department of Energy, the U.S. Army, and the National Cancer Institute, the National Academies were asked to review the current state of chemical imaging technology, identify promising future developments and their applications, and suggest a research and educational agenda to enable breakthrough improvements. This report identifies the advances in chemical imaging—either new techniques or combinations of existing techniques—that could have the greatest impact on critical problems in science and technology.
Box 1. Visualizing Chemistry in the Human Brain

New positron emission tomography (PET) probes that bind specifically to amyloid plaques are promising candidates for quantifying plaque burden noninvasively. A positron-emitting chemical compound, Pittsburgh Compound B (PIB), binds specifically to amyloid plaque and can be used to image Alzheimer’s disease using positron emission tomography. The image on the left is the brain of a normal person, and the blue colors indicate little accumulation of PIB. The image on the right is the brain of a person with Alzheimer’s disease, and the yellow to red colors indicate large accumulations of PIB and thus the presence of amyloid plaque.


A GRAND CHALLENGE FOR CHEMICAL IMAGING

A major goal for chemical imaging is both to (1) gain a fundamental understanding of complex chemical structures and processes, and (2) use that knowledge to control processes and create structures on demand. Researchers would like to be able to image a material or a process using multiple techniques across all length and time scales. Very advanced applications of chemical imaging will allow chemical images to be collected in situ (i.e., from inside the body, inside high pressure chemical reactors, or inside a cell). The ability to control complex chemical processes will require that the same techniques used for imaging can also be used to directly modulate the system under study. Reaching this grand challenge will require imaging work in areas such as self-assembly, complex biological processes, and complex materials.

For example, the self-assembly of molecules into ordered and functioning structures is a ubiquitous and spontaneous occurrence in nature: the formation of crystals; the smooth, curved surface of a drop of water on a leaf; the folding of proteins into shapes that allow them to perform specific functions. The very question of how life began, how organic molecules such as RNA or DNA first formed, may only be answered by understanding the process of self-assembly
of molecules. To image the final structure of a self-assembled process, depending upon the entity formed, a scientist may use transmission electron microscopy (TEM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), or atomic force microscopy (AFM). However, current technologies are limited. For self-assembly, opportunities to develop imaging techniques include making the methods fast enough to monitor microsecond (one millionth of a second) transformations; nimble enough to image the entire length scale from nanometers (one billionth of a meter) to millimeters; and discerning enough to image single molecules without fluorescence labeling, which impairs accessibility. In some cases, time resolution as short as femtoseconds or attoseconds will be desired.

Addressing the Grand Challenge

Understanding and controlling complex chemical processes thus requires the ability to perform multimodal imaging across all length and time scales. Complete characterization of a complex material requires information not only on the surface or bulk chemical components, but also on stereometric features such as size, distance, and homogeneity in three-dimensional space. It is frequently difficult to uniquely distinguish between alternative surface morphologies using a single analytical method and routine data acquisition and analysis. The goal of multitechnique image correlation includes extending lateral and vertical spatial characterization of chemical phases; enhancing spatial resolution by utilizing techniques with nanometer or better spatial resolution to enhance data from techniques with spatial resolutions of microns (for example, AFM or SEM combined with X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) or Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy) and facilitating correlation of different physical properties (for example, phase information in AFM with chemical information in XPS). By combining techniques that use different physical principles and record different properties of the object space, complementary and redundant information becomes available. While this gets closer to understanding and controlling complex chemical processes, further advances will also require developments in certain key areas of chemical imaging research.

AREAS OF CHEMICAL IMAGING RESEARCH

Understanding and controlling complex chemical processes also requires advances in more focused areas of imaging research. These chemical imaging techniques span a broad array of capabilities and applications. The methods are discussed in great detail within this report. Here, we briefly highlight the research and development that will best advance current capabilities—with a focus on applications in which investment would most likely lead to proportionally large returns. Succinctly summarized, the main findings of the committee are:

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) represent mature technologies that have widespread impact on the materials, chemical, biochemical, and medical fields. NMR and MRI are very useful tools for obtaining structural and spatial
information. It is clear that in the coming years, NMR and MRI will continue to expand rapidly and continue to be key tools for chemical imaging. However, the major limiting factor for application of these techniques to a broader range of problems is their relatively low sensitivity, which is a result of the low radio-frequency energy used. Several ways that need to be explored to obtain more signal from NMR and MRI are highlighted below:

**NMR Detectors**

A major limiting factor of NMR and MRI is the relatively low sensitivity of their detectors. Increasing signal-to-noise ratios should be a chief focus of the efforts to improve the sensitivity of NMR and MRI detectors. In particular, this will require development of new detector insulation materials and configurations.

**Hyperpolarization for NMR**

Another very promising avenue for increasing sensitivity in NMR and MRI is to increase signal from the molecules being detected. A very dramatic way to do this is to couple the nuclear spins being detected by NMR to other spins with a higher polarization—such as by transferring polarization from electrons, optically pumping to increase nuclear polarization, or using parahydrogen. This is called hyperpolarization. There is a need to expand the range of techniques useful for hyperpolarizing NMR and MRI signals, as well as the range of molecules that can be hyperpolarized. Success in this area would have a great impact on all areas of NMR and MRI from detailed structure determination to biomedical imaging.

**New Contrast Agents for MRI**

Contrast agents used in visualizing particular features of biological tissues such as tumors have played an important role in the development of MRI. Because MRI contrast agents are used in vivo, safety is often a major concern. Thus, improvements are needed that will improve performance of contrast agents so that they can be used in smaller quantities. This will involve developing MRI probes that have higher relaxivity, are more specific, and are deliverable to the site of action. One promising area includes MRI active proteins or protein assemblies that are equivalent to fluorescent proteins.

**Magnets for NMR and MRI Imaging Applications**

The sensitivity of magnetic resonance also increases with higher magnetic fields. However, producing higher magnetic fields typically means the need for larger magnets and larger (expensive) dedicated facilities to house them. There are efforts now underway to decrease the siting requirements of high-field magnets. These efforts could decrease the size of magnets, enabling very high field NMR and MRI to transition from dedicated laboratories to widespread use for applications such as advanced oil exploration, homeland security, and
environmental study. The miniaturization of high-field NMR and MRI magnets is needed to broaden the applicability of these techniques by reducing the need for dedicated facilities.

**Optical Imaging**

In contrast to NMR and MRI, optical spectroscopy imaging techniques utilize radiation at an energy level high enough to allow individual photons to be measured relatively easily with modern equipment at a detection sensitivity almost matched by the mammalian eye. As a result, the sensitivity and inherent temporal and spatial resolution are also increased proportionately. However, the structural information obtained from optical spectra is considerably lower than that of magnetic resonance, particularly in the electronic region of the spectrum. Thus, research needs in the area of optical imaging are focused more on increasing structural information.

**Optical Probes Based on Metallic Particles**

In terms of the high content of chemical structural information at desired spatial and temporal resolutions, Raman spectroscopy has the potential to be a very useful technique for chemical imaging. However, a disadvantage in many applications of Raman imaging results from relatively poor signal-to-noise ratios due to the extremely small cross section of the Raman process, 12 to 14 orders of magnitude lower than fluorescence cross sections. New methodologies such as localized surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) and nonlinear Raman spectroscopy can be used to overcome this shortcoming. Developing a better theoretical understanding of the radiation signals of gold and silver nanostructures, including Raman scattering, Mie scattering, and fluorescence, will enhance the applicability of optical probe microscopies. New probes composed of metal-based nanoparticles or atomic clusters need to be developed to provide improved sensitivity, specificity, and spatial localization capabilities.

**Fluorescent Labels for Bioimaging**

Unlike NMR and vibrational spectroscopy, electronic optical spectroscopy involves interactions with electromagnetic waves in the near-infrared, visible, and ultraviolet (UV) spectral regions. While electronic spectroscopy is less enlightening about structural information than NMR and vibrational spectroscopy, the shorter wavelengths involved allow higher spatial resolution for imaging, and its stronger signal yields superb sensitivity. Fluorescence detection, with its background-free measurement, is especially sensitive and makes single fluorescent molecules detectable. On the other hand, particularly under ambient conditions, the amount of molecular structural information that can be obtained from fluorescence imaging is limited. Organic fluorophores that bind specifically to macromolecules, metabolites, and ions provide powerful tools for chemical imaging in cells and tissues. However, the efficiencies of chemical and biological labels are hampered by photobleaching. Greater understanding of the photophysics and photochemistry of fluorescent labels, and the mechanisms of their photobleaching, need to be developed. This will broaden their applications. There is also a need
to make fluorescent labels more specific, brighter, and more robust in order to probe chemical constituents and follow their biochemical reaction in cells and tissues.

Nonlinear Optical Techniques

In addition to imaging based on single-photon excited or linear Raman scattering, vibrational images can also be generated using nonlinear coherent Raman spectroscopies. The most prominent nonlinear Raman process for imaging is coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS). Like spontaneous Raman microscopy, CARS microscopy does not rely on natural or artificial fluorescent labels, thereby avoiding issues of toxicity and artifacts associated with staining and photobleaching of fluorophores. Techniques such as CARS microscopy and other nonlinear Raman methods offer the possibility of new contrast mechanisms with chemical sensitivity, but their potential depends critically on advances in laser sources, detection schemes, and new Raman labels. Continued developments in these nonlinear approaches will enable superhigh resolution using far-field optics without the need to employ proximal probes. There is thus a need for improved ultrafast laser sources, special fluorophores, and novel contrast mechanisms based on nonlinear methods for breaking the diffraction barrier without using proximal probes.

Ultrafast Optical Detectors

Current streak camera technologies allow one to measure the lifetime and spectral features of fluorescence with subpicosecond and subnanometer resolution, but they lack the sensitivity required for single-molecule applications. Charge-coupled device (CCD) cameras, on the other hand, can provide high spectral and/or spatial resolution at high quantum efficiency, but they lack temporal resolution and near-infrared (IR) sensitivity. There is a need to develop detectors that possess the ability to measure multiple dimensions in parallel fashion, high time resolution, high sensitivity, and broad spectral range. IR and UV detector improvements, even if incremental, could catalyze new chemical imaging insights.

Electron and X-ray Microscopy

Techniques that probe samples with wavelengths much smaller than that of visible light provide high-resolution chemical and structural information below surfaces of materials. Images of atomic arrangements over a large range of length scales can be obtained using electron microscopy (EM) techniques. X-rays are able to penetrate materials more deeply than visible light or electrons and make it possible to determine the identity and local configuration of all the atoms present in a sample. Using X-rays, it is possible to image almost every conceivable sample type and gain unique insights into the deep internal molecular and atomic structure of most materials from objects as large as a shipping container to those significantly smaller than the nucleus of a single cell.
Sources for Electron Microscopy

A limiting factor in electron microscopy is the quality of the electron beam. Aberrations introduced by the optics limit both spatial resolution and analytical capabilities. There is a need to correct for the spherical and chromatic aberrations introduced by the electron optics. This will result in improved coherence of the beam, and improved imaging and diffraction. In particular, these advances will permit the analysis of amorphous samples. Smaller beam sizes can also be achieved, allowing for sub-Angstrom resolution chemical analysis of samples. Development of higher-quality electron beams and short pulses of electron beams would broaden and deepen the application of electron microscopy.

Electron Microscopy Detectors

Detectors for electron microscopy are required to improve spatial and temporal sensitivity. Improved detectors will enable femtosecond time resolution and higher sensitivity, and will reduce the number of electrons needed.

Optics for X-ray Microscopy

Enhanced X-ray optical systems are needed to permit imaging at higher resolution. In particular, zone plate optics, which are presently the limiting factor for scanning transmission X-ray microscopes (STXM) and full-field X-ray microscopes (TXM), need to be improved.

X-ray Detectors

The development of detectors capable of functioning on the femtosecond time scale is needed to advance X-ray imaging. Concerted efforts need to be made in developing X-ray detectors including solid-state “pixel” detectors, detectors for hard x-ray tomography through the development of scintillators that convert x-rays to visible light, and detectors that image directly onto a CCD chip with column parallel readout, as well as other detector possibilities. The goal is to improve the x-ray detector’s resolution, dynamic range, sensitivity, and readout speed.

Probes for X-ray Imaging

The use of X-ray microscopy to image chemical signals in biological materials requires probes that can be applied to both naturally occurring and artificially introduced molecules, particularly proteins. Current capabilities allow for only a single molecular species of protein inside a cell to be imaged. There is a need to develop the capability to simultaneously detect multiple proteins inside the cell through the use of multiple probes, each of which would contain a specific metal atom that could be excited at a different X-ray energy (e.g., nanocrystals containing atoms such as Ti, V, Fe, and Ni). Thus, X-ray absorbing probes that specifically detect and localize chemical signals need to be developed.
Proximal Probe Microscopies

By definition, proximal probe microscopes employ a small probe that is positioned very close to the sample of interest for the purposes of recording an image of the sample, performing spectroscopic experiments, or manipulating the sample. All such methods were originally developed primarily for the purposes of obtaining the highest possible spatial resolution in imaging experiments. Since then, many other unique advantages of these techniques have been realized. These methods are especially useful for understanding the chemistry of surfaces—for example, the electrophilicity of individual surface atoms, the organization of atoms or molecules at or near the surface, and the electronic properties of atomic or molecular assemblies. Research needs for expanding these capabilities are discussed below.

Penetration Depth

Most proximal probe imaging techniques are limited to imaging surfaces or near-surface regions. Imaging below surfaces would allow studies of chemistry at the atomic or molecular level occurring at buried interfaces and/or defects sites in the bulk of samples. There is a need for methods to be developed—for optical, X-ray, Raman, and other probe regimes—that can image at depths of a few nanometers to macroscopic distances beneath a surface for materials and life science applications. Also, there is a need for more sensitive cantilevers and stronger magnetic field gradients.

Chemical Selectivity

Many interesting materials systems are chemically heterogeneous on a wide range of length scales down to atomic dimensions. The development of chemically selective proximal probe imaging methods has played a central role in uncovering sample heterogeneity and understanding its origins. One of the best examples of the use of proximal probe methods is the chemical bonding information that has been obtained on semiconductor surfaces by scanning tunneling microscopy. However, this capability is limited in the biomedical realm and other application areas. Contrast mechanisms need to be further developed to reveal chemical identity and function in surface characterization of a wider variety of samples.

Near-field Optics

Molecular spectroscopies are restricted to length scales governed by the wave-like nature of light; specifically, spatial confinement of the source radiation is limited by diffraction to approximately one-half the wavelength of light. Near-field optical microscopy (optical proximal probe methods) overcomes this limitation and provides a means to extend optical spectroscopic techniques to the nanometer scale. However, the use of near-field microscopy to obtain chemical images of real-world samples remains hampered by issues of resolution and sensitivity.
Improved probe geometries are required for high-resolution chemical imaging beyond the diffraction limit. This includes design (theory) and realization (reproducibility, robustness, mass production) of controlled geometry near-field optics.

**Image Processing and Analysis**

The expression "chemical image" describes a multidimensional dataset whose dimensions represent variables such as $x$, $y$, $z$ spatial position, experimental wavelength, time, chemical species, and so forth. Image processing requires that the chemical images exist as digital images. Key aspects of imaging data collection and analysis are outlined below.

**Initial Image Visualization**

Frequently, the first priority for the analyst is to generate an image or images that allow for visualization of heterogeneous chemical distributions in space or time. Image visualization methods vary from simply choosing a color scale for display of a single image to methods for displaying three-dimensional datasets. For three-dimensional data, additional analysis tools are required, including the ability to extract spectra from a selected region of interest for multispectral imaging data sets or rendering a three-dimensional volume or projection for depth arrays. Analysis tools for three-dimensional visualization need to be further developed for various kinds of microscopy and surface analysis instrumentation.

**Image Processing**

Typically, data analysis is not considered until after an instrument is developed. This can often limit the imaging analysis or make it unnecessarily difficult. Particularly with quantitative techniques, maintaining calibration or correcting for instrument drift over time is a challenge. Integration of data analysis with instrument development will facilitate rapid acquisition and processing of images.

**Multi-Dimensional Image Processing**

Present commercial multivariate analysis software is based on techniques that are more than 20 years old. It is necessary to develop better analysis and data extraction techniques for elucidating more and different kinds of information from an image. In particular, this includes user-friendly multivariate analysis tools and hyperspectral imaging deconvolution and analysis.

**Integrated Real-time Analysis**

As the sophistication and multimodality of imaging instrumentation increase and as the resolution of data collections improves, it will be necessary to perform some aspects of data
reduction interactively during the measurement. There is a need to develop integrated real-time analyses for automated customization of data collection, particularly in multiscale imaging applications.

**Molecular Dynamics**

A quantitative understanding of molecular electronic structure is vital to advances in chemical imaging. This understanding can be achieved through molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. In order to improve MD simulations, a number of specific areas need to be addressed in basic molecular dynamics theory. There is a need to develop a next generation of readily accessible, easy-to-use MD simulation packages.

**All Imaging Techniques**

**Light Sources**

Brighter, tunable ultrafast light sources would benefit many of the areas discussed in the report, particularly infrared-terahertz (between visible light and radio waves) vibrational and dynamical imaging, near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM), and X-ray imaging.

**Miniaturization**

A key route toward advancing our chemical imaging capabilities is that of miniaturization and speed of microscopic image application instrumentation.

**Acquisition Speed and Efficiency**

Nearly all imaging techniques would be greatly enhanced by increased data acquisition speeds. Furthermore, on-line analysis capabilities would improve the efficiency of imaging by allowing more directed investigations of samples.

**Data Management**

Theory must play a role in addressing the data storage and search problems associated with the increasingly large datasets generated by chemical imaging techniques.
INSTITUTIONAL CHANGE

Chemical imaging can provide detailed structural and functional information about chemistry and chemical engineering phenomena that have enormous impacts on medicine, materials, technology, and environmental sustainability. Chemical imaging is also poised to provide fundamental breakthroughs in the basic understanding of molecular structure and function. The knowledge gained through these insights offers the potential for a paradigm shift in the ability to control and manipulate matter at its most fundamental levels. A strategic, focused research and development program in chemical imaging supported by enhanced individual and multidisciplinary efforts will best enable this transformation in our understanding of and control over the natural world. This will include promoting novel approaches to funding mechanisms for chemical imaging and the development of standards for chemical image data formatting.

CONCLUSION

Imaging has a wide variety of applications that have relevance to almost every facet of our daily lives. These applications range from medical diagnosis and treatment to the study and design of material properties in novel products. To continue receiving benefits from these technologies, sustained efforts are needed to facilitate understanding and manipulation of complex chemical structures and processes. By linking technological advances in chemical imaging with a science-based approach to using these new capabilities, it is likely that fundamental breakthroughs in our understanding of basic chemical processes in biology, the environment, and human creations will be achieved.
Early humans relied heavily on the ability to successfully scan their environment to hunt for food or to detect threats. While all five senses played a role in survival, vision was paramount. The human brain is designed to quickly process visual images and search for patterns, which early humans used to detect subtle changes that could indicate either hunting game or physical threats. As a result, visual images are a very “natural” and important means of obtaining information. This can be seen in everyday examples such as the preference for visual symbols over written words in traffic signs or advertising efforts to associate a specific visual image with a particular brand. In both of these examples, the choice of a symbol over words is intentional and results from the fact that the brain can grasp images faster than it can process written text.

Science has also exploited the power of imaging. A great deal of information can be obtained about a patient’s condition through metabolic readings and lab tests. However, the development of medical imaging techniques such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or X-ray computed tomography (CT) as standard tools for medical diagnosis has provided physicians with a new level of insight into the workings of the human body and the identification of disease at its earliest stages. Additionally, most space probes contain an imaging camera as part of their instrument package, including those operating in environments where visual images are exceedingly difficult to obtain (e.g., on the surface of Saturn’s moon Titan, which is located more than 1 billion miles from the Sun and is perpetually shrouded by thick clouds). These planetary images do more than provide interesting photos for public enjoyment; they also allow scientists the opportunity to make a quick determination of features of interest for further exploration, to gain insights into geological and weather modifications, and to help correlate data returned by parallel instruments on board the spacecraft.

WHAT IS CHEMICAL IMAGING?

While chemical imaging means many things to many people, concisely it is the spatial (and temporal) identification and characterization of the molecular chemical composition, structure, and dynamics of any given sample. Today’s technologies and demands on imaging are growing well beyond traditional “photographic” imaging as exemplified by medical X-ray applications. To address issues such as the next generation of microelectronics technologies,
disease detection and treatment, chemical manufacturing, and advanced materials development, the ability to perform spatially resolved measurements of chemical structure, function, and dynamics is vital. For example, the location and identification of atoms and molecules in the heterostructures within a state-of-the-art microprocessor are crucial to developing faster and more reliable computing architectures. Imaging the dynamic chemical processes involved in the catalytic production of chemicals is essential to improving chemical manufacturing. Imaging and tracking molecular biochemical processes is central to the development of new ways to detect and treat diseases.

Modern spectroscopic techniques rely on the interaction of light or other radiation with a sample of interest. The resulting spectra from these techniques provide vast amounts of information about molecular interactions and structures that occur in chemical processes. Even the best spectra, however, are limited in their ability to reveal the exact characteristics of a chemical reaction definitively. Most common spectroscopic methods require significant samples; for example, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy usually requires on the order of a milligram or more. While NMR is not as sensitive as many of the other techniques, in general spectra acquired using standard spectroscopic methods are the result of the accumulation of data from millions (or billions) of individual molecules. In other words, most common spectroscopic techniques provide only an approximation of what occurs between individual units in a single chemical reaction.

Chemical imaging takes advantage of a number of spectroscopic techniques (which will be discussed in depth in Chapter 3). These techniques provide the needed information about the molecular composition, structure, and dynamics of a given sample in space and time. Unlike traditional spectroscopy, however, it is now possible in certain implementations of chemical imaging to obtain images on the molecular scale where interactions between the smallest units of structure are revealed. These advances greatly enhance the fundamental understanding of chemical interactions. As shown in Figures 1.1A and 1.1B, imaging techniques cover a wide range of timescales and penetration depths for samples of varying lateral dimension.
Figure 1.1 Imaging techniques compared by their time scales, penetration depths, and ranges of lateral dimensions. All scales are logarithmic, and all box boundaries are estimates of typical present practices and are much fuzzier than the crisp lines shown. (A) Each time span, except for electron microscopy (EM) techniques, indicates the range from the shortest time difference that can comfortably be resolved by a particular technique to the maximum duration of continuous observation. For EM techniques, the time scale indicates the estimated time required for freezing or fixing the tissue. Lateral dimensions range from the finest spacing over which separate objects can be discriminated up to the maximum size of a single field of view. (B) Depth dimensions range from the minimum thickness for an adequate signal to the maximum depth of imaging without a severe loss of sensitivity or lateral resolution. Again, lateral dimensions range from the finest spacing over which separate objects can be discriminated up to the maximum size of a single field of view. NOTE: AFM = atomic force microscopy; CARS = coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering; FL = fluorescence microscopy at visible wavelengths; IR = infrared; MEG = magnetoencephalography; MRI = magnetic resonance imaging; NSOM = near-field optical microscopy; PET = positron emission tomography; SERS, surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy; STM = Scanning Tunneling Microscopy, TIR-FM = total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy.
SOURCE: Modified version of figure supplied by Roger Tsien.
Development of scanning tunnel microscopy (STM) by Gerd Binnig and Heinrich Rohrer in 1981 pointed the way to breakthroughs in understanding basic chemical processes. Since then, STM and atomic force microscopy (AFM), as well as optical force microscopy proximal probes,\(^1\) have been used to manipulate individual atoms and molecules on surfaces.

Since then, advances in instrumentation, particularly better probes, and the enormous advances in computational power promise to revolutionize chemical imaging capabilities. The potential to perform chemical imaging in real time across spatial dimensions from the nanometer to the meter scale would lead to fundamental breakthroughs in our understanding of basic chemical processes and, with this, anticipated advances in capabilities both within the chemical sciences and in a number other fields of interest.

CHEMICAL IMAGING AND FUNDAMENTAL CHALLENGES

As noted above, advances in imaging not only will benefit the chemical sciences, but also fundamental understanding in many other areas. For example, biological processes, materials, medicine, and national security provide excellent examples important application areas for advances in chemical imaging.

Biological Processes

Tremendous advances have been made in the understanding of such fundamental biological process as cell function and protein folding. The ability to obtain in situ data on the complexity and dynamics of biological processes, however, continues to pose challenges. Because most of these processes are essentially chemical interactions, advances in chemical imaging with applications to living systems hold the potential for fundamental breakthroughs in the understanding of biological systems.

Materials

Imaging is a common technique for assessing materials. For example, airliner structural materials are often X-ray imaged to check for hairline cracks or other signs of imminent failure. In scientific applications, advances in nanotechnology have produced a parallel need for improved methods of imaging nanomaterials on the molecular scale.

Advances in chemical imaging will have a direct impact on the ability to design, test, and alter novel materials. In addition, these advances will also contribute to the ability to control reactions at the molecular level by using various imaging modalities to project spatial and temporal information into chemical systems as well as extract information from them. This is a fundamental goal of total chemical-based synthetic processes. Exercising a greater degree of control will have a profound impact on the development of improved materials.

---

\(^1\) The term “probe” or “proximal probe” used in this document refers to any of the wide variety of tips used in tunneling, force, and near-field optical microscopies. That is, a metallic, semiconducting, or optical-fiber probe is positioned in close proximity to a sample for the purposes of recording images.
Medicine

Although the development of new drugs for the treatment of disease has progressed significantly beyond simple empirical “hit-or-miss” methods, comprehensive understanding of the actual interactions that take place during the delivery of medicines to a patient remains elusive. As an example, the basic principles of the physiological mechanisms by which anesthesia functions in the body (i.e., interactions between the pharmaceutical molecule and the active site within the body) are not well understood. Advances in chemical imaging, particularly in the resolution of molecule-to-molecule interactions, would help further the understanding of these processes and could contribute to innovations such as personalized medicine.

National Security

As the threat of terrorism has grown over the past decade, work toward detecting these threats has also increased. A key aspect of this work is the development of new and better sensors aimed at detecting nuclear, chemical, and biological threats. Significant hurdles complicate the ability of sensors to operate effectively in the “real world.” For example, spectrometric detection is sometimes impeded by signals arising from a “noisy” background; common environmental obstacles such as smoke, moisture, or even perfume may interfere with the ability to pick up a signal arising from a threat agent such as an explosive or a biological weapon. In addition, the detection of extremely dilute substances in an enormous volume of background is another difficulty that must be overcome.

While work on improved spectrometric methods continues, imaging techniques are and will continue to be powerful sensing tools to help guard against threats. Potential advantages of improved imaging techniques include the ability to assess threats in real time (allowing ample time for effective countermeasures) and the improved capability to detect threats at a distance before populations and valued assets become affected.

CHEMICAL IMAGING—WHY NOW?

A number of factors have combined over the past several years to make chemical imaging a field ripe for explosive growth. Advances in optics and nanotechnology—nanotips as probes and optical quantum dots as labels—have made continued improvements in imaging common. The phenomenal growth in desktop computing power—combined with the now commonplace ability to network computers—greatly diminishes the challenges once posed by storage requirements for real-time imaging. New research applications are being pursued by combining different imaging techniques to enhance imaging capabilities.

Continued advances in chemistry require more powerful techniques to visualize and

---


3 In this report, the term “label” or “marker” will be used to refer to molecules or nanoparticles that covalently or otherwise chemically interact with a sample.
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manipulate matter and to efficiently manage the vast quantities of data resulting from imaging. Presently, imaging techniques such as STM are limited to probing the surfaces of metals. In the short term, advances in chemical imaging that enable researchers to “see deeper” (i.e., real-time imaging below surfaces) and the ability to image “soft” materials would provide much more information than is presently available. In the long term, new capabilities in imaging will almost inevitably lead to new questions for researchers to ask, and the subsequent answers will result in the development of new capabilities as the fundamental understanding of chemical processes increases.

FOCUS OF THIS REPORT

With this wide range of applications and drivers, the approach of this report is to look for high-impact areas in which novel chemical imaging techniques can be developed either from new fundamental mechanisms of imaging or from the synergistic combination of existing techniques that will provide new information. To provide the broadest basis for these developments, an inclusive approach to chemical imaging technique development and potential has been adopted. As with all branches of science, breakthroughs will undoubtedly occur outside the scope of this report. The aim is to identify promising areas in which imaging techniques can evolve to have the greatest impact on critical problems in science and technology.

To address the current state of the art in chemical imaging and determine promising areas for advances in the field, the National Academies has undertaken the present study. The goals of the study, as described in the statement of task, include:

- A review of the current state of the art in chemical imaging, including likely short-term advances;
- Identification of gaps in our knowledge of the basic science that enables chemical imaging;
- Identification of a grand challenge for chemical imaging;
- Research required to meet this challenge; and
- Institutional changes that could help catalyze advances in this field.

To carry out its tasks, the Committee on Revealing Chemistry through Advanced Chemical Imaging held a series of meetings at which various imaging experts were invited to present testimonials and participate in discussions about their relevant research areas. The invited panelists included scientists and engineers from academic, government, and industrial research labs. This report is based on the information gathered at these meetings as well as the expertise of the committee members.

The committee has written its report such that these objectives are described and addressed to multiple audiences. For the nonscientist, the report seeks to describe the importance of chemical imaging not only in the chemical sciences but also for practical applications beyond the chemical research laboratory. For the student considering study in chemistry, the report aims to show that both near- and long-term advances in chemical imaging hold the potential to fundamentally alter our understanding of how a chemical reaction occurs and, perhaps more importantly, of what new capabilities this knowledge can enable. For chemists and chemical

---

4 The full statement of task for this study is given in Appendix A.
engineers, the report should serve as the collective judgment of experts in the field that can be used to identify new capabilities that are needed in chemical imaging and areas of research that offer the best promise of new imaging capabilities.

Chapter 2 presents a series of scientific applications of chemical imaging capabilities. Through case studies, the use of chemical imaging is detailed, including the limits on chemical imaging techniques presently in use and a discussion of the developments in chemical imaging required to fully address these scientific applications. These are discussed in the context of both short-term and long-term goals. In Chapter 3, current imaging techniques are presented in a higher level of technical detail. Furthermore, a discussion is provided of (1) the possibilities of current techniques; (2) desirable imaging tools that currently do not exist; and (3) the practical steps necessary to acquire new imaging techniques. Chapter 4 presents the committee’s key findings and recommendations, which are offered as guidance for setting priorities and mapping plans toward fundamental breakthroughs in areas of imaging research as well as other areas that impact development of chemical imaging.

CONCLUSION

As work progresses to improve chemical imaging capabilities, the fundamental challenges will be to observe, understand, and control the spatial and temporal evolution of single molecules, molecular assemblies, and chemical pathways in complex, heterogeneous environments.\(^5\) Achieving these goals will require answers to the following questions:

- How can single-molecule events be imaged in functional detail, rather than imaging the average of a collection of molecules?
- Is it possible to use chemical imaging to differentiate between intrinsic molecular behavior and cases in which molecular behavior is influenced by the environment (e.g., healthy versus diseased tissue structure or function)?
- Is it possible to control the position and/or reactivity of chemical reactions and behavior?
- What can be understood about mapping dynamics or dynamic interactions in chemical reactions?
- What role do natural processes such as self-assembly, dynamics, and environment play in controlling chemistry?
- Can chemical imaging provide insights into biological and chemical processes that inform each other?

By linking technological advances in chemical imaging with a science-based approach to using these new capabilities, it is likely that fundamental breakthroughs in our understanding of basic chemical processes in biology, the environment, and man-made creations will be achieved.

---

\(^5\) Walter Stevens, Division of Chemical Sciences, Geosciences, and Biosciences, U.S. Department of Energy, presentation to the committee.
Utilizing Chemical Imaging to Address Scientific and Technical Challenges: Case Studies

This chapter provides a series of real-life “case studies” to help illustrate a grand challenge for chemical imaging. Before presenting the case studies, the grand challenge and a brief introduction to imaging techniques are discussed. More technical information about specific imaging techniques is provided in greater detail in Chapter 3.

A GRAND CHALLENGE FOR CHEMICAL IMAGING

Chemical imaging helps us to answer difficult questions, especially when these questions occur in complex chemical environments. At present, imaging lies at the heart of our high-technology industry in terms of process development and quality control. The ability to image the interior of the human body with techniques such as ultrasound and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has revolutionized medical diagnosis and treatment. Satellite imaging is now an indispensable tool in climate prediction and modeling. Use of remote imaging is crucial to our national security. Our capability to image will in many ways define our scientific, technological, economic, and national security future.

Clearly, advances in chemical imaging capabilities will result in more fundamental understanding of chemical processes. In this chapter, chemical imaging is addressed in the context of an overarching goal to understand and control complex chemical processes.

UNDERSTANDING AND CONTROLLING COMPLEX CHEMICAL PROCESSES

Understanding and controlling complex chemical processes requires the ability to perform multimodal imaging across all length and time scales. That is, researchers would like the capability to image a material or a process using multiple techniques, including those that can “focus” on a particular aspect of the material or process (through varying length scales), as well as capture images at appropriate time dimensions to acquire necessary information.
An overarching objective for future breakthroughs using chemical imaging techniques is to gain a fundamental understanding and control of these complex chemical structures and processes. While this is the grand challenge for chemical imaging, more specific requirements need to be addressed in order to meet this comprehensive challenge. These include: understanding and controlling self-assembly, complex biological processes, and complex materials. Each of these challenges are amplified further below.

**Understanding and Controlling Self-Assembly**

The self-assembly of small molecular units into larger structures is a common and important occurrence in nature. In the biological realm, proteins and RNA fold into specific functional conformations. Cells divide and communicate with each other by rearranging subcellular units. Some theorists hypothesize that the spontaneous formation of lipid vesicles is responsible for the beginning of life. Outside biology, we marvel at the growth of snowflakes. We find numerous uses for soap and liquid-crystal displays. We make materials with varying properties by tuning the degree and the nature of aggregation. Indeed, many proposed methods for creating nanomaterials are based on self-assembly.

Molecular assemblies are formed through strong and weak chemical forces. Understanding the types, magnitudes, directions, and distances associated with these interactions is thus of fundamental and practical importance. Chemical imaging can elucidate many of these processes by providing spatial and temporal relationships among the interacting units. We would like, at one extreme, to follow the rotation, formation, and breakage of individual bonds and, at the other, to investigate cooperative effects and sequences of events over extended domains. The same or different small assemblies can be tracked as they grow into larger assemblies. In addition, chemical transformations within these structures can be monitored to elucidate environmental effects on reactivity and ultimately can be controlled by the patterned exposure to electromagnetic radiation and other fields.

To gain better understanding of and to control molecular assembly processes, one needs chemical imaging techniques that can follow interactions at a broad range of length and time scales. During assembly, it would be advantageous to record inter- and intramolecular orientations and distances at picosecond to second time scales, measure the forces between selected pairs of atoms or between selected molecular domains, and detect proximal versus long-range ordering of complexes. Once the self-assembly process is complete, imaging could be employed to follow single-molecule reactions within these structures. There are a few published examples of the monitoring of DNA synthesis and hybridization. However, major advances in imaging tools will be required to tackle the whole spectrum of molecular self-assembly processes.

**Understanding and Controlling Complex Biological Processes**

In the post-genomic era, there is a pressing need to functionally annotate the products of the many sequenced genes whose functions are unknown. Exploring the proteome represents a mammoth task. Although the number of genes encoded in the genomes of higher organisms has turned out to be less than originally thought (tens of thousands for mammals), the complexity
introduced during cell development and gene expression is enormous. Combinatorial reorganization of gene fragments during immune cell development, alternate splicing pathways after transcription and post-translational modification of proteins and the resulting chemical heterogeneity result in millions of functionally distinct protein species. Add to this the extensive interplay of the many metabolic intermediates and connected pathways and the complexity increases even farther. This inherent complexity and heterogeneity, which is in many respects the hallmark of a living system, puts very serious limits on the utility of traditional biochemical methodologies that are based on the separation and isolation of components. A cell is much more than a list of gene products and small molecules. Just as important as the chemical formula of each component is a detailed understanding of where it is, at what time, and with what partners. Although generating a complete four-dimensional map of cellular (and ultimately organismal) complexity at the molecular level is currently beyond our capability, this is the long-range goal of chemical imaging in the realm of biology. Clearly, much has to be done to achieve this goal, but many of the fundamental concepts and tools have been or are being developed now.

From low-energy radio waves that tickle the states of nuclei, to infrared light that captures the nature and energies of chemical bonds, to visible light that probes electronic structure, to high-energy X-rays and electrons that report on electron density, spectroscopy provides detailed information and generally does so in a spatially and temporally patterned way. Scanning probe microscopy, while still largely an in vitro approach, adds an additional dimension in which mechanical and electrical probes can be applied directly. Everything from whole organisms to individual biomolecules has been imaged with these kinds of techniques. The challenge now is to come to grips with the chemical, spatial, and temporal heterogeneity involved—monitoring many molecules, molecular species, or whole cells simultaneously and thereby determining in detail the complex interactions and networks that are the chemical essence of life. Thus, there are issues of scale and a dramatic need for multiscale approaches that allow one to place the chemistry within the context of the overarching biological system.

As our ability to probe with high resolution has improved, a number of researchers have begun to consider reversing the direction of information transfer, using the same concepts and tools inherent in chemical imaging to project information into biological systems, thereby controlling their function. A somewhat crude example of this approach is laser surgery in which specific cells, or even small parts of cells, are ablated with a focused laser beam. A more sophisticated approach that has recently become possible is to specifically turn genes on or off with light, giving complete control of gene expression within a population of cells as a function of both space and time. In general, the concept of refitting our molecular imaging probes to become “full-duplex” molecules, functioning both to report on the environment that surrounds them and to manipulate that environment in an externally controlled way, is an idea that is just taking form and provides new vistas both for fundamental research in biology and for environmental, medical, and synthetic applications.

Understanding and Controlling Complex Materials

In a high-tech society, the quality of life, economic potential, and security often rest on its ability to predict and control the properties of materials. These properties can range from the common (porous, dielectric, high strength, magnetic, chemically reactive) to the exotic (superconductivity, superlattice, superfluidity, giant magnetoresistance). In complex materials,
these properties, both exotic and common, are generally determined and controlled by the degree of coupling between the components that make up the material and their resulting level of complexity (e.g., chemical and physical heterogeneity, composition, phase, morphology). Often, the degree to which we can successfully harness a particular property or phenomenon into new technologies is based largely on our knowledge and understanding of material systems at or below the size scale of the constituents and components that comprise them. For example, the discovery of new physical phenomena such as superconductivity is only the first step in what can be a long process to bring a discovery to technological relevance or commercialization. While the properties of superconductivity hold the promise of revolutionizing everything from transportation to medicine, the technological and economic impacts will go unrealized without advances in our understanding of and improvements in superconducting materials. However, progress in understanding these systems has been hampered by the absence of chemical imaging and dynamics tools that can provide nondestructive, real-time, three-dimensional imaging with relevant resolution.

In all types of materials, phenomena such as fracture, creep, segregation, roughening, and delamination ultimately determine the utility of a material for a given application. For example, by controlling the onset of fracture, a potato chip bag can be an effective, high-strength, low-porosity container that keeps chips from going stale, while at the same time allowing a child to rip open (fracture) the package with ease. Phenomena such as fracture mechanics are useful but not always well understood; as a consequence, these and other materials advances come by way of much trial and error. This is due in large part to the lack of suitable analytical instrumentation that can image over several length scales such things as the formation of stress (morphology contrast) and the resulting phenomena (fracture). While improved performance (e.g., high directional strength) is often an important driver in technology development, materials advances that make the technology affordable and more durable offer value and motivation as well.

In addition, complex materials can comprise several unique components (metals and nonmetals, liquids and solids, magnetic and nonmagnetic materials) that, when combined, generate a material whose properties are altered or totally distinct from those of the original. An example of this is the thin-film material systems that exhibit giant magnetoresistivity (GMR). Any of the thin films acting alone would exhibit no unique or exotic properties. However, when several materials are combined in a precise manner, the phenomenon of GMR is observed, and high-density data storage is realized.

Through advances in chemical imaging capability, we will increase both our basic understanding of the phenomena that determine the utility of complex materials and our ability to control or “tune” a material’s properties. In this way, we will go from using the inherent properties of traditional material, (e.g., the strength of steel) to programming particular properties, such as low weight and high strength, into engineered materials that are tailored for a given application.

**IMAGING TECHNIQUES**

The development of multiple imaging techniques provides researchers with powerful tools to probe multiple aspects of chemical problems. A more detailed discussion of these techniques is provided in Chapter 3; however, the techniques are introduced briefly here.
Optical Techniques and Magnetic Resonance

Techniques employing the ultraviolet (UV), visible, and near-infrared parts of the spectrum have the advantage of high sensitivity (single photon), high time resolution (femtoseconds), and moderate spatial resolution (on the order of 100 nm). Structural information is obtainable by infrared to radio-frequency techniques (e.g., magnetic resonance). Together, these techniques have enabled the visualization of individual molecules and the measurement of excited state dynamics from such molecules on the picosecond time scale. It is also possible to follow the time course of chemical reactions on the femtosecond time scale when whole populations can be synchronized by light. Confocal detection and nonlinear excitation have made it possible to follow the dynamics of complex chemical systems (such as cells and tissues) using multiple probes and in three dimensions. As a whole, these technologies have also made it possible to optically pattern chemical reactivity with very high spatial resolution in three dimensions. Imaging well below the surface of an object (e.g., deep tissue imaging) remains a challenge in optical spectroscopy, but could be substantially improved with the production of labels absorbing and/or emitting farther to the red.

Vibrational imaging using Raman scattering and infrared (IR) absorption provides something like a structural "fingerprint" of matter as it is determined by the kinds of atoms, their bond strengths, and their arrangements in a specific molecule. Recent developments based on a combination of modern laser spectroscopy, scanning probe techniques, and nanotechnology provide capabilities for sensitive vibrational imaging at the single-molecule level. These developments also provide capabilities at nanoscale lateral resolution, where linear and nonlinear Raman scattering is exploited in enhanced and strongly confined local optical fields of tailored nanostructures.

Electron Microscopy, X-rays, Ions, and Neutrons

With wavelengths that are about 1000 times smaller than that of visible light, electrons provide a high-resolution probe of chemical and structural information below surfaces of materials. Images of atomic arrangements over a large range of length scales can be obtained using electron microscopy (EM) techniques. Although significant limitations to their use exist (e.g., the need for a vacuum to produce and transmit electrons, electron beam damage to samples), EM techniques have had a tremendous impact on fields ranging from condensed matter physics to structural biology.

X-rays are able to penetrate materials more deeply than visible light or electrons and make it possible to determine the identity and local configuration of all the atoms present in a sample. Using X-rays, it is possible to image almost every conceivable sample type and gain unique insights into the deep internal molecular and atomic structure of most materials from objects as large as a shipping container to those significantly smaller than the nucleus of a single cell.
Proximal Probes (Force Microscopy, Near Field, Field Enhancement)

Proximal probe microscopes employ a variety of materials such as tungsten wire (scanning tunneling microscopy), silicon nitride pyramid and cantilever (atomic force microscopy), or optical fiber (near-field optical microscopy) in close proximity to the sample of interest for the purposes of recording an image of the sample, performing spectroscopic experiments, or manipulating the sample. All such methods were originally developed primarily for the purpose of obtaining the highest possible spatial resolution in imaging experiments. Since then, many other unique advantages of these techniques have been realized. These methods are especially useful for understanding the chemistry of surfaces—for example, the electrophilicity of individual surface atoms, the organization of atoms or molecules at or near the surface, and the electronic properties of atomic or molecular assemblies.

Processing, Analysis, and Computation

Processing, analysis, and computation are not imaging techniques per se, but rather play a fundamental role in enhancing their capabilities. In addition, computational methods, particularly when applied to computer modeling and simulation, extend imaging capabilities to address problems that have not or cannot be addressed using standing imaging techniques.

CASE STUDIES

A series of real-life “case studies” is presented to illustrate the importance of the technical issues that have been introduced in this chapter and show how chemical imaging can contribute to understanding them. The examples are not meant to serve as an exhaustive list of all problems that can be addressed with advances in chemical imaging. Instead, they have been included to focus on current capabilities and limitations and offer insights into where breakthroughs are needed to increase the capabilities and potential for chemical imaging. More technical information about specific imaging techniques is provided in greater detail in Chapter 3.

Case Study 1: Mobile Crystalline Material-41 (MCM-41)

MCM-41 is an interesting self-assembled material that has a wide range of applications. The starting material is a monomeric surfactant, cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB), similar to those used as detergents. With a long hydrophobic end and a hydrophilic head, the monomers form spherical micelles that have a hydrophobic core and a hydrophilic surface when the concentration of the monomer surpasses the critical micellar concentration. At higher concentrations, the micelles rearrange into cylindrical rods. At still higher concentrations, the rods self-assemble into hexagonal arrays. After the introduction of silicate molecules, the arrays form silica particles that possess well-defined shapes. By adding agents that alter the

---

hydrophobicity or hydrophilicity of various parts of the structures, one can control each step of the self-assembly process. The result is a mesoporous structure with tunable pore size, variable channel length, and predictable shape (Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2).²

MCM-41 has been employed as an industrial catalyst for many years. The assembled structure is pyrolyzed to become a permanent inorganic matrix. Functionalization of the matrix allows incorporation of a variety of catalytic activities into the material. Recently, procedures were developed to add functional groups that are electrostatically or hydrophobically attractive to the ammonium surfactant head groups and are able to compete with silicate anions during self-assembly. This has led to a class of mesoporous materials that are functionalized only on the inside of the pores. Highly selective polymerization and cooperative catalytic systems have been developed from these materials.³ Furthermore, by incorporating caps onto the pores, chemical reagents can be stored in the channels, to be released simply by detaching the caps at the desired time and location.⁴ This scheme holds promise as a controlled drug and gene delivery protocol.

**Figure 2.1** MCM-41 units are formed from self-assembly to create honeycomb structures that can be functionalized on the inside (light blue) to create confined catalytic sites. SOURCE: Courtesy of Victor S. Lin, Iowa State University.
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Figure 2.2 These honeycomb units further assemble into larger structures that can include worms, spheres, ovals, and so on, depending on preparative conditions. SOURCE: Courtesy of Victor S. Lin, Iowa State University.

Chemical Imaging Technique(s) Involved

Current methods used to image MCM-41 include (1) analytical transmission electron microscopy (TEM) to determine structure, size, morphology, and local chemical composition; (2) energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDXS) in a scanning electron microscope (SEM) to determine chemical composition;\(^5\) and (3) electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) for elemental analysis.\(^6\)

Insights Obtained Using Chemical Imaging

The spatial and temporal progression of individual events involved in the formation of each type of structure can be monitored directly. A combination of imaging modes can be applied, each elucidating the process at a different length scale. Millimeter-scale variations can then be explained by nanometer-scale fluctuations. After the structures are built, single-molecule imaging can be employed to study catalytic reactions inside the nanopores.

Imaging Limitations

Limitations include the following:

- The imaging rate of current technologies is not fast enough for continuous monitoring of microsecond transformations.
- Single-molecule imaging techniques are not yet capable of monitoring several different chemical species simultaneously.
- There is a lack of technologies for imaging the length scale between optical microscopy (diffraction limit) and proximal probes.

---
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- The need for chemical derivatization for fluorescence imaging often limits accessibility.

Opportunities for Imaging Development

Opportunities to develop imaging techniques for this application would include the following:
- Optical imaging at microsecond to nanosecond time scales per consecutive image
- One instrument for imaging the entire length scale from nanometers to millimeters
- Single-molecule imaging without fluorescence labeling

Case Study 2: Organic Electronics

Organic materials are now being employed as the active components in electronic circuitry. Perhaps the best examples of such materials are the semiconducting polymers used in polymer-based light-emitting diodes (polymer-LEDs). As a result of the successful development of extremely pure polymeric materials, polymer-LEDs are now being incorporated into commercially available display devices. Emerging applications of small-molecule, oligomeric, and polymeric organic semiconductors include their use in photovoltaics (solar cells) and organic field effect transistors. The primary benefits of such materials include the ability to manufacture moldable, flexible materials for use in large-area devices. Importantly, such materials can easily be cast as thin films, offering the potential for significant cost reductions in comparison to traditional inorganic devices.

Microscopic imaging experiments have played a key role in the development of these organic material devices and have provided detailed information on the local chemical and physical properties. They have helped researchers better understand intermolecular interactions, molecular organization within nanometer scale (and larger) domains, electronic coupling between individual molecules in the aggregate, and the mechanisms of electrical charge generation, injection, transport, and recombination. Microscopic methods will continue to provide vital information on molecular- to micrometer-length scales for both existing and emerging materials. Examples are shown below (Figures 2.3-2.5, respectively): a scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) image of and model for organized thiophene monolayers deposited on a graphite surface; an image of organized honeycomb structures formed in a film prepared from block copolymers of poly(phenylene vinylene)-poly(styrene) showing micrometer-scale phase separation of the component polymers as seen by fluorescence microscopy and SEM (inset); and near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) topography and polarized fluorescence excitation images of annealed poly(fluorene) films showing aggregated fibrous film structures.


Chemical Imaging Technique(s) Involved

Imaging of organic electronics employs conventional fluorescence and confocal microscopies, single-molecule spectroscopy, scanning and transmission electron microscopies, and several different proximal probe techniques. Optical microscopies provide direct information on spatial variations in the spectroscopic properties of the materials (i.e., due to aggregation), along with evidence for variations in the chemical composition and valuable data on their photochemical reactivities and molecular photophysics. Electron microscopy provides valuable information on nanometer and larger structures patterned within their films. Force microscopy and scanning tunneling microscopy provide valuable data on organization and electronic structure on angstrom-to nanometer-scale distances, while near-field optics provides high resolution spectroscopic data with sub 50-nm spatial resolution and subnanosecond time resolution.

Insights Obtained Using Chemical Imaging

As shown in the above figures, chemical imaging has provided detailed information on molecular (self)-organization in these materials, as well as on overall film morphology and the quality of structures templated or lithographically prepared in their films. Chemical imaging
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methods have also provided detailed information on the optical properties of these materials, allowing a deeper understanding of the influences of inter- and intramolecular electronic coupling,\textsuperscript{11,12} and on charge carrier dynamics and trapping.\textsuperscript{13,14,15}

**Imaging Limitations**

Direct chemical information with resolution on molecular length scales cannot yet be obtained on functioning devices or even on samples closely approximating functional materials. The vast majority of high-spatial-resolution images that have been recorded have been obtained on specially prepared samples consisting of single molecular layers on well-ordered substrates. The covering electrodes and ancillary films used in functional devices also routinely present a problem in the imaging of such materials because high-resolution proximal probes cannot then be used to image their internal surfaces directly. Although conventional optical imaging methods can “see below the surface” in such samples, the resolution of these techniques is insufficient to access direct molecular information.

**Opportunities for Imaging Development**

Development of new imaging methods that can probe the properties of functional and even functioning\textsuperscript{16} devices with high (molecular-scale) resolution is necessary to fully understand the organizational properties of these materials, how molecular organization influences device performance, and the detailed chemistry by which such devices fail over time. An important challenge here involves the development of methods that can image beneath the electrodes between which the materials are sandwiched, with depth discrimination capabilities. A further challenge involves implementation of techniques that provide clear chemical information (i.e., Raman, IR, or other vibrational imaging techniques) in these same imaging modalities, without sacrificing spatial resolution. Finally, for the preparation of ultimate device structures, advanced lithographic procedures based on some of these same microscopic methods will be required for the controlled fabrication of molecular architectures with optimal optical and electronic properties.


Case Study 3: Imaging Alzheimer’s Disease: Chemical and Molecular Imaging of the Brain from Molecules to Mind

In the past ten years, we have made significant progress in our understanding of how the brain functions both in health and in disease. Much of this progress comes from discoveries of how to apply powerful existing technologies toward imaging the brain. Mass spectrometry and electron microscopy, for example, have been employed on brain tissue sections for the respective purposes of mapping on the micrometer scale both inorganic and organic compounds such as calcium, phospholipids, and proteins. These methods have also been used to image molecular events in structures as small as synapses. Novel imaging techniques have been developed for use on live specimens. In neurons, for example, it is possible to simultaneously image several cellular processes, such as calcium- and zinc-signaling pathways, through the use of multiphoton fluorescence spectroscopy. Another example is the now-routine clinical use of positron emission tomography (PET) and MRI spectrometers for low-resolution brain imaging on the millimeter scale. These instruments aid the diagnosis of lesions induced by strokes or the precise localization of gliomas. The ability to map areas of the brain that are active during complex tasks with functional MRI is revolutionizing cognitive psychology. Indeed, a whole field has developed within radiology called molecular imaging. Molecular imaging is the result of using traditional radiological imaging tools combined with the knowledge of specific biological processes gleaned from molecular biology to increase the range of information available from imaging. Results from chemical imaging are a key component in the development of molecular imaging.

Almost every problem faced in trying to understand the normal functioning of the brain and pathophysiological processes in the brain requires the following steps. First, information must be acquired about the detailed structure and composition of key molecules in the brain. Second, by using this information, the dynamics of cell structure and function must be inferred. Finally, these inferences must then be integrated into an understanding of the complex functioning of the brain. Nowhere are the challenges greater than in trying to understand neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s disease. Alzheimer’s is rapidly growing into a major public health problem in developed countries as their populations age. Early detection is critical, and presently, confirmation of the diagnosis relies on autopsy to detect the amyloid plaques that are the telltale sign of the disease. The detailed formation of amyloid plaques is critical to understanding and treating the disease. Finally, the detailed cellular pathology and ensuing effects on brain function are only beginning to be delineated. Thus, chemical imaging is critical to understanding Alzheimer's due to the need to determine molecular structure, cell structure, and communication and to integrate these into obtaining information nondestructively from the human brain.

Advances in chemical imaging techniques are enabling new information to be obtained about Alzheimer’s across the full range of distance scales required. Detailed three-dimensional structures of amorphous solids that defy crystallization, such as amyloid plaques, are particularly challenging to characterize. Models for the structure have recently been deduced from solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) studies (Figure 2.6). Detailed studies of the formation of amyloid plaques and their effect on specific neuronal structures nearby can be accomplished with multiphoton fluorescence imaging tools (Figure 2.7). New PET probes that bind specifically to amyloid plaques are promising candidates for quantifying plaque burden.
noninvasively (Figure 2.8). Finally, MRI can be used to show anatomical changes in the areas of the brain most affected (such as the hippocampus) as well as highlight the changes in brain function that occur in these areas during the disease (Figure 2.9).

Figure 2.6 Solid-state NMR of the molecular structure of amyloid plaque. Model of the minimal structural unit of amyloid fibrils based primarily on solid-state NMR data. (a) Ribbon diagram of the parallel beta-sheet structure. (b) Atomic representation of the structure with colors representing side chain type (green, hydrophobic; magenta, polar; red, negatively charged; blue positively charged). SOURCE: Reprinted from Tycko, R. 2004. Progress towards a molecular-level structural understanding of amyloid fibrils. Current Opinion in Structural Biology 14:96-103. Copyright 2004, with permission from Elsevier.
Figure 2.7 Two-photon fluorescence microscopy of amyloid plaque (red) and surrounding neurons (green) in the brain of a mouse model of Alzheimer’s. Numerous neuronal abnormalities, including swelling and decreased densities of spines (arrow in c), could be detected. SOURCE: Tsai, J., J. Grutzendle, K. Duff, and W.B. Gan. 2004. Fibrillar amyloid deposition leads to local synaptic abnormalities and breakage of neuronal branches. Nature Neuroscience 7:1181-1183.
Figure 2.8 PET measurement of amyloid plaque in the human brain. A positron-emitting compound, Pittsburgh Compound B (PIB), binds specifically to amyloid plaque and can be used to image Alzheimer’s disease using positron emission tomography. The image on the left is the brain of a normal person, and the blue colors indicate little accumulation of PIB. The image on the right is the brain of a person with Alzheimer’s disease, and the yellow to red colors indicate large accumulations of PIB and thus the presence of amyloid plaque.


Figure 2.9 Functional MRI of resting or default-mode brain activity in normal and Alzheimer’s patients. Functional MRI detects fluctuations in brain activity at rest. A network of brain
regions is activated in normal elderly people (*left*, A) as indicated by the orange-yellow regions overlaid on the MRI. This network is called the default-mode network and is altered in people with Alzheimer’s (*right*, B). In particular, activity in the hippocampus and entorhinal cortex is decreased (green arrows) in Alzheimer’s.


**Chemical Imaging Technique(s) Involved**

A number of chemical imaging techniques are being utilized to understand Alzheimer's disease. Nondestructive imaging techniques such as MRI and PET are at the early stages of measuring amyloid plaque and changes in brain anatomy and function that occur with disease progression. Optical imaging is important to study nondestructively the development of the disease and changes in cellular structure that occur in animal models. The full range of in vitro chemical imaging techniques (e.g., electron microscopy, mass spectrometry imaging) has been used to chemically and structurally characterize the disease at high resolution. Finally, magnetic resonance methods and X-ray crystallography for structure determination are required to understand the structure of precursors and the structure of amorphous, amyloid plaque.

**Insights Obtained Using Chemical Imaging**

A large amount is now known about the location of plaque formation in the brain, the pathophysiology of Alzheimer’s disease, the molecular and cellular basis of the disease, and the genetic basis of the disease. All of these developments have relied on the use of chemical imaging techniques.

**Imaging Limitations**

Despite all of the advances, we are still not able to give a definitive diagnosis or prognosis to individuals afflicted with Alzheimer's disease. In addition, it is a major hurdle to test a large number of potential drugs that may be effective in slowing the progression. Two major challenges for chemical imaging to make more rapid progress are

1. Development of approaches that give cellular-level resolution, nondestructively, in the human brain; and
2. Development of noninvasive strategies that give chemical and structural information at the same level of detail and quality as that obtained from taking samples from living tissue.
Opportunities for Imaging Development

Major progress can be achieved in the application of chemical imaging to Alzheimer's disease and a wide range of other diseases with basic development of the imaging modalities. In particular, emphasis on increasing sensitivity and resolution, especially of noninvasive imaging modalities such as MRI, will enable images of the brain at resolutions comparable to histology. Along with the development of basic imaging technologies, it is critical to develop new imaging agents that will give greater chemical, molecular, and cellular specificity to imaging techniques. In particular, the development of optical imaging probes for detailed studies of animal models and new MRI and PET agents for human studies will greatly expand the capabilities of chemical imaging for the human brain.

Case Study 4: Nonsense Suppression Techniques for Unnatural Amino Acids in Genetic Encoding

Since experimental biology often requires that many proteins be tagged in parallel during the course of a single assay or experiment, it benefits from conjugation strategies that are simple, reliable, and easily applied to many distinguishable proteins in parallel. Nonsense suppression techniques for the incorporation of unnatural amino acids into proteins (Figure 2.10) are important here because they combine the specificity of placement conferred by genetic encodability with the flexibility of multiple organic and inorganic markers. At present, these tools are well developed in bacteria and yeast, but they are at the proof-of-principle stage in higher eukaryotic cells. Support for efforts to develop these tools for use in mammalian cells would be a prudent investment and would allow the more efficient conversion of newly discovered enzymes into functional reporters that can be imaged at high resolution by fluorescence microscopy.

\[\text{Nonsense suppressors are produced by tethering a nonnatural amino acid to a stop (or “nonsense”) anticodon in tRNA. As a result, the stop codon in an mRNA sequence is converted from a protein synthesis termination site to a site at which the nonnatural amino acid may specifically be inserted. DNA base substitutions that correspond to the stop anticodon of tRNA may thus be made in order to specifically incorporate nonnatural amino acids into proteins.}\]
Figure 2.10 A general approach for site-specific incorporation of unnatural amino acids into proteins in vivo. NOTE: AMP = Adenosine 5’ monophosphates; ATP = Adenosine 5’-triphosphate; PP_{i} = pyrophosphate.

**Chemical Imaging Technique(s) Involved**

Bright fluorescent protein markers and accurate optical imaging provide nanoscopic spatial resolution over many orders of temporal magnitudes ranging from microseconds to several minutes.

**Insights Obtained Using Chemical Imaging**

It is possible to understand the biochemical dynamics of life processes by detecting and tracking individual macromolecules in living cell membranes and tissues.
Imaging Limitations

The limiting difficulty in utilizing the powerful approach to protein labeling for multiphoton chemical imaging is that higher cellular systems protect themselves by mechanisms of genetic nonsense suppression. To inhibit this barrier, it is necessary to devise means to inhibit natural nonsense suppression. Excellent but limited progress made in major laboratories\textsuperscript{18,19} has demonstrated the power of these methods for chemical imaging of dynamic molecular processes in living systems in cells. However, broadening the applicability of these significant improvements calls for focused research efforts to reach broad applicability.

Opportunities for Imaging Development

High-resolution chemical imaging methods utilizing these diverse fluorescent markers would strongly enhance capability in analyzing molecular patterns, mobility, and interactions important in biological and materials science research.

Case Study 5: Imaging Nanochannels in Microfluidic Devices\textsuperscript{20}

Devices based on biomolecular separation in nanochannels are expected to accelerate drug discovery, rapid diagnosis and treatment of disease, and development of vaccines. Integrated microfluidic devices are currently used to automate the generation and analysis of chemical compounds. Chemical analyses on microfluidic devices can be highly automated and can reduce the consumption of reagents by several orders of magnitude. In microchannels, the electroosmotic flow can be controlled using field effects and surface modification, but direct electrostatic manipulation of ions across the microchannels is not possible. Shrinking the dimensions of the channels down to nanometers allows direct ionic or molecular manipulation using surface charges or field effects, because the channel width then approaches the molecular diameter.

Charged solutes in electrolyte solutions that are electrokinetically driven through channels with nanoscale widths exhibit unique transport characteristics that may enable rapid and efficient separations under a variety of physiological and environmental conditions. Many biomolecules, including DNA, proteins, and peptides, are charged or can be complexed with charged surfactant molecules. Manipulating the velocity of biomolecules by variation in flow

\textsuperscript{20} Information and images for this case study are provided courtesy of the Cancer Research Microscopy Facility, University of New Mexico Hospital; the W.M. Keck foundation; and the following individuals: Anthony L. Garcia, Linnea K. Ista, Dimiter N. Petsev, Michael J. O'Brien, Paul Bisong, Andrea A. Mammoli, Steven R.J. Brueck, and Gabriel P. Lopez.
pressure or electric fields in channels of nanoscopic widths will enable efficient separations that are not possible in micro- or macroscopic channels.

Silicon-based T-chips integrate an array of parallel nanochannels with microchannels and macroscopic injection ports (Figure 2.11A). These T-chips allow the electrokinetic transport of fluorescent dyes in nanochannels to be characterized. The width of the nanochannels ranges from 35 to 200 nm, while the depth is sufficient to allow significant molecular throughput. A cross-sectional scanning electron micrograph of a small number of nanochannels in one of the T-chips is shown in Figure 2.11B. In this chip, the channels are approximately 50 nm wide by 500 nm deep, and are on a 400 nm pitch. The channels are etched into a silicon wafer, which is then oxidized to present a silicon dioxide (SiO$_2$) surface to the fluid.

**Figure 2.11** (A) Top view (schematic) of the integrated chips. (B) SEM image of the cross section of the nanochannel array (50 nm wide nanochannels) in a chip.

SOURCE: Courtesy of the Cancer Research Microscopy Facility, University of New Mexico Hospital; the W.M. Keck foundation; and the following individuals: Anthony L. Garcia, Linnea K. Ista, Dimiter N. Petsev, Michael J. O'Brien, Paul Bisong, Andrea A. Mammoli, Steven R.J. Brueck, and Gabriel P. Lopez.

Transport of molecules through the nanochannels is studied by using confocal microscopy to monitor fluorescence from the dye molecules in the fluid. Figure 2.12 shows laser-induced fluorescence micrographs that demonstrate the difference in transport of two dyes in channels with ~50 nm (left) and ~200 nm (right) widths. Separation of the dye fronts occurs very close to the entry to the nanochannels (in all cases less than 1 mm from the entrance). Counter to fluid flow observed in micro- and macrochannels, the negatively charged dye (Alexa 488, green fluorescence) moves more quickly toward the negatively biased electrode than the neutral dye (rhodamine B, red fluorescence).

Decreasing the nanochannel width thus leads to qualitatively new and counterintuitive behavior that can be exploited for molecular separations. Because details of the flow profiles in individual nanochannels are below the resolution limit of optical microscopy, only the average velocities of dye fronts can be monitored. Significant improvements in the lateral resolution of analytical imaging methods are required to study the transport of molecules in an individual channel.
**Figure 2.12** Sample two-color fluorescence micrographs (green = Alexa 488, red = rhodamine B) showing separation of dyes in nanochannel arrays containing channels ~50 nm wide at (A) time $t = 0$ and (B) $t = 30$ seconds, and ~200 nm wide channels at (C) time $t = 0$ and (D) $t = 25.2$ seconds. SOURCE: Courtesy of the Cancer Research Microscopy Facility, University of New Mexico Hospital; the W.M. Keck foundation; and the following individuals: Anthony L. Garcia, Linnea K. Ista, Dimiter N. Petsev, Michael J. O'Brien, Paul Bisong, Andrea A. Mammoli, Steven R.J. Brueck, and Gabriel P. Lopez.

**Chemical Imaging Technique Involved**

Confocal microscopy is the main imaging technique used in this research application.

**Insights Obtained Using Chemical Imaging**

Chemical imaging allows the behavior of molecules in nanochannels to be investigated by following the flow of fluorescent dyes. Behavior contrary to that observed in micro- and macrochannels is observed, demonstrating that this is a new and promising flow regime.

**Imaging Limitations**

The signal must be averaged over hundreds of nanochannels.

**Opportunities for Imaging Development**

Techniques that can image molecular flow in single nanochannels will enhance understanding of flow in this new regime, accelerating device development.
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Case Study 6: Biological Imaging Involving Multiple Length Scales

To observe the chemistry of the human body down to the molecular details of individual cells (Figure 2.13), imaging instruments with significantly better resolving power are needed. Approximately 300 years after Anton van Leeuwenhoek built the first light microscope, this instrument continues to be the workhorse of modern biologists. By combining the developments of modern nanotechnology, optics, and computer science, the basic light microscope has been transformed and now manifests as several advanced imaging systems, such as the confocal and multiphoton microscopes. These microscopes allow observation of individual brain cells (neurons) and their axons, many of which extend from the brain to distant regions of the body.

Tagging individual proteins with fluorescent molecules allows them to be monitored in live cells, enabling rapid discovery of many intricate details about the cellular chemistry. For example, fluorescent tags on molecules that have been packaged into small vesicles have been monitored as they travel along microtubules within the axons via complex protein machines.

Arrays of microtubules, which are long polymers of the protein tubulin, are observed using the recently developed X-ray microscope. This new imaging technology is in its infancy but is rapidly gaining importance because of its ability to produce three-dimensional computed axial tomography (CAT) scans of single cells. With the continued development of optics, a threefold increase in resolution will soon be possible. Electron microscopes, invented in the 1930s, can also yield chemical information over a range of length scales. By examining metallic replicas of fractured cells, the structural organization of microtubules within axons and the distinct cross-bridging proteins between adjacent polymers can be visualized. The electron microscope used in the diffraction mode reveals the molecular structure of a single microtubule, as well as the individual tubulin protein in its alpha and beta forms.

Chemical Imaging Technique Involved

Light microscopy (confocal, multiphoton), X-ray microscopy, and electron microscopy are the mainstays of imaging instrumentation for biological imaging.

Insights Obtained Using Chemical Imaging

Observation of cellular and molecular details in living cells is possible. Structural and chemical information about cellular activities within single cells can be obtained.

Imaging Limitations

Better resolving power (at or near atomic resolution) is needed in biological imaging instruments. Imaging of discrete chemical environments in living systems remains out of reach.

Opportunities for Imaging Development

Improved optics sources, more robust fluorescent probes, molecular tags that are X-ray excitable, and more sensitive detectors will contribute much to the ability to image molecular interactions within cells at desired resolutions.
Case Study 7: Crystals and Their Structure (Data Mining and Storage)

Whether one obtains a crystal structure of material using an experimental imaging technique or a simulation, a potential problem is the large amount of information that must be stored if one chooses to retain the position of every atom for a single image. One approach to solving this complexity is to retain only the positions of those atoms that deviate significantly from the corresponding regular lattice (e.g., defects such as dislocations or disclinations in a crystal). Figure 2.14 illustrates the substantial reduction of extraneous information when only the dislocations are included. Not only is it easier to see the important features (dislocations that affect the material’s optical properties), but equally importantly, this represents a substantial reduction in the memory storage needed to retain all of the atomic positions in a trajectory. Such a figure represents a substantial reduction in the memory storage that would be exaggerated in a trajectory. It also allows quick assessment of the degree of dislocations under the specified conditions. Although this simulation was obtained using an atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) approach, similar information can be obtained with reduced-dimensional approaches (multiscaled), such as the phase-field model of Goldenfeld in which the dynamics are carried out at mesoscopic length scales. \(^{21,22,23}\) Figure 2.15 illustrates this in the case of a two-dimensional crystal. A key advantage of such a representation is that its dynamical structures can be computed so quickly that there is no need to store them; rather, one need only store the results by way of the parameterizations of the model and its parameterization for a particular material. Equally importantly, both sets of visual images allow the degree of heterogeneity in the samples to be seen and provide a guide to the experimentalist in harvesting information from specific samples.

Chemical Imaging Technique Involved

- Reductionist or projective approaches to reduce large datasets (or systems) at the atomic length scale to important components at mesoscopic or macroscopic length scales
- Multiscale and first-principles computational approaches to predict the structure and dynamics of materials given their atomistic or molecular composition

Insights Obtained Using Chemical Imaging

Using theoretical and computational techniques, one can identify the mesoscopic structures leading to a requisite function. Once identified, these structural motifs can be used to guide experimental chemical imaging probes.

Imaging Limitations

Computers with faster processors, larger RAM, larger disks, and better communications bandwidth are needed. In addition, new computational codes capable of easily multiscaling structures from angstroms to meters are required. The expected increases in computing power available at high-performance computing sites as well as that available on a user’s workstation will clearly make some calculations more accessible in the future. However, the major obstacles that have to be overcome lie primarily in the development of chemical theory, algorithms, and computer software. That is, the primary problem is the construction of static and dynamic structures that are simultaneously correct at resolutions ranging from the nanometer to the meter scale. This problem will not be solved easily by computing power alone.

Opportunities for Imaging Development

Development of fast, accurate, and user-friendly computer codes capable of multiscaling is necessary.
**Figure. 2.14** Two cracked tips (under stress) are pushed onto each other in an atomistic MD simulation. Only the microstructure of dislocations (comprised by a tiny percentage of the atoms) is displayed in green; all other atoms are hidden from view. 

**Figure. 2.15** Comparison between different views of a snapshot of a subsystem satisfying the Swift-Hohenberg equation—a simplified model of convection in the absence of mean flow. Panel (a) shows the detailed flow directions, whereas panels (b) and (c) exhibit the amplitude and phase, respectively. The latter are slowly varying and allow for easier identification of the grain boundaries of the flow. 

**Case Study 8: Molecular Motors**

Although biology abounds with amazingly complex molecular systems, perhaps the most astounding of these are the variety of molecular motors that perform the nanoscale mechanical work of living systems. Converting the chemical energy of adenosine 5'-triphosphate (ATP) to mechanical work, these motors turn, or step, or induce enzymatic reactions. A variety of imaging techniques have been applied to the investigation of molecular motors. The most revealing have been performed at the single-molecule level. Indeed, the study of molecular motors is one of the most cited successes of single-molecule imaging. Single-molecule fluorescence has been used to visualize molecules moving or being moved by molecular motors in a field. Scanning probe spectroscopies have been adapted to measure the forces and mechanical parameters of motor function. Piconewton forces and nanometer movements have been measured using these techniques, opening a world of nanomechanics that previously was entirely unknown.
Chemical Imaging Technique(s) Involved

The techniques involved are single-molecule spectroscopy including optical (fluorescence) methods and single-molecule mechanical manipulation including scanning probe techniques (e.g., force measurements).

Insights Obtained Using Chemical Imaging

Chemical imaging at the single-molecule level has led to new understanding of mechanisms of molecular motors (force, torque, etc.).

Imaging Limitations

Imaging methods used at the single-molecule level can be applied only to selected molecules or molecular machines, primarily outside a living cell. It is important to study how individual molecules work together, ultimately in living cells.

Opportunities for Imaging Development

Single-molecule imaging techniques with improved temporal and spatial resolution have to be developed. Of particular importance is the ability to follow the dynamic activities of a single molecule, such as movements, structural changes, and catalytic functions. Future single-molecule studies both in vitro and in vivo will generate new knowledge of the working of molecular motors and other macromolecule machines and uncover mysteries in living systems (Figures 2.16 and 2.17).
Figure 2.16 A stylized cartoon of myosin V “walking” along an actin filament. Myosin V has the function of carrying cargo while walking along an actin tightrope and progressing in 37 nm steps. This movement has been observed using total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) spectroscopy of individual myosin molecules.

Case Study 9: Reverse Imaging

In addition to using imaging as a technique to obtain spatially and temporally patterned chemical data from a sample, one can also pattern chemical reactions in space and time using similar methods. Figure 2.18 demonstrates an example in which multiphoton scanning with ultrafast laser pulses was used to polymerize a photoresist resin with about 120 nm spatial resolution in three dimensions.

Photopolymerization is only one way in which the pattern and time course of chemical reactions can be controlled using imaging instruments. Atoms can be moved around on surfaces, specific genes can be turned on in one cell and not in a neighboring cell, and large arrays of heteropolymers (DNA, protein, etc.) can be synthesized on surfaces in which the chemical identity of each molecule at each position is distinct and known. (See Chapter 3 for further details.)
Chemical Imaging Technique(s) Involved

Multiphoton microscopy has been used to initiate photopolymerization of a photoresist material in three dimensions with resolution in the hundred-nanometer range.

Insights Obtained Using Chemical Imaging

It is clearly possible to use chemical imaging not only to observe the structure and dynamics of chemical systems, but also to manipulate them at high resolution. This example presents a paradigm for the use of imaging to create much more complex chemical systems, patterned in three dimensions with extraordinary resolution.

Imaging Limitations

The wavelength of the light source employed dictates the fabrication resolution. In addition, in this case only a single chemical species, a photopolymer, is being manipulated. The potential exists for much more complex patterned chemical fabrications.

Opportunities for Imaging Development

There is no reason that chemical imaging in general cannot be turned on its head and used to manipulate chemical systems rather than just observe them. Because identifying features of chemistry can be observed in the imaging process shows that the probes used perturb this chemistry and that this perturbation can be patterned and controlled in both time and space. Considerably more could be done with high-throughput photopatterning of complex chemical systems. In addition, other techniques, such as control of individual magnetic particles in three dimensions with applied magnetic fields, should provide new vistas for fabrication and analysis as well as new opportunities for drug delivery in clinical settings.
Case Study 10: Terahertz Imaging for Electromagnetic Materials Research

One area of imaging spectroscopy that has attracted considerable attention recently is terahertz (THz)\textsuperscript{24} radiation research. THz imaging is currently being touted in security-and defense-related applications, such as airport passenger and mailroom package screening. However, this case study focuses on the potential of time-resolved THz spectroscopy (TRTS). The THz frequency range spans the region between about 3 cm\textsuperscript{-1} (0.1 THz) to about 300 cm\textsuperscript{-1} (10 THz).\textsuperscript{25} The radiation source may be generated from either continuous wave or short-pulsed lasers; the latter source of radiation allows TRTS studies to take place with subpicosecond temporal resolution.

THz spectroscopy was born from research efforts to produce and detect ultrashort electrical currents as they traveled down a transmission line.\textsuperscript{26} In 1988-1989, it was discovered

\textsuperscript{24} THz spectroscopy is also known as far-infrared (FIR) spectroscopy.

\textsuperscript{25} 1 THz is equivalent to 33.33 cm\textsuperscript{-1} (wavenumbers), 0.004 eV photon energy, or 300 µm wavelength.


Figure 2.18  Example of reverse imaging in which multiphoton scanning with ultrafast laser pulses was used to polymerize a photoresist resin with about 120 nm spatial resolution. In panels a-f and h, the white bar is 2 microns.

that electromagnetic radiation pulses produced by time-varying current could be propagated through free space and picked up by a detector.\(^{27}\) By placing a sample between a THz source and detector, one could measure the differences in radiation pulses due to scattering or absorption by the sample to understand its chemical properties.

TRTS has numerous applications in materials science, chemistry, and biological research. One such application is in the study of charge transport in titanium dioxide (TiO\(_2\)), a material that is used in photovoltaic and photocatalytic systems. Scientists are currently studying electron transport in TiO\(_2\) in order to better understand its photosensitive properties and engineer a more efficient surface for harnessing solar energy. Figure 2.19 shows a Grätzel solar cell, which utilizes dye-sensitized TiO\(_2\). Figure 2.20 shows the general scheme of dye sensitization of TiO\(_2\). The photon energy of sunlight is not strong enough to excite an electron from the TiO\(_2\) valence band to the conduction band in bulk; as a result, the surface of the TiO\(_2\) film on a photovoltaic device is coated with a monolayer of a charge-transfer dye in order to photoexcite dye molecules that then inject electrons into the TiO\(_2\) semiconductor.\(^{28}\) TRTS can be used to dynamically measure the mobilized electrons on a picosecond time scale within the conduction band without being affected by the dye molecules.\(^{29}\)


In studies of TiO$_2$ conduction, TRTS has several advantages over fluorescence and other optical methods of spectroscopy. For example, one such advantage is that assumptions about electron behavior need not be made to analyze spectra obtained through THz spectroscopy. Characterization of photoinduced electron dynamics in dye-sensitized TiO$_2$ (Figure 2.20) has previously been performed using the mid-infrared region of the spectrum. However, in these studies, it must be assumed that electron behavior follows the Drude model to account for transient infrared absorption of electrons. THz spectroscopy allows complex conductivity responses to be obtained without assuming any prior model for electron behavior. In fact, TRTS revealed that the charge carriers significantly deviated from Drude behavior in colloidal, sintered TiO$_2$. Furthermore, scattering responses have the greatest variation within the terahertz spectrum; thus a great deal of information regarding the dynamics of electron mobility may be obtained in this region. Finally, TRTS may be carried out at subpicosecond time resolution in order to follow the ultrafast dynamics of electron transfer within this system. Ultimately, the

---


31 The Drude model applies the kinetic theory of gases to metal conduction. It describes valence electrons as charged spheres that move through a “soup” of stationary metallic ions with finite chance for scattering.


---

advantages of using TRTS to examine semiconductor materials may also be applied to spectroscopic methods for biological and medical imaging purposes.

**Chemical Imaging Technique(s) Involved**

Terahertz spectroscopy uses continuous wave (CW) and short pulsed laser excitation in the spectrum region between infrared and microwave frequencies. Pulsed laser excitation using pulse widths in the range of 10-100 femtoseconds has enabled the use of time-resolved terahertz spectroscopy, which is capable of capturing dynamic information at subpicosecond time scales.

**Insights Obtained Using Chemical Imaging**

Time-resolved terahertz imaging is capable of providing information about the dynamics of chemical reactions in materials science, chemistry, and biology.

**Imaging Limitations**

There exists a need for high-power pulsed CW radiation sources to enable fast switching times and high repetition rates for electromagnetic resonance experiments. In addition, commercial development of THz sources is needed so that this technology can be made more widely available to the research community. Furthermore, current detectors for THz spectroscopy have high cooling requirements to minimize noise in spectral data; further developments are needed to provide inexpensive and user-friendly detector options.

**Opportunities for Imaging Development**

Terahertz imaging offers the possibility of understanding complex reactions in which the chemical state of the sample under study changes with time. An extension of this ability is the control of chemical reactions in a highly specific manner; this will require the manipulation and channeling of the energy in a system such that the possible outcomes (degrees of freedom) are narrowed to those that one desires.

**CONCLUSION**

As demonstrated by the case studies presented in this chapter, chemical imaging has a wide variety of applications that have relevance to almost every facet of our daily lives. These applications range from medical diagnosis and treatment to the study and design of material properties in novel products. To continue receiving benefits from these technologies, sustained efforts are needed to facilitate understanding and manipulation of complex chemical structures and processes. Chemical imaging offers a means by which this can be accomplished by allowing the acquisition of direct, observable information about the nature of these chemistries.
3
Imaging Techniques: State of the Art and Future Potential

The case studies in Chapter 2 underscore the power of chemical imaging to provide insights into a wide variety of problems in the chemical sciences. In this chapter, the current capabilities of chemical imaging are examined in detail, as are areas in which basic improvements in imaging capabilities are needed. However, the chapter is not intended to be an exhaustive review of all chemical imaging techniques. It is assumed that the reader has a basic knowledge of the imaging techniques described. The objective of this chapter is to provide an overview of the state of the art in chemical imaging and to identify those areas that would most likely provide breakthroughs.

The imaging techniques described are divided into three main categories. In addition, a section on image processing and computation—which has bearing on virtually all chemical imaging techniques—is also included:

• Optical imaging (Raman, infrared [IR], and fluorescence) and magnetic resonance
• Electron microscopy, X-rays, ions, neutrons
• Proximal probe (force microscopy, near field, field enhancement)
• Processing analysis and computation

OPTICAL IMAGING AND MAGNETIC RESONANCE

Imaging techniques that utilize low-energy resonant phenomena (electronic, vibrational, or nuclear) to probe the structure and dynamics of molecules, molecular complexes, or higher-order chemical systems differ from approaches using higher-energy radiation (X-rays, electrons, etc.) in that they are largely nondestructive and can be performed under in vivo or in situ conditions, even with soft matter. However, these techniques lack the inherent spatial resolution of the higher-energy approaches.

Although similar in these respects, magnetic resonance and optical spectroscopy (electronic and vibrational spectroscopy) have different strengths and weaknesses. Magnetic

---

1 The committee would like to thank the following individuals for contributions made to this chapter: Steven R. Higgins, Wright State University; Takashi Ito, Kansas State University; Michael V. Mirkin, Queens College, City University of New York (CUNY); Rachel K. Smith, Pennsylvania State University; David O. Wipf, Mississippi State University; Kateryna Artyushkova, University of New Mexico; and Svitlana Pylypenko, University of New Mexico.
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resonance is the lowest-energy method and as such uses the longest-wavelength radiation. Exquisite detail in molecular structure can be defined due to the fact that atomic interactions can be measured. However, this detail about the atomic interactions is accompanied by a low inherent sensitivity, thus requiring extensive averaging over many molecules and limiting the inherent temporal and spatial resolution. In contrast, optical spectroscopy utilizes radiation at an energy level high enough to allow individual photons to be measured relatively easily with modern equipment at a detection sensitivity almost matched by the mammalian eye. As a result, imaging data are acquired at the sensitivity of individual molecules. The inherent temporal and spatial resolution is also increased proportionately, but the resonance itself is broad because environmental influences are not averaged out within the inherent time scale of interaction between the molecules and this frequency of radiation. As a result, the structural information content of optical spectra is considerably lower than that of magnetic resonance, particularly in the electronic region of the spectrum.

The long-term technical challenge is to extract the maximum possible information from each type of resonance, ultimately providing a detailed structural picture of the chemistry at the molecular level with the spatial resolution of individual molecules and a temporal resolution on the time scale of chemical bonding.

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

Over the past 50 years, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) has grown into an essential tool for chemists in determining structures of newly synthesized compounds, for scientists interested in the structure of solids, and for biochemists in determining structure-function relationships in biomolecules. NMR also forms the basis for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). The incredible breadth of NMR and its impact on chemical, biological, and medical sciences have created a vibrant and innovative community of scientists working to increase the scope and usefulness of NMR. Many books are dedicated to subsets of the techniques involved in NMR and MRI: thus, the goal here is to give a small taste of the types of information available and to point out areas in which progress would impact a large subset of NMR and MRI experiments. In addition, there is an equally rich field, which is not discussed explicitly, that applies electron spin resonance to many of the same problems to which NMR and MRI are applied.

Recent advances have pushed the limits of molecular structure determination, including applications of NMR to larger and larger molecules and new ways to enhance the detection limits of NMR. MRI has also undergone a major transition from a tool that provides primarily anatomical information to one that can measure a number of aspects of tissue function. Indeed, active areas of the human brain can now be mapped at unprecedented resolution using functional MRI. However, there is much room for improvement, and there are a number of fruitful areas for development. Higher-magnitude magnetic fields, more sensitive detection strategies, and an ever-growing list of MRI contrast agents will continue to expand the usefulness of NMR and MRI, rendering them essential in chemical imaging. This section provides a general outline of the present state of the art of NMR and MRI, describes some exciting new developments in the area, and finally points out some opportunities for future work that can impact NMR and MRI broadly.
Present State of the Art

**Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy: Molecular Structure and Dynamics.** NMR is the only tool that provides detailed three-dimensional information at angstrom (Å) resolution of molecules both in solution and in noncrystalline solids. NMR is thus important in imaging molecules not only for the organic chemist but also for materials scientists and biochemists. Its exquisite sensitivity to molecular structure is due to the ability to monitor interactions between atoms that report on structure and dynamics. Chemical shift and J-coupling information obtained from NMR is the result of specific chemical bonds and bond angles. Through-space interactions, such as dipole-dipole interactions, are sensitive to short range (1-5 Å) nonbonded information. Thus, rather than using diffraction of radiation as in X-ray crystallography, NMR builds up structures from a large number of specific interatomic distances and bond angles. Over the past 30 years, the development of complex multidimensional NMR experiments on molecules isotopically labeled with $^{15}$N, $^{13}$C, and $^2$H has made routine the probing of detailed structures of molecules in solution up to a molecular weight of approximately 40,000. Similar developments in solid-state NMR now allow a number of structural constraints to be obtained for much larger molecules. The awarding of the Nobel Prize in chemistry in 1991 to Richard Ernst for his work in developing fundamental strategies in NMR and in 2002 to Kurt Wuthrich for his work in using NMR to solve protein structures testifies to the impact of NMR.\(^2\)

In addition to structural information, dynamic information can also be obtained through NMR. Time scales of both fast (picoseconds) and slow (seconds and longer) processes can be followed. Slow processes such as chemical reactivity are probed by following a change in an NMR property such as chemical shift or transfer of magnetization from one spectral site to another. Detailed kinetic information can be extracted in well-established experiments. Faster processes influence the NMR spin relaxation properties, such as $T_1$ or $T_2$, with kinetic information linked to the specific structure being examined. Model-independent ways of analyzing relaxation data have enabled very efficient procedures for determining which parts of a molecule are more dynamic and over what time scales the fluctuations occur. Thus, NMR is unmatched in the detailed structural and dynamic information it offers.

The main limitation of NMR continues to be its relatively low sensitivity, requiring homogeneous (or heterogeneous mixtures with only a few components) samples of relatively high concentrations (e.g., a milliliter of 10 µM concentration) to be studied. Separation techniques such as high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) can be performed prior to NMR to help study complex mixtures, but the ability to obtain detailed structural information about complex mixtures that vary at high spatial resolution requires large gains in sensitivity. Three major directions are being pursued to increase sensitivity. First, higher-magnitude magnetic fields increase anywhere from linearly to quadratically in sensitivity with an increase in field strength, depending on the sample. Magnets with fields up to about 20 Tesla operating at 900 MHz frequencies are becoming available at a few dedicated research sites. A second pursuit has been the improvement of detectors for NMR. One such strategy that has become widely available over the past five years is cooling of the NMR detectors to reduce noise, which has increased sensitivity by a factor of 2 to 4. Work is progressing to miniaturize NMR detectors and use detector arrays to increase sensitivity and throughput. Furthermore, work is aimed at

using innovative approaches to detect magnetic resonance signals, such as magnetic force microscopy,\(^3\) which borrows concepts from near-field imaging, and other classes of detectors continue to be developed, such as superconducting quantum interference devices (SQUID) for NMR.\(^4\)

A third approach to increase sensitivity is to increase the signal available from a molecule using hyperpolarization techniques. Indeed, hyperpolarization techniques are leading to large increases in sensitivity from 100- to 100,000-fold. Techniques to transfer polarization were pioneered by physicists such as Albert Overhauser, who was awarded the National Medal of Science in 1994 for his work predicting that electron spin polarization could be coupled to nuclear spin polarization, and Alfred Kastler, who was awarded the Noble Prize in physics in 1966 for his work demonstrating that optical pumping could lead to hyperpolarization. These techniques are now beginning to find widespread application. When samples are placed in the magnets typically used for NMR, at least a million spins are required to generate enough of a population difference between ground and excited states to give a signal. In practice, many more molecules are needed for a sufficient signal to be generated for detection. There is a class of techniques that rely on transferring polarization from molecules that have greater population differences to molecules that one would like to detect with NMR and in this way generate a larger population difference with much fewer spins. There are numerous ways to transfer polarization and increase signal. Three specific techniques that have found growing use are transfer of polarization from unpaired electrons in stable free radicals to nuclear spins,\(^5\) laser-induced polarization of noble gases such as xenon and helium\(^6\) and chemical formation of molecules from parahydrogen that can be produced in a polarized state.\(^7\) These hyperpolarization strategies are being used to increase sensitivity for application to a wide range of problems in physics, chemistry, biochemistry, and medical imaging.

In addition to increasing the sensitivity of NMR, much work is being done to improve the specificity and accuracy of information available from NMR. Perhaps this is most evident in work on biological macromolecules, which is an active area of development for NMR. An exciting recent example shows that partial orientation of molecules in solution greatly increases the strength of dipole-dipole interactions that are important for obtaining distance information. The strategy of partial alignment has led to structural information about molecules (such as proteins) at very high resolution and with very high accuracy.\(^8\) There are also a variety of new NMR techniques to measure dynamics of complex molecules in solutions. In general, these techniques rely on measuring NMR relaxation times and interpreting them in the context of a model of the motion. Recent work measuring the relaxation time of deuterium has enabled the measurement of side chain motion of proteins in solution, with molecular weights up to about
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100,000 daltons. Indeed, a variety of sophisticated NMR pulse sequences enable motion to be analyzed on the picosecond through millisecond time scale. Development of these pulse sequences continues to be an active area of research. Finally, much of the information about structure and dynamics obtained in the solution state by NMR can also be obtained using solid-state NMR for molecules of much higher molecular weight. Detailed structural and dynamic information can be obtained even if the material being studied defies crystallization. The exciting area of solid-state NMR is rapidly developing for determining structures of novel materials important for nanotechnology as well as for proteins that do not readily crystallize.

Magnetic Resonance Imaging: Noninvasive Measurement of Anatomy, Function and Biochemistry. In 1974, Paul Lauterbur introduced a gradient field strategy to obtain images based on NMR. Today, MRI is being employed in more than 10 million scans per year in the United States and is thus having a great impact on the diagnosis and treatment of a wide variety of diseases. Its importance was recognized when the 2003 Nobel Prize in medicine was awarded to Drs. Lauterbur and Mansfield. The basis for MRI is the change in chemical shift that an atom undergoes in an applied magnetic field. With proper calibration of the magnetic field gradient, a change in chemical shift can be related to a specific location—a process known as frequency encoding of spatial information. In addition, controlling the applied magnetic field gradients in combination with specific radio-frequency pulses to excite specific regions enables signals to come from these specific regions—a process known as slice selection. Finally, the time evolution of the NMR signal during a series of radio-frequency excitation pulses can be modulated by the chemical shift of the nucleus being detected. Because the chemical shift can be altered by applied magnetic field gradients during these evolution times, spatial information can be obtained—a process known as phase encoding. There is a wide variety of techniques that use innovative combinations of frequency encoding, slice selection, and phase encoding to generate images.

Any nucleus that can be detected by NMR can be imaged with MRI. The most widely used atom is the hydrogen in water because the high concentration of water enables high-resolution images and a large amount of information can be obtained about the environment of water from changes in its NMR relaxation times, $T_1$ and $T_2$. However, much work has been done detecting other nuclei such as $^{23}$Na, $^{31}$P, and compounds labeled with $^{13}$C, to name a few. In most cases, MRI is performed on the hydrogen atoms in water and detects the single NMR peak from water. However, strategies referred to as spectroscopic imaging or chemical shift imaging enable a series of images to be obtained that represent every resonance in an NMR spectrum. In this way, images of complex metabolite distributions have been obtained and applied to get a metabolic fingerprint of normal and diseased tissue.

Interaction of the hydrogen on a water molecule (or any other NMR active nucleus) with an applied magnetic field gradient enables MRI to create images at much higher resolution than the wavelength of the applied radiation, leading to images with resolutions in the range of 0.2-3 mm in humans and as low as 0.05 mm in animals. With small samples at high magnetic fields,
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resolution as low as a few microns has been achieved. This is a key factor in the ability of MRI to obtain high resolution of tissues nondestructively using long-wavelength, and thus low-energy, nonionizing radiation. The second reason behind the usefulness of MRI is the remarkable degree of specificity and sensitivity to disease. Water reports on changes in its environment, and the relaxation times of water are sensitive to specific tissues, enabling unparalleled anatomical information to be obtained from soft tissues in the body. In addition, spectroscopic imaging gives information about a large range of metabolites that can be affected early in disease processes. The largest application of MRI has been to biomedical problems, but there is a growing list of problems from characterization of solids to understanding fluid flow in complex media that have been addressed with MRI. Indeed, funding to translate developments of MRI in the biomedical arena to other areas central to chemical imaging would have a major impact.

The past decade has seen a rapid growth in the use of MRI to obtain anatomical information and functional information about tissues. Strategies have been developed that enable MRI to generate images of flowing water, enabling angiography to be performed on the circulatory system. MRI can also be used to measure bulk flow of water, allowing regional blood flow to be measured from a number of tissues. NMR has been used for decades to measure the magnitude and direction of molecular diffusion in solution, and it is possible to extend these techniques to MRI. Techniques for measuring regional blood flow and diffusion are having a major impact on assessing ischemic disease such as heart attacks and stroke. Indeed, at an early stage, diffusion and perfusion MRI can be used to decide therapeutic strategies for stroke victims. In addition, MRI can be sensitized to blood oxygenation levels to assess the degree of metabolic activity in a region of a tissue. When a region of the brain becomes active, the increases in blood flow and metabolism lead to changes in blood oxygenation that can be detected by MRI. This oxygenation-dependent, functional MRI contrast has revolutionized cognitive psychology and is leading to a detailed understanding of the regions of the brain that are responsible for complex cognitive functions. Finally, NMR spectroscopy can be combined with MRI to generate detailed spectroscopic images of a range of metabolites. The entire range of functional MRI tools is poised to have a major impact on the diagnosis and management of disease.

The Cutting Edge and Future Directions in NMR and MRI

Higher Magnetic Fields. The sensitivity of magnetic resonance increases with higher magnetic fields. Indeed, in the range where detector noise dominates, sensitivity increases as approximately the square of the increase in field. In practice, this is hard to realize, particularly because many samples of interest contribute noise, leading to an increase in sensitivity that is linearly proportional to magnetic field strength. Nonetheless, much interest has been focused on producing higher magnetic fields for NMR. Most of this work occurs in industry where fields as high as 20 Tesla (T) can be produced for routine analytical chemistry and biochemistry. In MRI, magnets up to 9.4 T that are large enough for humans are becoming available. These high fields should increase the resolution of MRI of hydrogen as well as be a great boost to MRI of nuclei less sensitive than hydrogen, such as $^{23}\text{Na}$, $^{31}\text{P}$, and $^{13}\text{C}$. The cutting edge for development of

high-field magnets is at the National Magnet Laboratory at the University of Florida, where magnets as high as 40 T are available for use.\(^\text{14}\) In France, a new project is proceeding to increase the strength of magnetic fields available for MRI on humans to 12 T.\(^\text{15}\) Transforming these exciting projects into commercially viable products would have widespread impact and enable the development of new technologies that allow even higher magnetic fields to be created. This major challenge is in need of creative thinking to move forward without the very great expenditures that these projects presently require. For example, with present magnet technology, significant space is required to house a high-strength magnet. Work to decrease the siting requirement of high-field magnets, for example by employing innovative designs for superconducting wire that can carry higher current densities, could decrease the size of magnets, enabling very high field NMR and MRI to transition from dedicated laboratories to widespread use.

There is some work indicating that NMR can become a more portable modality. For example, in the oil industry the NMR system is attached directly to the exploration drill to mine for petroleum sources. A generalization of this portability of NMR could lead to applications in a range of environmental studies as well as in medical contexts, where a handheld MRI device might be available to clinicians working far from a hospital’s radiology department. Recently, the use of a SQUID detector has been demonstrated to lead to excellent NMR spectra at very low magnetic fields, pointing to the possibility of making NMR more portable.\(^\text{16}\) Thus, there is much room for innovative work, both to enable higher magnetic fields and to make NMR more portable with lower magnetic fields.

**Development of New MRI Detectors.** Another important strategy for increasing sensitivity in NMR and MRI is the development of new detectors. For NMR, an increase in sensitivity from two- to fourfold has occurred by decreasing the temperature of the detector. These advances, using either high-temperature superconducting materials or traditional materials, are now being implemented widely. There have been similar sensitivity gains in MRI due to the widespread availability of high magnetic fields (3-9 T) for human use and the development of parallel detector arrays. Five years ago, for example, an effective scan of a human head was achieved with an MRI detector containing only one element. Today detectors with 8 to 32 elements are becoming common,\(^\text{17}\) with preliminary data obtained from arrays with up to 90 elements. These arrays increase sensitivity from two- to fivefold and also enable MRI to be performed at much faster speeds.\(^\text{18}\) When these arrays are dense enough for the coil noise to dominate over the sample noise, cooling arrays should increase the sensitivity of MRI further. The challenge is to insulate the detectors so that very cold temperatures can be achieved while keeping the detectors close to the body so that sensitivity gains can be realized. With the rapid increase in detector density, it is critical to develop strategies that enable miniaturization of the electronics necessary

\(^{14}\) [http://www.magnet.fsu.edu].

\(^{15}\) [http://www.meteoreservice.com/neurospin/].


to perform MRI. A concerted effort to miniaturize NMR components not only will enable engineering of dense detector arrays, but also should increase the portability of NMR in general.

There is much to gain by focusing research efforts to increase sensitivity in NMR and MRI. Presently, MRI on humans is performed at resolutions of about a millimeter, with recent results pushing these limits to about 300 microns. A factor of 100X gain in sensitivity would place MRI on the brink of detecting single cells in any organ within the human body. This would also enable chemical imaging for a larger variety of problems where the unmatched chemical sensitivity of NMR can be combined with the spatial resolution afforded by MRI. Research on other detector strategies besides those commonly used should be encouraged, for example developing SQUID detectors for NMR or other innovative approaches to detecting signals. Indeed, it is only the lack of sensitivity that presently limits widespread application of MRI as a chemical imaging tool to the full range of problems discussed throughout this report.

Increasing the NMR Signal with Hyperpolarization. A very promising avenue for increasing sensitivity in NMR and MRI is to increase the signal from the molecules being detected. The low radio-frequency energy used for NMR means that specific nuclei in molecules are as likely to be in the excited state as in the ground state. Signal detection is proportional to the population difference between the two states. Typically, it takes a million molecules to generate a larger ground state than excited state population. There are a number of ways to alter this population difference and polarize the sample to obtain more signals. As discussed previously, increasing the magnetic field for NMR and MRI is one way to achieve incremental gains. Another alternative is to decrease the temperature, which is useful only if the sample is amenable to lower temperatures. A final and very dramatic way is to couple the nuclear spins being detected by NMR to other spins with a higher polarization. As mentioned earlier, transferring polarization from electrons, optically pumping to achieve increased nuclear polarization of noble gases, and using parahydrogen have all been successful in increasing the signal by as much as 100- to 100,000-fold. For example, so-called dynamic nuclear polarization experiments coupling a stable free radical to NMR-detectable nuclei have demonstrated great gains in sensitivity for solid-state NMR, enabling experiments that would ordinarily last days to be performed in minutes. hyperpolarized MRI of $^{13}$C-labeled compounds has been shown to increase sensitivity more than 100,000-fold; this offers exciting possibilities to trace specific metabolic pathways to identify diseases such as cancer. One major drawback is that these techniques cannot be applied generally to all molecules. Optical pumping of the noble gases xenon and helium can also lead to very large gains in sensitivity. Recent work has demonstrated the potential for producing biosensors from optical-pumped xenon to enable detection to about 200 nM. Hyperpolarized noble gases are also finding increasing use for MRI of the air spaces in lungs.
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A major shortcoming of these hyperpolarization studies is that they are applicable to only a few molecules. Generation of new materials optimized for hyperpolarization is very important to enable a large range of molecules to be hyperpolarized. Another major limitation is that the hyperpolarized signal lasts for a time defined by the nuclear spin lattice relaxation time. In the molecules being developed this means that the increased signal lasts for about a minute. Innovative approaches to making the best use of the polarization while it lasts and procedures for replenishing the signal are critical to a broader range of application. Ideally, a new generation of physicists, chemists, and biochemists would be trained to conduct this truly interdisciplinary work.

Detection of Single Spins with Scanning Force Magnetic Resonance. Within the last year the detection of a single electron spin was accomplished with a scanning magnetic resonance experiment using cantilevers similar to those used for scanning force microscopy.\(^23\) This was the culmination of many years of progress to detect increasingly fewer electron or nuclear spins using the magnetic resonance phenomenon. The experiment relied on measuring the force generated when the electron spin orientation was flipped by application of the appropriate radio frequency in a magnetic field. Because the electron spin is 1000 times stronger than a nuclear spin, this result opens the possibility of detection of single nuclei and thus single-molecule detection by magnetic resonance. As a result, one can envision the use of a small cantilever to scan a molecule or molecular assembly to determine its detailed chemical composition and three-dimensional structure. Such an advance will take years of development to realize and requires advances similar to those needed in other scanning near-field imaging techniques, including (1) the development of more sensitive cantilever strategies to measure increasingly smaller forces and (2) a deeper theoretical understanding of single-molecule behavior with respect to magnetic resonance.

Quantitative Understanding of Chemical Shifts. A great triumph for NMR has been the ability to obtain detailed three-dimensional information from molecules with weights up to about 40,000 grams per mole with accuracy to a few angstroms. It is well known that NMR chemical shifts are sensitive to very small bond length and bond angle changes and can thus probe chemical potentials at very short distances. This is due to the exquisite sensitivity of nuclear spins to their electronic environment. One of the great challenges of modern chemistry is to develop quantum mechanical calculations that can predict chemical interactions and chemical reactions of large molecules. A great hurdle to this work is developing analytical tools that can measure potential changes over short distances. Analysis of the chemical shift of nuclei is one of the few techniques that can probe these potentials over short distances. Thus, a critical frontier in work in NMR is to develop computational approaches that enable prediction of chemical shifts in large molecules. Indeed, if this work is successful it will be possible to determine molecular structures of very complex molecules in a time-efficient manner to an unprecedented level of resolution.

Novel Contrast Agents for MRI. Contrast agents have played an important role in the development of MRI. For example, simple gadolinium chelates are critical for the usefulness of MRI in detecting brain tumors, performing angiography, and measuring regional blood flow and

metabolism. With the rapid developments in molecular genetics identifying a large number of potential indicators of disease and therapeutic targets, there is increasing interest in developing MRI contrast agents that are specific for particular cells, molecules, or biochemical processes. This emerging area of molecular imaging depends on the marriage of (1) chemical synthesis of new labels to add specificity to the agent and (2) MRI acquisition and processing to optimize strategies to detect these new agents. Recent work has demonstrated that MRI can be used to specifically target cell surface molecules, image gene expression, detect enzymatic reactions, and follow the migration of cells in intact organs. These developments are a long way from routine clinical use, and the realization of this potential will take the concerted efforts of a multidisciplinary team of chemists, molecular biologists, radiologists, and MRI physicists. Particularly lacking are chemists with a commitment to work in this highly multidisciplinary area. Furthermore, the general strategies being offered are applicable to a broad range of problems outside the field of medicine, such as detection of sparse molecules of environmental interest or characterization of complex materials. Funding to translate developments in the biomedical area to broader use in chemical imaging would have a great impact.

Conclusions

NMR and MRI represent mature technologies that have widespread impact on the materials, chemical, biochemical, and medical fields. Recent results in determining the structures of key biological macromolecules and the transformation of the cognitive sciences due to functional MRI exemplify this tremendous influence. Despite these achievements, there is much progress yet to be made. Research aimed at improving magnet technology to achieve higher field strengths in smaller footprints will advance the sensitivity and applicability of NMR. Developments to miniaturize NMR electronics will greatly aid the rapid progress in parallel detection for MRI and increase the portability of NMR. Investment in the exciting area of hyperpolarization has an excellent chance to greatly increase the sensitivity and applicability of NMR and MRI. Investments in the theoretical aspects of NMR, especially those that enable the prediction of structural information from chemical shifts and the optimization of approaches to increase sensitivity using hyperpolarization, will pay large dividends. Finally, funding toward development of new materials can impact NMR on many levels. New superconducting materials can impact magnet and detector design, and new approaches to generating sensitive cantilevers will usher in the era of single-molecule detection by magnetic resonance. A new generation of chemists can impact NMR and MRI research by focusing on the development of new molecules amenable to hyperpolarization strategies as well as new contrast agents to contribute to the rapidly growing field of molecular imaging. Funding mechanisms that can lead to faster translation of developments made in the biomedical area to other areas of chemical imaging should be pursued. It is clear that in the coming years, NMR and MRI will continue to expand rapidly and continue to be key tools for chemical imaging.
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Vibrational Imaging

A vibrational spectrum provides something like a structural "fingerprint" of matter because it is characteristic of chemical bonds in a specific molecule. Therefore, imaging based on vibrational spectroscopic signatures, such as Raman scattering and IR absorption, provides a great deal of molecular structural information about the target under study.

Raman Scattering and Infrared Absorption Imaging

In particular, because of their high structural selectivity, Raman and IR imaging techniques also have the capability to monitor chemical structural changes that occur in chemical and physical processes. Both IR and Raman imaging techniques benefit from recent developments of array detectors, which allow the rapid collection of both spectral and positional data.

Infrared absorption spectroscopy is a straightforward technique for vibrational imaging. Infrared Fourier transform (FT) microscopy with scanning options allows “chemical mapping” with lateral resolution on the order of tens of microns. The integration of IR absorption spectroscopy into near-field scanning optical microscopy is a promising approach to in situ, nondestructive, high-spatial-resolution imaging, with applications in the chemical characterization of materials and nanotechnology that improves the spatial resolution of IR spectroscopy to 300-500 nm attainable in the near-field. Due to the Raman effect, inelastically scattered light is shifted in wavelength relative to the excitation frequency by the characteristic molecular vibrational frequency of the probed material. Therefore, Raman scattering can be applied noninvasively under ambient conditions in almost every environment, including those in which water is present. Today, laser photons over a wide range of frequencies from the near-ultraviolet to the near-infrared region are used in Raman scattering studies, allowing selection of optimum excitation conditions for each sample. By choosing wavelengths that excite appropriate electronic transitions, resonance Raman imaging of selected components of a sample or parts of a molecule can be performed.

The range of excitation wavelengths has been extended to the near-infrared (NIR) region, in which background fluorescence is reduced and photoinduced degradation from the sample is diminished. Moreover, high-intensity diode lasers are easily available, making this region attractive for compact, low-cost Raman instrumentation. Furthermore, the development of low-noise, high-quantum-efficiency multichannel detectors (charge-coupled device, CCD), combined with high-throughput spectrographs and used in combination with holographic laser rejection filters, has led to high-sensitivity Raman spectrometers.

The main advantage of Raman spectroscopy is its capability to provide rich information about the molecular identities of the sample. Sophisticated data analysis techniques based on multivariate analysis have made it possible to exploit the full information content of Raman spectra and draw conclusions about the chemical composition of very complex systems such as biological materials. The downside of vibrational imaging techniques comes from relatively
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small IR absorption cross sections and also from the extremely small cross section for Raman scattering (typically $10^{-30}$-$10^{-25}$ cm$^2$ per molecule), with the larger values occurring only under favorable resonance Raman conditions. The small cross sections result in very weak imaging signals. For comparison, effective fluorescence cross sections can reach about $10^{-16}$ cm$^2$ per molecule for high-quantum-yield fluorophores. On the other hand, particularly under ambient conditions, the amount of molecular structural information that can be obtained from fluorescence imaging is limited.

In terms of the high content of chemical structural information at desired spatial and temporal resolutions, Raman spectroscopy would be a very useful technique for chemical imaging. A disadvantage, however, in many applications of Raman imaging results from relatively poor signal-to-noise ratios due to the extremely small cross section of the Raman process, 12 to 14 orders of magnitude lower than fluorescence cross sections. New methodologies such as surface-enhanced Raman scattering and nonlinear Raman spectroscopy can be used to overcome this shortcoming.

**Surface-enhanced Raman scattering.** In the 1970s, a discovery that showed unexpectedly high Raman signals from pyridine on a rough silver electrode attracted considerable attention. Within a few years, strongly enhanced Raman signals were verified for many different molecules, which had been attached to various “rough” metal surfaces; the effect was called "surface-enhanced Raman scattering" (SERS). The discovery of SERS showed promise to overcome the traditionally low sensitivity of Raman spectroscopy.

It soon turned out that enhanced Raman scattering signals are associated mainly with nanoscale roughness structures on the silver electrode, and similar and even stronger enhancement factors were observed both for small silver and gold colloidal particles in solution and for evaporated island films of silver and gold. Enhancement of Raman signals occurs due to resonances between the optical fields and the collective motion of the conduction electrons (surface plasmons) in metallic nanostructures. This resonance effect leads to strongly enhanced and spatially confined local optical fields in the close vicinity of metallic nanostructures where spectroscopy takes place, resulting in strongly enhanced Raman spectra. Enhancement of excitation and scattered field results in an increase in Raman scattering signal intensity equal to the fourth power of the field enhancement. In addition to this “electromagnetic” field enhancement effect, electronic interactions between the Raman molecule and the metal (e.g., charge transfer) can result in an increase of the Raman cross section itself; this is known as "chemical or electronic enhancement." Strong enhancement factors that should be associated with a “chemical effect” have been observed recently for small metal clusters. Although the Raman shifts, relative peak intensities, and line widths with SERS may differ slightly from those
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in normal Raman spectra due to a combination of the molecular interaction with the metal, high local confinement of the effect, and large field gradients, a SERS spectrum still provides a clear “fingerprint” of a molecule. Moreover, SERS is an analytical technique that can give information on surface and interface processes, such as charge-transfer processes at the nanoscale.\(^{30}\)

The task of imaging single molecules while simultaneously identifying their chemical structures and monitoring structural changes poses a challenge that is of both basic scientific and practical interest in many fields. At present, SERS is the only way to detect a single molecule and simultaneously identify its chemical structure.

Extremely high SERS enhancement factors can bring effective Raman cross sections to the level of fluorescence cross sections and allow Raman spectroscopy of single molecules. Single molecule Raman spectra can be measured with nonresonant NIR excitation,\(^{31}\) as well as with resonant excitation exploiting molecular resonance Raman enhancement in addition to SERS.\(^{32}\) SERS provides a method to detect and identify a single molecule without requiring any label because it is based on the intrinsic surface-enhanced Raman scattering of the molecule. Moreover, it provides structural chemical information and thus the capability to image chemical and physical processes at the single-molecule level without ensemble-averaging effects.

**Nonlinear Coherent Raman Spectroscopy.** In addition to imaging based on single-photon excited or linear Raman scattering, vibrational images can also be generated using nonlinear coherent Raman spectroscopies. The most prominent nonlinear Raman process for imaging is coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS), where molecular vibrations are probed by two incident laser beams, a pump beam at a frequency of \(\omega_1\) and a Stokes beam at a lower frequency of \(\omega_2\). When the difference between these two frequencies, \(\omega_1 - \omega_2\), matches the frequency of a particular molecular vibration, a strong CARS signal is generated at a new frequency, \(\omega_3 = 2\ \omega_1 - \omega_2\), higher than both \(\omega_1\) and \(\omega_2\). This CARS signal depends quadratically on the pump beam intensity and linearly on the Stokes beam intensity, and therefore requires picosecond or femtosecond laser pulse trains with high peak powers but only moderate average power for excitation (~0.1 mW).\(^{33}\) A CARS spectrum of a sample, often similar to the spontaneous Raman spectrum, can be obtained by tuning the frequency of the Stokes beam and using a broadband Stokes beam.

Like spontaneous Raman microscopy, CARS microscopy does not rely on natural or artificial fluorescent labels, thereby avoiding issues of toxicity and artifacts associated with staining and photobleaching of fluorophores. Instead, it depends on a chemical contrast intrinsic to the samples. However, CARS microscopy offers two distinct advantages over conventional Raman microscopy:

1. It is orders of magnitudes more sensitive than spontaneous Raman microscopy due to the excitation of coherent molecular vibration in the sample. Therefore, CARS microscopy permits fast vibrational imaging at moderate to average excitation powers (i.e., up to ~10
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mW average power) tolerable by most biological samples. It was found that the peak powers of picosecond laser pulses used for CARS microscopy create minimal nonlinear (multiphoton) damage. Overall, the radiation damage is significantly less for CARS than for spontaneous Raman, especially when one is interested in following a dynamic process with short data collection time.

2. It has three-dimensional sectioning capability because the nonlinear CARS signal is generated only at the laser focus where laser intensities are highest. Three-dimensional images can be reconstructed by raster scanning the sample layer by layer. This is particularly useful for imaging thick tissues or cell structures.

More Recent Promising Developments in Vibrational Imaging

*CARS Microscopy.* Although the first CARS microscope was reported in 1982,\(^{34}\) it was not until the development of a new detection scheme in 1998 that high-quality, three-dimensional images of biological samples became possible.\(^{35}\) Since then there has been a continuous evolution of the detection schemes and laser sources for CARS microscopy, and the sensitivity has been significantly improved.\(^{36}\) Many applications in biology and medicine are emerging. For examples, CARS microscopy is used to monitor lipid metabolism in living cells in real time (Figure 3.1) and to image live skin tissue at the video rate.\(^{37}\)
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Figure 3.1 Image (background) of lipid domains in a single giant unilamellar vesicle (GUV) visualized with CARS microscopy. (Radius of the vesicle = 14 µm.) The high sensitivity of CARS microscopy allows visualization of the GUV’s single lipid bilayer when tuning into the frequency of the symmetric stretching vibrational mode of CH₂, which is abundant in lipid molecules. The GUV under investigation has two lipid components, one of which is deuterated. Phase segregation can be clearly observed, as is evidenced by the CARS image of the deuterated lipid (red) overlaid for clarity with the image of the undeuterated lipid (green). The illustration to the left in front indicates the membrane domains (not drawn to scale). For details, see Potma, E.O., and X.S. Xie. 2005. Direct visualization of lipid phase segregation in single lipid bilayers with coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering microscopy. Chem. Phys. Chem. 6:77.

SOURCE: Courtesy of Eric Potma, Harvard University.

Raman Imaging of Single Molecules. Single-molecule Raman spectroscopy requires extremely high SERS enhancement factors of at least 12-14 orders of magnitude. The origin of such a level of SERS enhancement is still under debate, but it can be understood as a superposition of an extremely strong electromagnetic field enhancement at factors of about 10¹² associated with local optical fields and a so-called chemical enhancement effect on the order of ten- to a hundredfold. Due to the mainly electromagnetic origin of the enhancement, it should be possible to achieve a strong SERS effect for each molecule. However, there is still a molecular selectivity of the effect that cannot yet be explained.

A limitation of SERS spectroscopy is that target molecules have to be in the close vicinity of so-called SERS-active substrates such as nanometer-sized silver or gold structures. On the other hand, performing spectroscopy in the local optical fields of the nanostructures provides exciting capabilities for achieving nanoscale resolution in imaging based on Raman contrast. Highly enhanced optical fields are confined at the small probe volume near a metal tip, which is mounted on a cantilever and scanned across a sample surface by atomic force microscopy (AFM). In this tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS), the signal enhancement factor is about three orders of magnitude, which is relatively small compared to other SERS.
experiments. However, the technique allows imaging of single carbon nanotubes with a 25 nm spatial resolution\textsuperscript{38} and shows the promise of high-sensitivity Raman microscopy beyond the diffraction limit. The development of new SERS-active nanostructures tailored and optimized for high sensitivity and resolution by nanofabrication techniques is a key goal for future developments of SERS-related chemical imaging.

\textit{New Labels Based on SERS.} Design labels with chemical specificity are crucial to imaging.\textsuperscript{39} Fluorescence dyes or quantum dots are very common labels, but labels based on SERS signatures for characterizing DNA fragments and proteins have also resulted in high spectral specificity, multiplex capabilities, and photostability.\textsuperscript{40} Recently suggested SERS labels made from gold nanoparticles and an attached reporter molecule can provide interesting alternatives to fluorescence tags also for imaging. Figure 3.2 demonstrates simultaneous imaging of the indocyanine green (ICG) gold label based on the SERS signal of ICG along with chemical characterization of the environment of the label by surface-enhanced Raman spectra of the cell components in the vicinity of the gold nanoparticles.\textsuperscript{41} The large effective scattering cross section in SERS allows application of very low laser powers (<4 mW) and very short data acquisition times of 1 second or less per spectrum.


Figure 3.2 A hybrid SERS label made from the Food and Drug Administration-approved dye indocyanine green (ICG) on gold nanoparticles and the application of this label inside living cells. (a) Examples of SERS spectra measured from single living cells incubated with the ICG-gold hybrid label at 830 nm excitation. Assignments of major bands are given below spectrum D. ICG bands are marked with an asterisk. (b) Spectral imaging of a SERS label in a living cell based on the SERS spectrum of ICG consisting of several narrow lines. For imaging the label, this offers the advantage that spectral correlation methods can be used to enhance the contrast between the label and the cellular background. A photomicrograph of the cell, indicating the mapped area, is shown for comparison. Scale bar: 20 microns.
Infrared Fourier Transform Microscopy. Infrared Fourier transform (FTIR) microscopy with scanning options allows “chemical mapping” with lateral resolutions of 20 to 60 microns when classical globar light sources are used for broadband illumination. Major advances in recent years in imaging detector technology and step-scan methods have continued to increase the number of applications of IR imaging in materials and biological research. Synchrotron light is a nearly perfect light source for IR spectroscopy because it combines very high brightness and a broad energy range. This results in a considerable improvement in lateral resolutions for synchrotron light, where aperture settings smaller than the wavelength of light can be used and diffraction controls the lateral resolution. For typical IR absorption lines, this means nearly one order of magnitude improvement in resolution compared to a classical light source. This allows the examination of very small dimension structures such as misfolded proteins at very high resolution. For example, the prion protein (PrP) aggregates in scrapie consist of β-sheet structure and are similar to Alzheimer’s neuritic plaques; thus, they should be detectable by IR microscopy. However, compared to Alzheimer’s disease, PrP aggregates are very small and/or microdisperse in most prion strains. High resolution of these aggregates can be achieved using synchrotron light to monitor this misfolded protein.

Terahertz Imaging. Recent developments of new light sources, particularly free-electron lasers, have led to a rapidly growing interest in using the terahertz range (3-300 cm\(^{-1}\)) for imaging. There is considerable evidence that this energy range gives important information on modes related to hydrogen bonds and other weak interactions and can be used for imaging and discrimination between different materials. Moreover, resonances in the terahertz range detected in large biomolecules such as proteins and DNA polymers can provide unique information about the structure of these molecules complementary to that provided by vibrations in the IR frequency ranges and X-ray crystallography. Terahertz transmission spectroscopy of proteins
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has demonstrated the sensitivity of the technique for monitoring folding-unfolding processes, particularly in a realistic aqueous environment. At present, free-electron lasers are excellent light sources for basic studies on imaging in the terahertz range. The further development of this technique as a powerful tool for imaging will also depend on the development of convenient new terahertz light sources.

Future Methodological Developments in Vibrational Imaging

Advances in vibrational imaging techniques are possible in a number of areas. The following is a brief list of the most promising areas of research:

• Sensitive vibrational imaging at the single-molecule level, taking advantage of enhanced and confined local optical fields of tailored nanostructures, especially in combination with scanning probe techniques;
• Exploration of nonlinear Raman scattering techniques, such as CARS or sum frequency microscopy, in order to enhance vibrational sensitivity in reduced probe volume;
• Use of new light sources for IR and Raman imaging that provide higher brightness and tunability over wide wavelength ranges; and
• Extension of IR imaging to the terahertz range for probing complex macromolecule dynamics and structures and utilizing specific low-frequency modes for high-contrast imaging.

Fluorescence Imaging

Since it began in the seventeenth century, optical microscopy has evolved in capability as a ubiquitous tool of chemistry, biology, materials science, and engineering. From the early days, wide-field microscopy, in which a magnified image of the plane of focus is viewed with visible light through an eyepiece and recorded on film, has been an essential research tool. In particular, the early growth of cell biology, microbiology, and their associated biological chemistry depended on optical microscopy. The inherent physical limits of resolution have frequently been limiting factors, leading to continuing developments to surpass resolution limits in the focal plane and avoid the out-of-focus background. The contrast in early imaging depended on a variation of refractive index, anisotropic polarizability, light absorption, or scattering. Innumerable advances in capability have followed and are continuing to present major opportunities for advances in chemical imaging that can meet the challenges to solve ever more difficult problems.

Fluorescence Techniques

Fluorescence Microscopy. Unlike NMR spectroscopy and vibrational spectroscopy, electronic spectroscopy involves interactions with electromagnetic waves in the near-infrared, visible, and ultraviolet (UV) spectral regions. While electronic spectroscopy is less enlightening about structural information than NMR and vibrational spectroscopy, the shorter wavelengths involved allow higher spatial resolution for imaging, and its stronger signal yields superb sensitivity. Fluorescence detection, with its background-free measurement, is especially sensitive and makes single fluorescent molecules detectable.

Fluorescence has provided the power and diversity for chemical markers, now frequently designed to bind to particular targets or to be genetically expressed in biological systems. The recent discoveries of green fluorescent proteins (GFPs) and red fluorescent proteins (RFPs) have enabled genetic labeling of particular targets in living systems. This is performed by incorporation of a fluorescent protein gene—from a selection now including many available colors—and with chemical properties such as pH or calcium sensitivity for chemical imaging of physiological functions in vivo.

The continuing development of available labels remains one of the most promising avenues for advances in chemical imaging in both biological and soft materials applications. Figure 3.3 illustrates the GFP-RFP varieties available today. However, they are not optimal because they require slow oxidative activation within the cells in which they are expressed and are therefore not sufficient indicators for many dynamic measurements of gene expression. Current research aims to escape this kind of problem by the development of unnatural amino acids that can be expressed as intracellular markers. This difficult area requires sustained and concerted support.

---


Figure 3.3 Top: Various colors of fluorescent proteins now available. These proteins can be expressed in almost any cell and have provided in vivo spectroscopic markers for following the production, degradation, localization, and movement of many different proteins. SOURCE: Reprinted by permission of Federation of the European Biochemical Societies from Tsien, R.Y. 2005. Building and breeding molecules to spy on cells and tumors. FEBS Letters 579:927-932.

Bottom: The broad color spectrum of quantum dots that is now available. These nanoscale particles can be functionalized and attached to a variety of different chemical species for tagging purposes. The great advantages of quantum dots are that they can all be excited at the same wavelength and are very resistant to photobleaching. SOURCE: Courtesy of Shuming Nie, Emory University.

Detecting and tracking individual macromolecules and their nanoscopic tracking in living cell membranes and tissues provide a powerful approach to understanding the biochemical dynamics of life processes. This approach requires bright fluorescent markers and accurate optical imaging to provide nanoscopic spatial resolution over many orders of time ranging from microseconds to several minutes. However, detection is limited by the number of fluorescence photons that can be captured from each marker before it photobleaches. About $10^3$ detected photons are needed at each point in time for a precise location of several nanometers of sparse, and therefore resolvable, markers in an optimized microscope. The central position of a marker is obtained by computation of the centroid of the diffraction-limited microscopic image, which is about 450 nm in diameter for a point source. The uncertainty of the position measurement improves roughly as the reciprocal square root of the number of photons detected. Thus, analysis of molecular patterns, mobility, and interactions—important in biological and materials science research—depends on the development of brighter, more durable, chemically specific markers of

nanoscopic size in order to label target molecules and follow the time course of their trajectories with nanoscopic precision.

Semiconducting nanocrystals, usually CdSe-ZnS crystals a few nanometers in diameter, called “quantum dots,” can be useful for in vivo imaging of biochemical dynamics but still suffer from three limitations. The most severe problem is that quantum dots blink at probability distributions that lead to loss of continuity in keeping track of individual molecules, limiting the ability to measure the dynamics and mechanisms of biophysical chemistry in vivo and ex vivo. Some significant fraction of fabricated quantum dots appear to be totally dark, reducing average quantum yield. Another issue arises from protecting quantum dots from the aqueous biological environment. Various chemical coatings of these hydrophobic particles have been tried, and some thin coatings are temporarily effective. However, the only reliable results to date depend on multiple amphiphilic coatings that increase hydrodynamic diameters to >30 nm, which is too large for many biochemical applications.

To avoid the blinking problem with nonblinking markers and the potential toxicity of semiconducting quantum dots, it is possible to aggregate about 20 to 30 organic dye molecules in protective environments by innovative chemistry. The first success was achieved by labeling low-density lipoprotein (LDL) particles with about 30 carbocyanine dye molecules. These particles can be brightly labeled and photobleach slowly, but they are not durable. A more robust alternative is the sequestration of 20 or so organic dye molecules into a silica shell about 30 nm in diameter using established emulsion techniques. Properly bound to the silica, fluorophores such as rhodamine are protected from photobleaching and interactive quenching, providing a marker about 20 times as bright as present quantum dots but unfortunately also still too large for many applications. However, these two examples demonstrate the potential of utilizing innovative chemistry in the development of more effective chemical imaging tools.

Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy and Fluorescence Burst Analysis. Several nanoscopic chemical imaging approaches work very well for measurements of chemical kinetics, interactions, and mobility in solution. Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) measures the temporal fluctuations of fluorescent markers as molecules diffuse or flow in solution through a femtoliter focal volume. Their average diffusive dwell times reveal their diffusion coefficients, and additional faster fluctuations can reveal chemical reactions and their kinetics if the reaction provides fluorescence modulation. Cross-correlation of the fluorescence of two distinguishable fluorophore types can very effectively reveal chemical binding kinetics and equilibria at nanomolar concentrations.

These methods work best at nanomolar chemical concentrations so that the focal volume contains typically 1 to 100 molecules on average. Because the method is so sensitive, it is

susceptible to perturbation by background fluorescence and instrumentation fluctuations. These problems have become quite tractable during the last decade, such that FCS now supports more than 100 publications per year. A current challenging application is analysis of protein folding kinetics, protein structure fluctuations, and ultrafast chemical kinetics by new methods yet to be published.

Fluorescence burst analysis, a variation of FCS procedures that has an optimum configuration for simple presentation, uses a uniform nanoscopic flow channel with an optically perfect ceiling, uniform cross section, and periodic electrodes that can now be constructed by careful electron lithography techniques. By application of controlled electric fields, uniform plug flow of solution through the channel is achieved by controlled electrophoresis. This avoids the parabolic flow velocity profile of pressure-driven flow. The channel cross section is uniformly illuminated by sufficiently large laser beam flows to provide identical illumination pathways for molecules flowing anywhere in the cross section. Thus, all molecules of a given brightness, such as a particular length of DNA labeled with an intercalating dye, yield the same fluorescence burst size, thereby providing a burst size parameter that characterizes the DNA double helix length to approximately ±5 percent over at least three orders of magnitude. Clearly, future applications of this “flow imaging” burst analysis scheme offer potential for development of analytical techniques in medicine such as the elusive counting of the concentration of beta-amyloid clusters and their sizes in cerebral-spinal fluid.

Single-molecule Fluorescence Spectroscopy and Imaging.

Current Technology. In the past decade, rapid developments have made it possible to detect, identify, track, and manipulate single molecules on surfaces, in solutions, and even inside living cells. The ability of single-molecule experiments to avoid ensemble averaging and to capture transient intermediates make them particularly powerful in elucidating mechanisms of molecular machines in biological systems: how they work in real time, how they work individually, how they work together, and how they work inside live cells. New knowledge from single-molecule experiments continues to generate novel insights in a variety of scientific fields.

Single-molecule fluorescence detection in an ambient environment is achieved in part through reduction of the probe volume in order to suppress the background signal. This is accomplished by a confocal or total internal reflection microscope and as well as by the high sensitivity of the detectors. Aside from the fluorescence intensity, optical properties such as polarization, fluorescence lifetime, and excitation and emission spectra have been used as contrast mechanisms for acquiring images to follow the temporal behavior of certain molecules. In particular, fluorescence resonance energy transfer has been widely used as a dynamic variable, dubbed a “molecular ruler,” to measure intermolecular distances between two fluorophores. These advances allow one literally to record movies of molecular motions and biochemical reactions.

One of the exciting areas of research with fluorescence microscopy is the study of dynamic behaviors of individual enzyme molecules. Conventional measurements of chemical kinetics rely on determining concentration changes following a perturbation (such as a temperature jump or rapid mixing of reactants). On a single-molecule basis, a chemical reaction, if it occurs, takes place on the subpicosecond time scale. However, the “waiting time” prior to such an action during which the molecule acquires energy to reach the transition state via thermal activation is usually long and stochastic. Stochastic events of chemical changes can be monitored and the histogram of waiting times can be measured for a single enzyme molecule undergoing repetitive reactions. The advantages of single-molecule studies of biochemical reactions include the following: (1) to measure the distributions and fluctuation of enzymatic activities; (2) to unravel reaction mechanisms; and (3) to observe in real time the transient intermediates that are otherwise difficult to capture in conventional experiments due to their low steady-state concentrations.

For example, enzymatic turnover of flavinenzyme molecules was monitored in real time by viewing fluorescence from an active site of the enzyme. Cholesterol oxidase, a 53-kilodalton flavoprotein, catalyzes the oxidation of cholesterol by oxygen with the enzymatic cycle shown in Figure 3.4A. The active site of the enzyme, flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD), is naturally fluorescent in its oxidized form but not in its reduced form. Confined in agarose gel containing 99 percent water, the enzyme molecules are immobilized at the laser focus. On the other hand, the small substrate molecules are essentially free to diffuse within the gel. The single FAD emission exhibits on-off behavior, with each on-off cycle corresponding to an enzymatic turnover. This experiment demonstrated that an enzyme molecule is a dynamic entity with a fluctuating catalytic rate constant, a phenomenon that was hidden in ensemble studies.

---

Figure 3.4 (A) Fluorescence image of single cholesterol oxidase (COx) molecules immobilized in a thin film of agarose gel of 99 percent buffer solution. (B) Enzymatic cycle of COx that catalyzes the oxidation of cholesterol by molecular oxygen. The enzyme’s naturally fluorescent FAD active site is first reduced by a cholesterol substrate molecule, generating a nonfluorescent FADH−, which is then oxidized by molecular oxygen. (C) FAD, the fluorophore and active site of COx. (D) A portion of the intensity trajectory of an individual COx molecule undergoing enzymatic reactions in real time. Each on-off cycle of emission corresponds to an enzymatic turnover. SOURCE: Reprinted with permission from Lu, H.P., L. Xun, and X.S. Xie. 1998. Single-molecule enzymatic dynamics. Science 282:1877-1882. Copyright 1998 AAAS.

The conformational dynamics of enzymes’ is intimately related to enzymatic activity, and can now be probed at the single-molecule level. Fluorescence resonant energy transfer
(FRET) is used widely in biochemical and biophysical studies of conformational motions. The efficiency of FRET between a donor and an acceptor pair is \( E = \frac{1}{1 + (R/R_0)^6} \), where \( R \) is the distance between the pair and \( R_0 \) is the Forster radius, which is dependent on the spectral overlap between the donor emission and acceptor absorption spectra and the relative orientations of the donor and acceptor dipoles. FRET between a single donor and acceptor pair within a single biomolecule has been used to probe conformational dynamics. For example, a small RNA enzyme called the hairpin ribozyme has been studied. The ribozyme’s two domains were labeled with a FRET pair, and the FRET time traces showed striking heterogeneity in docking and undocking kinetics, suggesting the presence of a large number of stable conformational states under functional conditions.

For experiments with fluorescent substrates, substrate concentrations must be kept low to avoid a strong fluorescent background. At millimolar substrate concentrations where many enzymatic reactions occur, conventional FCS would not work at the usual femtoliter focal volumes. To escape this limitation, it has been possible to provide attoliter focal volumes in electron lithographically formed zero-mode waveguides. For example, these structures have allowed the tracking of the formation of the complementary DNA sequence for a template sequence by high-processivity function of a single DNA polymerase. Essentially, this geometry provides the opportunity for virtual single-molecule enzyme kinetics at appropriate fluorescent substrate concentrations wherever a noninterfering signal can be created.

Parallel with and complementary to single-molecule studies by optical means, has been tremendous work on mechanical manipulation of single molecules accomplished through the use of either optical tweezers or magnetic tweezers. These techniques offer the possibility of actively controlling the behavior, or even chemical reactions, of single molecules and have yielded much new knowledge about the mechanisms of enzymatic machineries such as molecular motors and nucleic acid enzymes.

Cutting-edge Technology: Integrating chemical and biological labels with advanced microscopes and detectors is the focus of many research activities. Other contrast mechanisms of single-molecule imaging, in addition to fluorescence, are also being pursued.

---

The spatial resolution of fluorescence microscopy has been limited to about half the wavelength of light due to the diffraction limit associated with the wave nature of light. However, if one has a single isolated molecule with bright fluorescence, the accuracy of determining the center position of its diffraction-limited image can be as high as 1 nm. In this way, nanometer movements of a molecular motor can be followed in realtime.\(^{66}\)

At high concentration, when molecules are no longer isolated in space, a conventional optical microscope is unable to resolve them within the diffraction limit. Efforts have been made to circumvent the diffraction limit by engineering the points spread function using nonlinear optical techniques. Spatial resolution of 20 nm in a cell has been demonstrated without using a proximal probe.\(^{67}\)

Future Technology. Recent innovations of single-molecule fluorescence imaging and dynamical studies have lead to unprecedented sensitivity, molecular specificity, time resolving power, and spatial resolution. In the future, the challenges and opportunities in optical imaging will lie with biology. Single-molecule sensitivity for three-dimensional imaging in a living cell with specific and noninvasive labeling of a macromolecule of interest, along with millisecond time resolution and nanometer spatial resolution, will provide answers to many biological questions. The integration of these elements will come with time, and a motion picture of a living cell should prove possible with continuing developments.

Laser Scanning Microscopies

Confocal Microscopy

The availability of laser scanning confocal fluorescence microscopy,\(^{68}\) first commercially offered in the 1980s, enabled a major advance in chemical microscopy imaging; convenient summaries are available in the Handbook of Biological Confocal Microscopy.\(^{69}\) Confocal fluorescence microscopy works by focusing continuous-wave laser illumination to a diffraction-limited spot in a focal plane within the specimen and collecting the excited fluorescence through a confocal optical aperture that excludes most of the out-of-focus fluorescence background. Images are formed by scanning the laser beam in a video raster and recording the photomultiplier-detected fluorescence in a computer array. Lateral resolutions are comparable with wide-field microscopy, and effective axial resolution is enhanced by exclusion of out-of-focus background. The technique allows imaging to depths of about 50 microns in soft biological tissue but is limited by the background-scattered fluorescence able to pass through the confocal aperture. This technology is used widely today in cell biology and soft-matter materials using fluorescent markers for chemical imaging.


Multiphoton Microscopy

Laser scanning fluorescence microscopy entered a new generation in 1990 when the nonlinear optical physics of two-photon molecular excitation (first analyzed by Maria Goeppert-Meyer in 1931 but not demonstrated until sufficiently bright lasers were created in the 1960s) was finally formulated for useful multiphoton laser scanning fluorescence microscopy. Multiphoton excitation of fluorescence provides several critical advantages over wide-field and confocal microscopy. Because multiphoton excitation of a molecule requires that it “simultaneously” absorb two or more excitation photons, fluorescence excitation is typically limited to the focal volume where concentration of the laser power provides sufficient photon flux density. Since the two-photon excitation rate depends on the square of the illumination intensity, the out-of-focus background excitation falls as the reciprocal fourth power of distance above and below the focal volume, thus generating negligible out-of-focus fluorescence along the out-of-focus beam path. Photodamage is also negligible since the long laser wavelengths needed for multiphoton excitation (nearly invisible infrared photons) are not significantly absorbed by tissue. This nonlinear microscopy can productively image fluorescence signals to depths in living tissue of approximately 500 microns (about the thickness of human skin).

Multiphoton microscopy (MPM) utilization has grown rapidly and continuously since then, with more than 200 refereed publications per year citing the use of MPM or two-photon microscopy. Commercial sources for MPM instruments did not become available until several years later, but adequate titanium sapphire (Ti:sapphire) 100-femtosecond lasers were (and are) available, albeit at exorbitant costs. Many MPM instruments were and still are assembled by the scientists using them, a point that may become relevant in future specialized chemical imaging opportunities. Convenient laboratory instruments for MPM imaging are now available from Zeiss Microscopy.

The earliest, fastest-growing, and possibly most productive area of application of MPM is in the imaging of neuronal functions in ex vivo functional brain slices and protracted imaging of function in intact brains of living animals over extended times as the neural circuits develop. The most popular chemical applications of MPM have been based on fluorescent molecular indicators of calcium ion activity, a ubiquitous intracellular signal, and of membrane potential. Recently, GFP gene labels of specific receptors and ion channels and fluorescent labels of protein active sites involved in the molecular mechanisms of biological functions have provided additional powerful research tools. The development of three-photon infrared excitation of the intrinsic UV excitable indoleamines, serotonin and melatonin, allows research to be conducted on secretory kinetics and mechanisms for neuromodulator release in cell cultures and in living tissue. This capability has yet to be fully realized for in vivo or ex vivo studies of the secretion of these important neuromodulator molecules in brain.

---

Deeper Multiphoton Fluorescence Imaging in Living Tissue through GRIN Lenses. It is possible to translate the focal volume of MPM imaging by up to 0.5 cm distances using gradient refractive index (GRIN) lenses. These lenses consist of small-diameter rods of exotic, rare-earth-containing glasses of graded concentrations that provide a radial gradient of refractive index, thereby acting as a lens with flat ends. Multiphoton images at depths up to about 0.5 cm in the brains of living mice have been obtained with access to the intact mouse hippocampus and negligible tissue damage en route. The longer GRIN rods for focusing transfer are a few millimeters in diameter and are capped by a short, higher-numerical-aperture objective lens. It is possible to miniaturize these devices by using extensions of current techniques and delivering the femtosecond laser pulses with suitable fiber optics using vibrational scanning. This technique appears to have great promise for deeper in vivo chemical imaging.

Intrinsic Biological Fluorescence and Potential Applications in Medicine. The most recent and potentially most important advances in MPM are based on chemical imaging of the intrinsic fluorescence of crucial molecular species. One, in particular, images the long-known fluorescence of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) to measure the metabolic pattern in brain, recognizing oxidative exhaustion of neurons caused by their electrical signaling activity and the slower contribution to restoration of their metabolism by astrocytic glycolysis. Other possible chemical signals that supposedly couple astrocytes with neurons in brain function were entertainingly but significantly summarized in Scientific American in April 2004. An interesting challenge of metabolic imaging is the chemistry of NADH-NAD(P)H and their binding to protein cofactors in the mitochondria and cytoplasm, which modulates the fluorescence quantum yield and confounds the accuracy of quantitative measurements of metabolic state. In addition, this topic will be a chemical imaging challenge that must be solved in coming years, since MPM imaging of brain metabolism in living animals, including neurodegenerative disease models, now appears to be approaching feasibility.

Second Harmonic Generation (SHG) Imaging

Another nonlinear optical technique, known as second harmonic generation, can be imaged with bright-pulsed laser illumination of optically noncentrosymmetric materials with nonlinear (intensity-dependent) dielectric properties. Certain amphiphilic or hydrophobic

---

electropolarizable dye molecules that are lipid soluble can be aligned in parallel by the electric fields commonly present across cell membranes. These fields routinely reach up to 250,000 volts per centimeter, a signal of great significance for controlling cellular behavior in neurons. The demonstrated effectiveness of SHG fast imaging of neuronal signals motivates efforts to develop further improvements of the noncentrosymmetric electric field-sensitive indicator molecules. There have been sustained international efforts to develop membrane potential sensitive fluorescent molecules, but SHG electric field indicators are a relatively fertile photochemical challenge.

SHG has been found to provide a selective marker for imaging neuronal axons through SHG generation by the parallel-oriented bundles of their microtubules, which provide the selective tracks for movement of cargo in vesicles to and from synapses by the molecular motors dynein and kinesin. The parallel polarization of microtubules in axons and their random orientation in neuronal dendrites had previously been detectable only by tedious multistage electron microscopy. This new capability may be useful in diagnosing the effects of aggregation of the microtubule-associated tau protein (imageable by its MPM intrinsic fluorescence) that induces neurofilamentary tangles in Alzheimer’s disease.

Second harmonic generation imaging of collagen structures has been very effectively achieved and is now rather well understood. Combining SHG and MPM fluorescence appears feasible for creation of a simple optical label of collagen chemical assembly structure type and anomalies in orthopedic surgery, discussed further below.

Other Multiphoton Coherent Optical Microscopy

In a manner similar to SHG imaging, third harmonic generation (THG) imaging has been demonstrated. CARS microscopy (discussed earlier) is another form of MPM, providing chemical information via vibrational spectroscopy. As in two-photon fluorescence microscopy, SHG, THG, and CARS techniques have small probe volumes and offer three-dimensional resolution. However, unlike two-photon fluorescence, SHG, THG, and CARS signals (like those of NMR) are coherent. Therefore, the contrast interpretations in SHG, THG, and CARS microscopy are more complicated than two-photon fluorescence microscopy. In recent years, these techniques have been studied experimentally and theoretically in great detail.

---

spectral specificity and high sensitivity of CARS microscopy are particularly attractive for chemical imaging of living cells.

Ultrafast Spectroscopy and Imaging

The advent in recent years of pulsed light sources that generate femtosecond pulsed lasers that are easily operated, are computer controlled, and can be integrated into imaging systems has provided new capabilities in imaging spectroscopy in two respects. First, and thus far most importantly, the high peak power that such pulses provide has made it possible to perform nonlinear imaging spectroscopy routinely. The most popular version of this, and the only commercially available approach, is multiphoton fluorescence microscopy. Other nonlinear imaging techniques such as sum-difference spectroscopy of surface molecules have been developed as well but are not yet commonplace. Another current use of ultrafast pulses in imaging is the measurement of excited state dynamics. In particular, fluorescent lifetime imaging (FLIM) has become popular in the biological community because the fluorescent lifetime is sensitive to the environment but does not depend on the concentration of the label. Finally, ultrafast pulses are being used for tomography of deep tissue, primarily in the realm of analyzing light transmitted through a scattering sample.

Current Capabilities

Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging (FLIM). Commercial instruments are now available for FLIM of surfaces or three-dimensional objects in conjunction with either multiphoton or confocal microscopy. At each point in the image, an excited state dynamics trace is measured, typically on the few hundred picosecond to nanosecond time scale. This type of imaging is particularly useful in conjunction with FRET systems. When the donor and acceptor become close to one another, the fluorescence lifetime of the donor decreases as the energy transfer rate becomes comparable to, or faster than, the inherent donor excited state lifetime (Figure 3.5). Other labels have lifetimes that are particularly sensitive to specific environments. For example, DNA intercalating dyes such as thiazole orange have very short lifetimes in solution, but much longer and somewhat variable lifetimes when intercalated into DNA. This allows one to determine not only whether the signal comes from DNA but also the state of the DNA (e.g., base content and structure). Finally, almost all organic dyes have inherent environmentally sensitive fluorescent lifetimes and can be used to report on conformational changes in proteins or other molecules in an imaged fashion. Fluorescence lifetime imaging provides another dimension to distinguish between the signal from the label under study and background fluorescence. In the case of biological imaging, autofluorescence is usually relatively short-lived compared to most of the

organic dyes employed. In addition, FLIM provides increased resolution between labels that have similar spectra but different lifetimes, allowing the ability to separate many fluorophores from one another in a sample simultaneously using a two-dimensional (time versus spectrum) approach.

Figure 3.5 Example of the use of FLIM to investigate molecular interactions in cells. Two-photon FLIM was performed on GFP-tagged protein kinase C (GFP-PKC) coexpressed with DsRed-tagged caveolin (DsRed-cav) in Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells. Coexpression of the GFP-PKC with DsRed-cav does not affect the lifetime of the GFP, showing that in the unstimulated state, PKC is not associated with caveolin. Epifluorescence images for excitation of (a) DsRed and (b) GFP along with DsRed show the PKC and caveolin co-distributed in the cytosol. (c) Fluorescence lifetime images with the analysis area enclosed by the red line (cytosol) or nucleus both essentially show a lifetime centered around ~2.2 nanoseconds. Spatial scale not specific for image in the original figure; however, average CHO cell diameter is approximately 15 µm. SOURCE: Stubbs, C.D., S.W. Botchway, S.J. Slater, and A.W. Parker. 2005. The use of time-resolved fluorescence imaging in the study of protein kinase C localization in cells. *BMC Cell Biology* 6:22. Copyright 2005 Stubbs et al; licensee BioMed Central Ltd. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License.

**Ultrafast Tomography.** Another developing imaging technique is tomography using ultrafast near-infrared pulsed lasers.\(^86\) This can be done in several ways. One basic approach involves detecting transmission of ultrafast pulses through tissue. Here, one is looking specifically at light that travels directly through the tissue and therefore is not delayed in its arrival at the detector. This is performed by gated detection methods; in this way, it is possible to generate a two-dimensional projection image that includes information about absorption and scattering density


in the tissue. Ultrafast pulses can also be used specifically to detect light scattered from a particular depth in the tissue by timing the round-trip.

Enhanced penetration capabilities of wide-field microscopy\(^87\) have been obtained by elegant application of interferometry in a technique called optical coherence tomography\(^88\) that images optical backscatter contrast in tissue at millimeter depths. This powerful technique is already being applied in medicine, particularly to image the retina within the eye, an especially favorable application for deep imaging since the optical path has little scattering. Interferometry, beginning with early designs of Zernike and Nomarski, has been extended to picometer displacement measurements of the transduction mechanisms of audition and their biochemical modulation.\(^89\) Image resolution enhancement by about twofold of thin biological preparations has been obtained by computational convolutions of stacks of images.\(^90\)

**Cutting-edge Technology**

Ultrafast spectroscopic approaches are increasingly being applied to imaging in terms of both nonlinear imaging and dynamics. This is driven partially by the improvement in and ease of use of ultrafast laser systems and detectors. It is not possible to review all of the methods currently under development, but several examples are given below.

*Spectral Lifetime Imaging.* Because of improvements in detector sensitivity, multidimensionality, and speed, a number of different ultrafast methods have been converted into imaging methods. A particularly interesting example is the use of two-dimensional streak cameras in fluorescence imaging. The streak camera allows one to record real-time signals with subpicosecond resolution in one dimension while simultaneously resolving another dimension such as wavelength. This provides an opportunity to record the fluorescence decay time and the spectrum with high resolution at each point in a three-dimensional image using confocal microscopic techniques. This approach, coupled with hyperspectral analysis in both dimensions, has the potential for extraordinary resolution of different fluorescent targets in a complex sample mixture.\(^91\) The addition of a spectral dimension to a typical fluorescence microscope can provide and increase in sensitivity, throughput, and data accuracy.

---


\(^{89}\) See for example:


\(^{91}\) See for example:


Reverse Imaging. In imaging, one normally thinks of obtaining information about a system that is spatially and/or temporally resolved. However, similar approaches can also be used to project patterned information into a chemical system. This, for lack of a better phrase, is referred to as “reverse imaging” in this document. The idea is to use the same kinds of methods and machines that we use to record images to also control chemistry or biochemistry in a patterned fashion.

Current Applications

Chemistry. Photolithography has been refined for several decades by the electronics industry. Three-dimensional sculpting of photopolymerizable materials using nonlinear excitation has allowed the production of objects with resolutions below 100 nm. Applications to patterning of chemical systems can be seen in the photoprocessing of DNA chips (see Figure 3.6, for example) by companies such as Affymetrix. Light is used to build large arrays of DNA oligonucleotides layer by layer in the horizontal plane. Similar approaches are now being used to pattern chemistry using electrochemical methods on electrode arrays (Combimatrix). However, this technology has been limited largely to polymerization of homogeneous photopolymers and production of DNA. The potential for developing chemical systems that can be modulated in time and space by imaged radiation is huge.

![Figure 3.6](image.jpg)

Figure 3.6 Example of a DNA array and fluorescent detection. Synthesis of chips such as these is valuable in determining changes in gene expression under various physiological conditions with high throughput. SOURCE: Photograph courtesy of Peter R. Hoyt, Oklahoma State University Microarray Core Facility, and Mitchel J. Doktycz, Oak Ridge National Laboratory Life Sciences Division.

Biology. In biology, studies have been conducted using imaged killing of cells either for directed evolution or for tissue engineering. Also, laser-based photoablation of cells has been used in fate-mapping studies of development. Subcellular surgeries have been performed in which specific features of a cell have been ablated. However, these are crude approaches since the method used in these procedures is typically photodestruction rather than specific manipulation.

An important technique in current use is image-active photochemistry. This is employed in the use of chemical caged derivatives of neurotransmitters and biological activators such as
adenosine 5’-triphosphate (ATP), which can be used as powerful optical tools for photoactivated research pharmacology. Effective chemical cages for one-photon photoactivation are numerous and widely used. The continuing advance in development of these photochemical tools indicates the potential for further chemical advances. Unfortunately, two-photon excitation of these same caged reagents has not worked as well as the best reagents for one-photon excitation, thus excluding the pharmacology envisioned in vivo.\textsuperscript{92} These obstacles could be overcome by utilizing new cage designs or three-photon excitation of the UV-activated cages to avoid both parity selection rules and pulse pairs for multiple-stage cage release kinetics. This is a challenge for future fast chemical imaging activated approaches.

Laser tweezers can also be used to manipulate specific parts of cells in ways much more subtle than photodestruction. It has also become possible to design genes in which expression is controlled by light. This opens the door for patterned gene expression at cellular resolution in both two and three dimensions. In the chemical world, the future holds many opportunities for conducting two- and three-dimensional solid-phase synthetic chemistry using light. A fairly large arsenal of photoprotective groups now exists, allowing a wide variety of chemical couplings to be performed. This may revolutionize the search for new drugs, sensors, or materials because very large libraries of molecules can be synthesized rapidly. The advantage over standard combinatorial chemistry is that these are not random combinations of pieces but specific molecular structures, allowing one to combine rational design driven by computation with very high throughput screening and selection during molecular evolution.

**Prospectus for Future Optical Microscopy**

Which aspects of chemical imaging by optical microscopy will be most important in coming years? What needs to be done to take advantage of its powers? In vivo and ex vivo chemical imaging in the brain and nervous system will continue to be important. Current applications are being extended to chemical diagnostics of biochemical signaling between dendritic spines and presynaptic patches on axons that defines the development of neural circuits during growth and learning of the brain.\textsuperscript{93} The principal challenge of neuroscience research in the coming decades will be discovery of the chemical signals governing the development of nervous system organization and the mapping of its consequent geometry and function.

Intrinsic fluorescence of tissue components is imaged efficiently by MPM in living animals and tissues, with results that demonstrate substantial capability for instant recognition of cancer in several organs.\textsuperscript{94} Direct comparisons between the incipient tumor MPM images in organs at risk with the corresponding pathologists’ images of absorption-stained fixed tissues show that MPM is quite functional for disease diagnosis and study.


Medical applications for use in surgery and diagnosis are already being developed in various collaborations at several institutions and will certainly expand worldwide. Two basic challenges must be met: (1) the need for increasing knowledge of biological photochemistry and (2) the development and engineering of suitable optical physics for devices compatible with the restrictions, demands, and safety of medical and surgical procedures.

The crucial biological photochemistry issue is to understand in greater detail all of the origins of intrinsic tissue fluorescence and its changes with disease. It is clear that NADH (an indicator of metabolic state) and the many flavin compounds that vary greatly in tissue types will be among the most conspicuously imaged indicators of disease. Other fluorescence contributors may include carotinoids and oxidized indoleamines. Imaging and macroscopic mapping of different types of collagens using second harmonic generation also appears promising as a medical tool, especially for orthopedic diagnostics and surgery.

General medical applicability of MPM calls for more compact, rugged, and user-friendly instrumentation. Ideally, designs could be built onto the observation optics currently used in surgery, particularly the endoscopic optics of laparoscopic surgery. The possibility of achieving this adaptability is advanced by (1) the discovery of rugged fiber optics capable of single-mode propagation by the high-power femtosecond laser pulses needed for MPM, and (2) the development of vibrating optical-fiber scanners for illumination scanning (Optiscan, Inc., Australia). Endoscopic MPM microscopy, which effectively provides in situ chemical and structural imaging, appears capable of instantly providing image information equivalent to conventional fixed-tissue pathology imaging.

Fundamental advances in research on complex chemical process are being enabled by new nanoscopic imaging developments that enable measurements of (1) chemical kinetics of protein folding and misfolding (e.g., amyloid aggregate formation in neurodegenerative diseases); (2) fluctuations in single-molecule enzyme kinetics to understand multistep enzymatic reactions; and (3) ultrafast chemical kinetics. These processes and their possibilities for application represent opportunities to be exploited via new developments in nanoscopic and nonlinear optical imaging discovery.

**ELECTRON, X-RAY, ION, AND NEUTRON SPECTROSCOPY**

This section covers techniques that probe samples with wavelengths much smaller than that of visible light, which provides high-resolution chemical and structural information below surfaces of materials. For example, X-rays are able to penetrate materials so deeply it is possible to determine the identity and local configuration of all the atoms present in a sample. Further attributes and limitations of these techniques are provided below.

**Electron Microscopy**

Since its invention nearly 100 years ago, electron microscopy (EM) has developed into a remarkably versatile imaging tool. Nearly all major R&D organizations (universities, national laboratories, industrial labs) have electron microscopy facilities that can accommodate well-established imaging techniques. Despite its apparent maturity, new techniques continue to be
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developed that not only push the resolution limits of electron microscopy but also expand the range of specimens and environments in which it can be used.

The usefulness of electrons for imaging comes from the fact that an electron wavelength is about 1000 times smaller than that of visible light, providing a much higher-resolution probe. In addition, higher-energy electrons (on the order of hundreds of kiloelectronvolts, or keV) can penetrate materials, thus providing access to imaging below their surfaces. Similarly the use of light, energy-resolved electron detection is able to provide chemical information in parallel to structural imaging. However, significant limitations to its use do exist such as the need for a vacuum to produce and transmit electrons and electron beam damage to samples. Nevertheless, ingenious development of a variety of EM techniques has had tremendous impact in fields ranging from condensed matter physics to structural biology.

One of the most important forms that EM technology takes is the transmission electron microscope (TEM). The TEM operates much like a slide projector in the sense that electrons of sufficiently high energy (usually in the range of a few hundred kiloelectronvolts) are passed through a thin sample (usually less than a micrometer thick) to a detector where a variety of imaging schemes can be implemented. A number of applications of TEM are described below.

**Cryo-electron Microscopy for Biological Structure Determinations**

The use of electron microscopy to image biological systems is a fast-growing area. One advance is the use of rapid freezing to transfer hydrated specimens into an electron microscope, a process known as cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM). After such a transfer, new techniques of imaging may be employed to display three-dimensional structures over a length scale ranging from single biomolecules to synapses and neurons. Accessibility of these methods based on cryo-EM have become a standard tool of structural biology in recent years. As in crystallography, the technique of freezing samples in vitreous ice for EM analysis has made it possible to obtain two-dimensional projected images with minimal distortion or artifacts. If there is a plentiful supply of nearly identical frozen particles in random orientations, these projections can be combined to form three-dimensional images. The resolution of these images has been improving rapidly due to improvements in reconstruction techniques. In particular, efforts have
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centered on (1) the accurate determination of the contrast function that corrects the two-dimensional images for the experimental out-of-focus distance; (2) the accurate determination of the relative orientation of the projected images; and (3) the use of a far greater number of particles. As a result, it is now routine to obtain cryo-EM image reconstructions to have an estimated resolution of 10 Å (sometimes down to 7 Å) with expectations of reconstructions as low as 4 Å.\textsuperscript{101}

Recent advances in instrumentation, data collection, and data analysis have resulted in cryo-EM maps of the ribosome with significantly higher resolution as shown in Figure 3.7. For the first time, molecular signatures can be recognized: these include RNA helices with distinctly visible major and minor grooves, and protein domain structure with clearly defined shapes. The high degree of definition of these features has made it possible to fit known atomic structures with an accuracy of 3 Å.

Figure 3.7 A cryo-EM map of the \textit{Escherichia coli} ribosome (complexed with fMet-tRNAfMet and mRNA); where f Met = formylmethionine obtained from 73,000 particles at a resolution of 11.5 Å. (a-d) Four views of the map, with the ribosome 30S subunit painted in yellow, the ribosome 50S subunit in blue, helix 44 of 16S RNA in red, and fMet-tRNA at the P site in green.


Inset on top juxtaposes the experimental tRNA mass (green, on left) with the appearance of the X-ray structure of tRNA at 11 Å resolution (on right). Arrows mark points at which tRNA contacts the surrounding ribosome mass. Landmarks: h = head and sp = spur of the 30S subunit. CP = central protuberance; L1 = L1 stalk and St = L7/L12 stalk base of the 50S subunit.


**Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy**

Conventional imaging using TEM has provided a tremendous capability to image atomic arrangements over a large range of length scales. To investigate the chemical nature of materials, however, elemental resolution is required. Developments in the formation and positioning of atomic-sized electron beams have enabled the development of scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) in which the highly focused probe beam is rastered across the sample with atomic level control. This has enabled the development of Z-contrast imaging in which the intensity of the formed image is directly related to the atomic number Z. As a result, elementally sensitive imaging can be performed with atomic-level resolution. Pennycook and colleagues demonstrated 0.6 Å resolution using Z-contrast STEM in imaging columns of silicon atoms (Figure 3.8).\(^{102}\)

![Figure 3.8 (A)](image)

**Figure 3.8 (A)** Annular dark-field images of a silicon crystal using Z-contrast STEM. The image has been low-pass filtered to reduce the noise, and the small effects of image drift during the scan have been unwarped. This direct, subangstrom-resolution image shows dumbbell-shaped rows of atoms with a spacing of 0.78 Å between each pair. Analysis of the power spectrum shows the presence of information down to a record 0.6 Å. The image was obtained


Further chemical information can be extracted by the use of an energy analyzer in the STEM. Electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) can be performed in conjunction with STEM to provide chemical bonding information. This has been extremely useful for investigating the chemical nature of defect structures such as grain boundaries in ceramics. Klie and Browning have examined the atomic structure, composition, and bonding of grain boundaries in strontium titanate (SrTiO$_3$) and found segregation of oxygen vacancies to the grain boundary that is increased at elevated temperatures and is independent of the cation arrangement. These measurements provide direct support for recent experimental and theoretical predictions that nonstoichiometry, and in particular oxygen vacancies, can be responsible for widely observed grain boundary properties.

**In Situ Imaging: Solid-Liquid Interfaces and Epitaxial Growth**

The chemistry of solid-liquid interfaces lies at the heart of numerous fields of chemistry, chemical engineering, and biochemistry. The ability to image at this interface has proven a tremendous technical challenge. Despite the apparent incompatibility of electrons with liquids, new advances in TEM have been developed that permit direct imaging of a reacting solid-liquid interface, namely, electrochemical deposition. The chemistry of electrodeposition is vital to a variety of technologies ranging from coatings to microelectronics, and high-resolution imaging of this process would greatly improve our understanding of this chemistry. An important technical challenge has been the development of a working electrochemical cell within the vacuum environment of a TEM that would be thin enough for electron transmission. Ross and colleagues have made progress in this area by manufacturing a micron-scale electrochemical cell that allows them to image the electrodeposition of copper in situ at video rates using TEM. The formation, growth, and dissolution of individual, nanometer-scaled clusters were imaged quantitatively, allowing an analysis of the nucleation and growth process for copper plating.

While high-energy, penetrating TEM has proven useful for the in situ imaging of solid-liquid interfaces, lower-energy implementations of electron microscopy are ideal for imaging processes such as thin-film epitaxy. Low-energy electron microscopy (LEEM) is a relatively new technique that takes advantage of the surface sensitivity of electrons in the 0 to 100 eV energy range. Electrons in this range penetrate only a few atomic layers into a specimen before being reflected. The principle of LEEM is directly analogous to that of traditional light microscopy in the sense that low-energy electrons are beamed at the specimen and reflected back, and by using a series of lenses, a real space image is formed. A key aspect of this technique is that video-rate
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images can be obtained of processes that can occur over a wide range of parameters. Sample
temperatures can be varied from that of liquid nitrogen to 1700 K. Exposure to reactive gases
and deposition sources can be performed simultaneously with the imaging. Finally, LEEM can
be coupled with a photon source (e.g., a synchrotron) for the generation of photoemitted electron
microscopy (PEEM), allowing for chemically resolved imaging. An example of the in situ, time-
resolved capabilities of LEEM is the investigation of the alloy formation between tin and copper.
Schmid and colleagues imaged the incorporation of tin into a copper surface, tracking the
nanoscale motion of tin clusters throughout the process.\textsuperscript{106}

Future Opportunities. Major effort must be brought to bear to improve electron optics, detectors,
stage design, and computing power. The Office of Science in the Department of Energy is
sponsoring an initiative to develop these advances and create the next generation of electron
microscopes that will feature substantial advances in spatial, temporal, and spectral resolution
concomitantly with higher brightness and sensitivity, providing unprecedented opportunities for
atomic-level characterization of materials. The core of this effort will focus on overcoming the
limitations presently imposed by aberrations in the electron lenses in microscopes. New
technology will be developed for aberration correction that will lead to greatly improved electron
beam characteristics. The benefit to the scientific community will be not only higher spatial
resolution but also the ability to greatly expand the in situ environments for electron microscopy
that are vital for imaging chemistry. Aberration correction will enable higher energy resolution
for spectral and chemical sensitivity; faster analytical mapping; and extension of EM techniques
to chemical systems in which, previously, enough signal could not be obtained before radiation
damage made the measurement irrelevant. Existing or anticipated instrumental improvements
associated with aberration-compensated optics will:

- Enhance cryo-tomographic studies of proteins;
- Provide chemical analysis based on bonding (through valence and core-level EELS) and
  elemental analysis (through EELS and energy dispersive X-ray (EDX)) at very high
  spatial resolution (in favorable cases, atom-by-atom); and
- Further facilitate application of EM techniques to fully hydrated systems (e.g.
  environmental-EM and “wet-SEM”), thereby overcoming a major limitation of
  traditional, vacuum based EM.

With these new capabilities, direct imaging of chemical processes and reactions that to
date have only been hypothesized will be possible. Recently, A. H. Zewail and co-workers\textsuperscript{107}
reported preliminary results on the development of 4D ultrafast electron microscopy (UEM).
Providing the spatial resolution of TEM, UEM provides the ability to nondestructively image
complex structures utilizing femtosecond pulses. Using UEM, it was possible to obtain images of
single crystals of gold, amorphous carbon, and polycrystalline aluminum, and cells of rat
intestines.

\textsuperscript{106} Schmid, A.K., N.C. Bartelt, and R.Q. Hwang. 2000. Alloying at surfaces by the migration of reactive two-
dimensional islands. \textit{Science} 290:1561-1564.
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X-ray Spectroscopy and Imaging

X-rays are short-wavelength, high-energy photons. As a result, they can penetrate materials much more deeply than either visible light or electrons, producing chemical images that cannot be obtained by any other means. Chemical imaging using X-rays plays a significant role in science, health, technology development, and national security. Using X-rays, it is possible to chemically image objects as large as a shipping container or significantly smaller than the nucleus of a single cell. When X-rays interact with an atom or molecule, a variety of signals can result, depending on the type of atom and its chemical environment. Taking advantage of this phenomenon and allowing analysis of samples with wide variations in size and character have required the development of a number of different X-ray imaging techniques. These techniques can be organized into three broad categories: spectroscopy, direct imaging, and scattering. Synchrotrons produce X-rays that span a broad spectrum. For clarity, these three imaging categories have been subdivided according to the X-ray wavelength used in the experiment. Relatively long-wavelength X-rays (around 1 to 15 nm) are referred to as “soft X-rays.” X-rays with wavelengths shorter than 1 nm are classified as “hard X-rays,” based on the fact they are much higher in energy than soft X-rays.

Spectroscopy

By examining the energies at which X-rays are absorbed or emitted, it is possible to determine the identity and local configuration of all the atoms present in a sample. These techniques are analogous to identifying the elements involved in a combustion reaction based on the color of the flame. A single X-ray spectrum can unambiguously identify the composition and chemistry of all elements contained in a sample. The spectra also contain finer details, which can reveal chemical and magnetic information specific to the sample being studied. It is the combination of unambiguous determination of the chemistry of all elements present in the sample with subtle details of sample-specific chemical bonding that gives X-ray methods much of their utility. The spectral properties of sample constituents also form the physical basis for the contrast mechanism in direct image formation. Combining this X-ray spectral fingerprint with direct X-ray imaging is termed spectromicroscopy. This measures the local atomic-scale details of the structural and electronic environment of a chosen atomic species. Spectromicroscopy allows the fine-grained mapping of this local structure for all types of atoms throughout the entire sample volume. This provides a type of complete picture that is vital to all high-technology research and development.

Soft X-ray Spectroscopy. The unifying feature of soft X-ray spectroscopy is that some property of a sample is measured as a function of photon energy, measured either at a fixed energy or over a range of energies. Since it is possible to measure a wide range of sample-specific phenomena, many types of soft X-ray spectroscopies have been developed, including soft X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), near-edge X-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) spectroscopy, soft X-ray emission spectroscopy (SXES), resonant inelastic X-ray scattering (RIXS), X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD), X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS), and Auger spectroscopy.

At the most basic level, the absorption, transmission, or reflectivity of a sample is measured as a function of incident photon energy. XAS and NEXAFS are methods in which the...
photon energy is scanned during the measurements. NEXAFS contrast soft X-ray spectromicroscopy is much better than elemental or density-based chemical imaging—it easily rivals vibrational spectroscopies with regard to functional group sensitivity. At the most sophisticated level, a “double” spectroscopy measurement can be performed. In the case of photon-in, electron-out, one measures the energy spectrum of photoemitted electrons (XPS) as a function of X-ray excitation energy. In the case of photon-in, photon-out, one measures the spectrum of fluorescent or inelastically scattered photons (SXES, RIXS) and does this for the range of energies of the incident photon. Often, the photon energy in XPS and SXES is chosen specifically to enhance certain absorption cross sections, but it remains fixed during the measurement. Another dimension to the technique is polarization. Certain chiral and magnetic systems respond differently to elliptical polarization produced by special synchrotron beamline insertion devices.

Soft X-ray spectroscopies employ the excitation of electrons in relatively shallow core levels (100-2000 eV) to probe the electronic structure of various kinds of matter. These techniques have been applied to imaging a number of different chemical systems, including strongly correlated materials, magnetic materials, environmental science systems, wet samples at ambient pressure, and catalysis. This type of spectroscopy relies heavily on elemental specificity. Atoms or ions of each element have their own unique set of core-level transitions that occur at characteristic energies. Through the chemical shift in both the core-level energies and the orbital energies of excited electrons, the method is sensitive to the chemical environment, such as the functional group, oxidation state, local bonding geometry, and so forth. In this sense, soft X-ray spectroscopy becomes atom specific, not just element specific. The photon energy tunability of synchrotron radiation is essential for such experiments, due to the extremely small cross sections of many atoms. Therefore, photon-in, photon-out techniques (SXES and RIXS) are viable only at bright synchrotron sources.

Hard X-ray Spectroscopy. Hard X-ray spectroscopy has been applied in a wide variety of scientific disciplines (physics, chemistry, life sciences, and geology) to investigate and image geometric and electronic structures. The method is element, oxidation, state, and symmetry specific. The technique has been particularly useful in the characterization of new materials. It has also been used in the elucidation of chemical speciation in dilute samples of environmental concern.

In the simplest experimental setup, the sample is mounted between two detectors, one that measures the incident radiation and another that measures the transmitted radiation. The ratio of incident and transmitted signals is monitored as the photon energy is swept through element-specific core-level values, or photon absorption edges. There are two main variants of the technique depending on the range of the photon energy sweep.

1. **EXAFS.** A wide sweep of the photon energy above a core-level edge displays small oscillations in the absorption from which it is possible to deduce nearest-neighbor distances and nearest-neighbor numbers. The photoelectron wave released in the absorption process bounces back to the atom of origin, not unlike the “ping” from submarine sonar. In this way, EXAFS probes the local structural and electronic environment.

2. **NEXAFS.** A narrow sweep just above the core-level edge displays characteristic peaks in the spectrum that can serve as a “fingerprint” of the chemical bonding around the atom of origin.
The tunability of synchrotron radiation is essential for the sweeps across the core-level edges. The intensity of synchrotron radiation is essential for the detection of dilute species.

**Direct Imaging**

Direct imaging using X-rays is achieved by one of two basic experimental methods: full-field imaging or scanning. In full-field imaging, the entire sample is imaged in a single “shot.” This is analogous to taking a photograph, where images are recorded on a highly pixilated X-ray-sensitive camera. With scanning imaging, a very small spot of focused X-rays is moved, or “rastered,” across the sample. Images are recorded by a single-pixel detector one point at a time. These “single-point images” are then stitched together to form the full image of the sample. In either method, there has to be a physical means by which contrast is generated. This can be achieved by taking advantage of differences in absorption, refraction, composition, or the spectral properties of the chemical microenvironments being imaged. Either imaging method can, in principle, be combined with the absorption spectroscopies discussed in this section.

**Soft X-ray Imaging.** The nature of their interaction with matter makes soft X-rays ideal for imaging the interior structure of inorganic nanoscopic systems and biological cells. Consequently, soft X-ray microscopy has been most widely applied to chemical imaging in the fields of cell biology, environmental science, soft matter and polymers, and nanomagnetism.

Synchrotron-generated X-rays cover the entire spectral range, which allows the collection of imaging data at specific X-ray wavelengths. By a judicious choice of wavelength, it is possible to generate contrast mechanisms that differentiate between various chemical and biochemical environments. For example, in biological imaging, data are typically collected in the “water window” (300-500 eV). In this energy range, atoms such as carbon and nitrogen absorb strongly whereas water molecules are mostly transparent. This difference in absorption produces images that show striking contrast between biological structures, cellular solutions, and electron-dense markers. Similarly, in the case of nanomagnetism studies, contrast mechanisms can be generated by collecting data using magnetically sensitive, circularly polarized X-rays at the absorption wavelengths of iron, cobalt, and nickel (600-900 eV).

In recent years, a wide range of soft X-ray microscopies has been developed. These include photoelectron emission microscopy, scanning transmission X-ray microscopy (STXM), and X-ray tomography microscopy (XTM). With PEEM, a small region of the sample is illuminated and the emitted photoelectrons are passed through an EM column to produce an image. With STXM the photon energy is chosen to correspond exactly to excitations at a particular X-ray absorption resonance, leading to images with unique chemical sensitivity. Different carbon functional groups can also be detected and imaged. Vertical and horizontal polarization can be used to further enhance the image. X-ray tomography is performed by taking multiple full-field absorption images of the specimen while tilting it through 180 degrees. The three-dimensional image is then reconstructed using computer algorithms to yield quantitative information about the specimen (Figure 3.9). The resolution of STXM and TXM is on the order of 15-50 nm; that of PEEM is approximately 50 nm. Diffraction imaging microscopy (DIM) and holography are lensless imaging techniques. The future application of these techniques requires the development of ultrabright, ultra- coherent sources such as the linear coherent light source (LCLS).
Figure 3.9 X-ray tomography produces images of the internal structure of cells that cannot be obtained by any other means. These images are of yeast cells, volume rendered and color coded according to the absorption of X-rays by various molecular environments in the cell. (A) The yeast nucleus (purple), vacuole (pink), and lipid droplets (white). (B) Dense lipid droplets are color-coded white, less dense vacuoles color-coded gray, and numerous other subcellular structures of intermediate densities are colored shades of green, orange, and red. Yeast cell, 5 µm diameter. SOURCE: Courtesy of Carolyn Larabell, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory.

Hard X-ray Imaging. Similar to the way medical radiographs can reveal a broken bone, chemical imaging with hard X-rays is used to examine internal or hidden components in thick, dense samples. This technique has been applied in virtually every field from life sciences to engineering to archaeology. A few representative uses are

- Two-dimensional mapping of magnetic domains;
- Three-dimensional mapping of composite materials;
- Determining the properties of individual grains in a polycrystalline material;
- Mapping the distribution of elements in cells;
- Identifying strains in near-perfect crystals;
- Time-resolved imaging of sprays; and
- Investigations of human and animal physiology.

Since they have highest photon energy, hard X-rays also have the greatest depth penetration. This makes their use essential when imaging the chemistry of buried interfaces, probing the internal microstructure of objects such as bones, or imaging large biological specimens.

X-ray Scattering

Soft X-Ray Scattering. Soft X-ray scattering is a photon-in, photon-out technique. The sample is illuminated with monochromatic soft X-rays, and the scattered photons are detected over a small angular range, in either the elastic or the inelastic mode. In the former, the speckle diffraction pattern is measured, and for the latter, scattered photons are passed through a spectrometer and analyzed. The energy spectrum is essentially a replica of the occupied density of states. Additional information is obtained in the resonant condition when the incident photon is near a core-level absorption edge. Soft X-ray scattering techniques employ the excitation of electrons in relatively shallow core levels (100-2000 eV) to probe the electronic structure and other
properties of various kinds of matter. The types of chemistries imaged by soft X-ray spectroscopic techniques include strongly correlated materials, magnetic materials, environmental science, wet samples at ambient pressure, and catalysis.

Every element has its own set of core levels with characteristic energies, a phenomenon that confers on these techniques a high degree of elemental specificity. Consequently, taking advantage of this can be done only by using synchrotron radiation. In addition, since many of the elements being imaged have very low absorption cross sections, many of these scattering techniques can be performed only when using the brilliant light produced at a modern, third-generation synchrotron.

**Hard X-ray Scattering.** When X-rays interact with matter, they are scattered. This scattering can occur in two modes, elastic or inelastic. In elastic scattering, the energy (wavelength) of the detected X-ray is the same as that of the incident X-ray. With inelastic scattering, however, some energy is lost to other processes, so the energy of the detected X-ray is lower than that of the incident X-ray. This difference in energy is due to vibrational, electronic, or magnetic excitation. The detection system in such cases measures the energy loss.

A large number of variants of hard X-ray scattering have been developed. These include small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS), grazing incidence small-angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS), X-ray Raman scattering, Compton scattering, inelastic X-ray scattering (IXS), resonant inelastic X-ray scattering, nuclear resonant scattering (NRS), and X-ray photon correlation spectroscopy (XPCS).

Hard X-ray scattering techniques have been applied to the chemical imaging of an enormous range of systems, primarily systems that are not perfectly ordered or static. Problems addressed include

- Short-range order in amorphous materials;
- Liquid-vapor, liquid-liquid, and molecular film interfaces;
- Colloids, solution-phase proteins, polymers;
- Collective dynamics in soft materials; and
- Phonons and elementary excitations in solids.

Hard X-rays have wavelengths comparable to the interatomic distances. When a crystalline sample is illuminated with X-rays, the X-rays are scattered (diffracted) in very specific directions and with various specific strengths, or intensities. Detectors are used to measure this diffraction pattern, which is then processed to compute the arrangement of atoms within the crystal. There are two principal diffraction modes. In Bragg diffraction, the incident X-rays are monochromatic (single wavelength) and the sample is an oriented single crystal. In Laue diffraction, the incident X-ray beam is white (the entire spectrum of X-ray wavelengths) and the sample can be in the form of a powder or a random ensemble of microcrystals.

Much of the current knowledge regarding the atomic structure of materials has been derived from hard X-ray diffraction. Research problems that this technique can address are

- Structural studies of crystalline materials;
- Drug design by the pharmaceutical industry;
- Biomineralization;
- New microporous materials including natrolites, phosphates, and titanates;
- Novel complex oxides: structure-property relationships, phase transitions; and
- Residual stress determination in situ.
Many materials are impossible to investigate with typical research laboratory X-ray diffraction equipment, especially if the crystals are small and therefore produce diffraction intensities that are too weak to measure. Synchrotron-generated hard X-rays provide significant advantages over such laboratory sources and make these experiments possible. In this regard, one of the major areas of chemical imaging is the field of macromolecular crystallography. In particular, the technique has proven to be an exceptionally powerful tool for imaging the three-dimensional chemical environment in biological molecules and complexes. The technique has also proven amenable to applications such as drug design and ligand-binding studies, where large numbers of distinct chemical interactions must be imaged rapidly.

Macromolecular Crystallography

A major use of macromolecular crystallography is imaging potential new therapeutics in situ at the active site of an enzyme or other biomolecule. This information provides visual indications of how the potential therapeutic can be made more effective and helps cut dramatically the cost of development and the time required to produce a candidate suitable for clinical trials. In the design of a new drug, it is typical to perform a large number of cycles of imaging the drug molecule in the active site and then, based on this information, to synthesize an enhanced variant of the drug. Despite great successes, a major drawback to macromolecular crystallography is that the sample must be crystallized prior to analysis. This can often be difficult, or even impossible, since the crystallization of biomolecules remains an empirical trial-and-error process.

The structural information obtained from a crystallographic analysis has many other uses:

- Elucidation of enzyme mechanisms;
- Understanding structure-function relationships;
- Identifying molecular recognition surfaces and topologies;
- Structural genomics and proteomics; and
- Identification of novel “fold” motifs.

All of these implementations have enormous potential for improving health and contributing to the economy of the nation.

Summary

A plethora of X-ray chemical imaging techniques now exists. These can accommodate almost every conceivable sample type, in terms of both physical size and composition, and give unique insights into the deep internal molecular and atomic structure of most materials. On first inspection, these techniques appear complex and esoteric. The advanced capabilities of the current generation of synchrotron light sources, however, make these techniques much more accessible. Indeed, in many cases these experiments are now relatively simple and produce easily interpretable results. For example, macromolecular crystallography is now highly automated, in terms of both sample handling and post-experiment computation. At a synchrotron facility, it is possible to collect and determine the structure of a macromolecule in less than 30 minutes. This model for high-throughput imaging is being implemented on other types of experiments. The latest X-ray microscopes, especially those aimed at generating tomographic...
reconstructions, have been designed to function with similar speed and ease of use. Continued development of new synchrotron X-ray sources (particularly those providing soft X-rays) together with the development of plasma-based X-ray sources for use in individual research group laboratories is an integral component of chemical imaging. In both soft X-ray spectromicroscopy and lensless imaging, the third-generation light sources in the United States are clearly the world leaders. Further investment could have major differential impact. The key to these areas (as in so much of imaging) is brightness. Investments in third- and fourth-generation light sources, as well as lab-based X-ray lasers and laser-excited plasmas, are likely to accelerate a chemical imaging revolution in this area. X-ray free-electron lasers have the potential to revolutionize the way we study matter at the atomic and molecular levels, allowing atomic resolution snapshots on the ultrafast time scale associated with the intrinsic motions of atoms in matter. A significant part of this task will be the development of new, enhanced X-ray optical systems such as zone plates to permit imaging at higher resolution, and the development of detectors capable of functioning on the femtosecond time scale. Recent results show that lensless imaging is capable of visualizing simple materials in isolation at approximately 10 nm resolution. This technique is applicable to specific sample geometries, (i.e., compact support).

Molecular Imaging by Mass Spectrometry

The two implementations of mass spectroscopy discussed in this section are secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) and matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) mass spectrometry. These techniques produce images by ionizing from a clearly identified point on a flat sample and by moving the point of ionization over the sample surface. SIMS provides information on the spatial distribution of elements and low-molecular-weight compounds as well as molecular structures of these compounds. MALDI yields spatial information about higher-molecular-weight compounds such as peptides and proteins, including their distributions in tissues at very low levels, as well as information about their molecular structures. Application of these methods to analytical problems requires appropriate instrumentation, sample preparation methodology, and data presentation usually in a three-coordinate plot where \( x \) and \( y \) are physical dimensions of the sample and \( z \) is signal amplitude. The unique analytical capabilities of mass spectrometry for mapping material and biological samples are described below.

SIMS imaging

Secondary ion mass spectrometry was the first mass spectrometry technique used to generate two-dimensional ion density maps or images from a variety of solid materials and thin sections of biological tissues.\(^{108}\) SIMS involves the bombardment of a sample with a pulsed beam of ions (typically Cs\(^{+}\)) having energies in the low kiloelectronvolt range (10 to 15 keV). The impact of these energetic ions on the surface of the sample initiates desorption orionization
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processes. The bombarding beam can be tightly focused on the surface of the sample in an area smaller than 1 \( \mu \text{m}^2 \). From a raster of the surface of the sample, ion density maps or images at specific mass-to-charge \((m/z)\) values are generated. A wide range of various, primary ion beams are available such as \( \text{Cs}^+, \text{Ga}^+, \text{Ar}^+, \text{Xe}^+, \) and \( \text{In}^+ \). Cluster ion beams are also being actively developed including \( \text{Au}_n^{n+}, \text{O}_2^+, \text{SF}_5^+, \text{C}_n^+, \) and \( \text{C}_{60}^+ \). Cluster ion beams tend to be more efficient for desorption and ionization of higher-molecular-weight organic compounds. The primary ion energy is transferred to target atoms via atomic collisions, and a so-called collision cascade is generated. Part of the energy is transported back to the surface, allowing surface atoms and molecules to overcome the surface binding energy. The interaction of the collision cascade with surface molecules is soft enough to allow even large and nonvolatile molecules with masses up to 10,000 atomic mass units (amu) to escape with little or no fragmentation. Most of the emitted particles are neutral, but a small proportion of these are also positively or negatively charged. Subsequent mass analysis of the emitted ions provides detailed information on the elemental and molecular composition of the surface.

SIMS is a very surface-sensitive technique because the emitted particles originate from the uppermost one or two monolayers. The dimensions of the collision cascade are rather small and the particles are emitted within an area of a few nanometers’ diameter. Hence, SIMS can be used for microanalysis with very high lateral resolution (50 nm to 1 \( \mu \text{m} \)), provided such finely focused primary ion beams can be formed. Furthermore, SIMS is destructive in nature because particles are removed from the surface. This can be used to erode the solid in a controlled manner to obtain information on the in-depth distribution of elements.\(^{109}\) This dynamic SIMS mode is widely applied to analyze thin films, layer structures, and dopant profiles. To receive chemical information on the original undamaged surface, the primary ion dose density must be kept low enough (<10\(^{13} \) cm\(^{-2} \)) to prevent a surface area from being hit more than once. This so-called static SIMS mode is used widely for the characterization of molecular surfaces (see Figure 3.10).

Figure 3.10  (a) *Surface spectroscopy:* The aim of a static SIMS investigation is analysis of the original, nonmodified surface composition. Because SIMS in principle is a destructive technique, the contribution of secondary ions to the spectrum originating from already-bombarded surface areas must be negligible. This quasi-nondestructive surface analysis can be achieved by the application of very low primary ion dose densities. (b) *Surface imaging:* By rastering a finely focused ion beam, such as an electron beam in an electron microprobe, over the surface of a sample, mass-resolved secondary ion images (chemical maps) can be obtained simultaneously. (c) *Depth profiling:* In contrast to a static SIMS experiment, high primary ion dose densities are applied, yielding successive removal (sputtering) of the respective top surface layers. By acquiring spectra during sputtering, the in-depth distribution of elements and small clusters (e.g., oxides) can be monitored. SOURCE: Copyright 2005 ION-TOF GmbH.

The following example of imaging with SIMS illustrates the effectiveness of using "high-mass, modest-spatial-resolution" imaging. In the analysis of photochemically produced defects on a chrome surface (Figure 3.11), imaging was performed in the focused-bunched mode of a gallium ion gun. The defects are approximately 3-5 µm in size but are easily resolved spatially with high-mass-resolution detection. The signal-to-noise ratio and acquisition time are much more efficient with this mode than with the burst mode of the gallium gun. The field of view in the images is 50.8 x 50.8 µm.
Figure 3.11 SIMS imaging of photochemically produced defects on a chrome surface. (a, b) High-mass-resolution spectra of defects extracted from the raw data stream of images for the C$_3$H$_4$N$_3$O$_3^+$ ion (m/z = 130.03). (c-f) Ion images for C$_3$H$_4$N$_3$O$_3^+$, Cr$^{2+}$, NH$_4^+$, and Si$^+$. SOURCE: Courtesy of Dr. J. T. Francis, Surface Science Western and Grenon Consulting, Ltd., Colchester, VT, USA.

Recent developments in sample preparation for SIMS technology have incorporated the principle of using a matrix to enhance secondary ion yield. In matrix-enhanced (ME) SIMS, the same matrices routinely in MALDI mass spectrometry (MS) are used for imaging compounds from biological tissue sections. With ME SIMS, peptide ion signals can be detected and imaged in a molecular weight range up to 2500 daltons (Da) with a lateral
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resolution better than 3 µm. This molecular weight range is complementary to those achievable with cluster SIMS and MALDI MS.

**Imaging with Laser Microprobes and MALDI Mass Spectrometry**

Lasers have been used as microprobes for several decades to investigate both organic and inorganic particles. More recently, laser desorption coming directly off porous silicon surfaces has been demonstrated for low-molecular-weight organic molecules, such as drugs and pharmaceutical compounds, as well as for small peptides. Biological samples have also been investigated. Imaging tissue sections with laser microprobes has been demonstrated in mapping the distribution of drugs in the mouse brain, dyes from strained eye lens tissue sections, and cations in pine tree root sections.

MALDI time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometry was introduced in the late 1980s. This technique employs the co-crystallizing of matrix (low-molecular-weight organic crystalline compound) and analyte on a target plate. Irradiation of these crystals by short (nanosecond time scale) pulses of UV or IR light initiates desorption and ionization, where predominantly singly protonated intact molecular ions ([M + H]+) are produced. Since ionization is a pulsed process, it is easily compatible with a time-of-flight mass analyzer. MALDI MS is an extremely sensitive tool permitting the detection of sample molecules below the femtomole level with mass accuracies better than 10^-4 (in a mass range up to about 30 kDa). Over the past decade, many improvements to MALDI MS instrumentation have been made, and this technology is now accepted as one of the major analytical tools to detect, identify, and characterize peptides and proteins as well as many other polymers of biological interest.

One of the newest developments in applications of MALDI TOF MS is its use in profiling and imaging peptides and proteins directly from surfaces such as thin-layer chromatograms and thin tissue sections in order to obtain specific information on the local molecular composition, relative abundance, and spatial distribution. Results from such tissue imaging experiments yield a great wealth of information, allowing investigators to measure and compare many of the major molecular components of the section in order to gain a deeper understanding of biological processes.
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understanding of the biomolecular processes involved. In tissue profiling experiments, one is interested in a discrete number of spots or areas in terms of comparing protein patterns. To accomplish this, matrix is homogeneously deposited on a tissue section and analyzed using an ionizing laser that is rastered over the surface of the sample according to a predetermined grid pattern of fixed dimension (Figure 3.12). The distance between two adjacent grid coordinates defines the imaging resolution. With MALDI MS, it is possible to obtain images with resolution as low as 25 µm. At each grid coordinate a full mass spectrum is recorded. Peptide and protein ion images are reconstructed by integrating the signal intensities at chosen mass values.

**Figure 3.12** Principle of MALDI-based imaging mass spectrometry. Frozen sections can be mounted on a metal plate, coated with an ultraviolet-absorbing matrix, and placed in the mass spectrometer. A pulsed UV laser desorbs and ionizes analytes from the tissue, and their m/z values are determined using a time-of-flight analyzer. From a raster over the tissue and measurement of the peak intensities over thousands of spots, mass spectrometric images are generated at specific molecular weight values. SOURCE: Stoeckli, M., P. Chaurand, D.E. Hallahan, and R.M. Caprioli. 2001. Imaging mass spectrometry: A new technology for the analysis of protein expression in mammalian tissues. *Nature Medicine* 7:493-496.

Beyond peptides and proteins, MALDI MS imaging of tissue section for the detection of low-molecular-weight compounds can also be achieved. Of particular interest is the post-treatment location of pharmaceutical compounds in targeted tissues or organs. Further, in parallel
to location, the effects of a drug on the local proteome can be observed as a function of dose or time. Variations in the proteome are indicative of drug efficacy.\textsuperscript{116}

Future Developments and Perspectives

Imaging by mass spectrometry is currently being developed actively from both a SIMS and a MALDI perspective. Instrumentation is being upgraded constantly to perform imaging faster and at higher resolution. In SIMS MS, the development of cluster primary ion beams such as $\text{Au}_n^+$, $\text{Bi}_n^+$, and $\text{C}_{60}^+$ now allows the analysis of a wider range of organic molecules. Matrix-enhanced SIMS allows us to expand the molecular weight range investigated and is valuable for the analysis of low-molecular-weight peptides. In parallel, ion optics allowing the better focusing of these beams are being developed. In the case of laser microprobes, the near future developments of fast lasers (with repetition rates in the kilohertz regime), improved electronics, and acquisition systems will allow significantly reduced image acquisition times (from hours to minutes) even at high resolution.

Efforts to obtain smaller laser beam size are progressing to allow imaging at higher resolution. Very accurate sample stage control systems will have to be added to the mass spectrometer ion sources. Routine imaging with laser microprobes at resolutions better than 1 micron is foreseeable within the next five years. For MALDI MS and ME SIMS, improved protocols for homogeneous matrix deposition on biological samples with the formation of micron-size crystals have to be developed. Matrix-free desorption systems allowing the study of peptides and proteins, as well as other classes of biomolecules under vacuum or at atmospheric pressure, are also needed. One such approach is already being pursued that utilizes an electrospray source as a desorption-ionization probe.\textsuperscript{117} The rapid progression of computer technologies and informatics allows for fast data and image processing. However, with increasing acquisition and imaging resolutions, data size and volume are expected to increase significantly; thus, processing capabilities will have to keep pace with these increases. Furthermore, improved software will be needed to process and correlate images across experiments and time points. Ultimately, informatics tools will have to be developed to visualize molecular images obtained by multiple imaging technologies from the same samples.

Imaging mass spectrometry is and will become increasingly critical for many aspects of materials science. One example is in the semiconductor industry, where the ability to provide spatial and chemical information on the length scales of current integrated circuit fabrication (50 nm or better) with depth profiling to provide layer-by-layer maps of the fabricated layers, is critical for the continued advancement of the computer industry. Maps of any heterogeneous surface are important in other areas of materials science. For example, using various laser desorption techniques, information about the molecules found in specific inclusions in meteorites or defects in reactive surfaces can be obtained. Molecular imaging of biological samples by mass spectrometry is also foreseen to play a pivotal role in understanding numerous biological processes in fields ranging from neuroscience

to cancer research. The fundamental contributions of the technology in providing molecular-weight-specific images rapidly, at relatively high resolution and sensitivity, will yield important information in the investigation of cellular processes in both health and disease. While the imaging technology can rapidly distinguish protein markers of interest, their identification is still a slow and labor-intensive process. Progress in the fields of protein identification and characterization by mass spectrometry will allow a more rapid throughput. Imaging mass spectrometry is of extraordinary benefit as a discovery tool because one does not need to know in advance the specific proteins that may have changed in a comparative study. For example, comparisons of protein profiles and images between tissues allow researchers to highlight protein markers indicative of the health or disease status of an individual. Furthermore, the cellular origins and relative concentrations of markers across the section can be assessed, helping us understand the progression of a disease at the molecular level (e.g., cancer). Clinically, imaging mass spectrometry can provide molecular assessment of tumor staging and progression in biopsies, with the potential to identify subpopulations that are not evident based on the cellular phenotype determined histologically. Also, assessment of the efficacy of drug treatment through comparative proteomics is feasible. Perhaps mass spectrometry’s greatest value lies in the fact that it significantly augments, but does not replace, existing molecular tools. Together, these tools promise to promote new discoveries in biology and medicine.

PROXIMAL PROBES

Since the advent of the scanning tunneling microscope in the early 1980s, a wide variety of related microscopies using similar experimental principles and instrumentation have been developed for imaging samples based on their electronic, optical, chemical, mechanical, and magnetic properties. Today, scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), atomic force microscopy, near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM), and scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM) all find broad applications in high-resolution chemical imaging experiments. Because of the similarities in the instrumentation employed in


each form of microscopy, these different techniques are grouped together in this report under the
general class of “proximal probe microscopies.”

Imaging Modalities

By definition, proximal probe microscopes employ a small probe that is positioned very
close to the sample of interest for the purposes of recording an image of the sample, performing
spectroscopics experiments, or manipulating the sample. All such methods were originally
developed primarily for the purposes of obtaining the highest possible spatial resolution in
imaging experiments. Since then, many other unique advantages of these techniques have been
realized. Proximal probe methods derive their unique capabilities specifically from the close
proximity of probe and sample.

In STM, image contrast is derived from spatial variations in current flowing between the
proximal probe and the sample.\textsuperscript{126} Tunneling in an STM relies on the spatial overlap of the tip
and sample electronic orbitals. Therefore, the tunneling current falls off very rapidly (on atomic
length scales) as a function of distance between the tip and a particular sample feature such as an
isolated atom. Tunneling current variations and information on surface chemistry are specifically
derived from the associated atomic-scale variations in the density of states near the sample
surface.

Atomic force microscopy methods derive image contrast from magnetic, electrostatic,
dipolar, dispersion, and quantum mechanical (i.e., as in covalent and hydrogen bonding)
interactions between the tip and sample.\textsuperscript{127} Although magnetic, electrostatic, and dipolar
interactions between the tip and sample decay over relatively long distance scales (i.e.,
micrometers), other forces decay over shorter Angstrom ranges. Because of the short interaction
lengths of the latter forces, they can be used to obtain high-resolution images of a sample surface
or to make measurements of surfaces forces on isolated molecules or surface regions. AFM and
variants thereof are perhaps the most widely utilized forms of scanning probe microscopy in
existence today. As judged by the number of times the first article describing AFM has been
cited (ranking fourth out of the top ten published articles in \textit{Physical Review Letters}),\textsuperscript{128}
development of AFM represents one of the most important advances in the recent history of
science.

Near-field optical microscopic methods (optical proximal probe methods) provide
subwavelength-resolved images via the use of spatially confined evanescent fields.\textsuperscript{129,130} These
decay over length scales determined by the size of the proximal probe. High-resolution
information is obtained only when subwavelength-sized probes are employed and maintained at
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subwavelength distances from the sample. In this near-field regime, optical fields from the proximal probe have not yet had a chance to spread through diffraction.

Scanning electrochemical microscopy relies on similar principles to obtain high resolution. In this case, however, image contrast is usually obtained via the recording of faradaic currents associated with probe and/or surface electrochemical reactions. The probe must be kept small and positioned in close proximity to the sample surface to limit degradation of image resolution by diffusion of the electrochemically active species involved in generating image contrast.

In all proximal probe imaging experiments, the probe and sample are moved laterally relative to each other, and the desired signal is recorded as a function of position. In all such instruments, the resulting signal is fed into a servo (or feedback) loop for regulation of the probe-sample separation during both imaging and single-point measurements.

**Scanning Tunneling Microscopy and Spectroscopy**

**Spatial Resolution**

Scanning tunneling microscopes routinely yield atomic resolution because of the extremely steep gradient of current as a function of tip-sample separation. Changes in tunneling current are readily measurable for STM probe tip motions of <0.01 Å for the most stable of such microscopes; this resolution is the result of sensitivity to the tip-sample separation. As noted above, the geometric and electronic structures are convoluted, so that rather than images of atoms, electrons distant from the nuclei (on a chemical scale) are measured with exquisite spatial resolution and significant energy resolution as well. Detailed comparison to theory is able to explain this and other features, but a general method of predicting STM images a priori remains to be developed.

STM probes (e.g., from W or Pt-Ir wire) are fabricated by either mechanical cutting or electrochemical etching. Further treatments are sometimes used to sharpen them, such as annealing under high fields in techniques handed down from the original atomic resolution microscopies—field emission microscopy and field ion microscopy. Another method
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employed is to lift an atom or molecule onto the probe tip so as to define the tip precisely. One important issue that can prevent clear interpretation of STM images but can also be used to tremendous advantage is the fact that the atom at the very apex of the STM probe (or rather its electronic orbitals) plays a crucial role in governing tunneling and the appearance of the sample image. Figure 3.13 shows an example of this phenomenon in which Ni-O rows are imaged alternately with a clean tungsten tip and again after an oxygen atom was adsorbed to the tip apex.

![Ni-O rows on a Ni (1 x 1) surface imaged with a clean tungsten tip (left) and the same region after adsorption of an oxygen atom at the tip apex (right). SOURCE: Ruan, L., F. Besenbacher, I. Stensgaard, and E. Laegsgaard. 1993. Atom resolved discrimination of chemically different elements on metal surfaces. Phys. Rev. Lett. 70:4079-4082.](image)

Some of the most dramatic STM images have been recorded for the Si(111) 7 x 7 reconstruction, as depicted in Figure 3.14. These images have been recorded at several different biases (see “Spectroscopy and Chemical Selectivity,” below) and provide one of the best examples of how STM can be used to better understand the chemistry of such surfaces (specifically, the electrophilicity and nucleophilicity of the individual surface atoms). Clearly depicted in these results are the orbitals associated with surface atoms, rest atoms, and backbonds. Such studies have continued and been greatly extended into the exploration of a variety of chemical reactions that occur on silicon surfaces. These studies are described in detail in a recent review.
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Figure 3.14 Using STM to understand the chemistry of surfaces. STM images of the Si(111) 7 X 7 surface reconstruction showing the spatial location of different electronic orbitals associated with different surface and near-surface atoms. The images depict the adatom states at (a) -0.35 eV, (b) -0.8 eV, and (c) -1.7 eV relative to the Fermi energy.

Complete monolayers adsorbed on surfaces can also be observed by STM.\textsuperscript{139} The separation of monolayer components in self-assembled monolayers on gold was unknown and unexpected before multicomponent films were examined using STM.\textsuperscript{148} Having the ability to resolve components with molecular resolution,\textsuperscript{107} this field has since advanced rapidly to exploit intermolecular interactions to produce desired patterns.\textsuperscript{141} Such advances in other important materials could easily be driven by this ability to observe their structures and functions with atomic resolution. Other environments—liquid, gas, elevated and reduced temperature—are all accessible, and important chemistry and materials problems await the requisite tools.

**Dynamics and Time-resolved Imaging**

Not long after the invention of scanning probe microscopes, “noise” in images was attributed to the motion of atoms and molecules at rates higher than the rather slow scanning speed. The highest imaging rates are now $>$100 Hz,\textsuperscript{142,143} and while some advances are possible here, much information in images is not relevant to dynamics. By focusing on the dynamic property measured, such as the location of an individual adsorbate, larger dynamic ranges can be reached.\textsuperscript{144,145} Likewise, remaining in one position and using the STM to measure other properties also can overcome the limits imposed by mechanical scanning.

Another approach is to use pulsed or frequency-based measurements.\textsuperscript{146} Such methods allow time resolution in the nanosecond to femtosecond regime to be achieved. This area has
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Spectroscopy and Chemical Selectivity

Many interesting materials systems are chemically heterogeneous on a wide range of length scales down to atomic dimensions. The development of chemically selective proximal probe imaging methods has played a central role in uncovering sample heterogeneity and understanding its origins. However, numerous chemically selective, spectroscopic proximal probe methods continue to emerge from a number of labs around the world. Both the evolution of existing methods and the further development of new ones promise significant advances in our ability to obtain chemical information on heterogeneous samples on a variety of relevant length scales.

Scanning tunneling spectroscopy provides detailed information on the local electronic properties of conducting and semiconducting surfaces. The earliest tunneling spectroscopy experiments were performed by varying the bias potential applied between the proximal probe and the sample, while recording the tunneling current. Such data can be recorded in a single point modality or by modulating the bias during imaging such that multiple images of the same sample region are acquired “simultaneously” at several different bias potentials. Data derived from these experiments allow the energies of both filled and unfilled electronic surface orbitals to be assessed, providing a chemically relevant view of the local surface electronic structure. It is this electronic structure that governs the chemical reactivity of such surfaces.

Feenstra and colleagues showed such chemical information in overlaying images of filled and empty orbitals on arsenic and gallium atoms of the stoichiometric GaAs(110) surface. This has direct chemical implications because the electrophilic and nucleophilic centers of molecules are attracted to the filled and empty states, respectively. Scanning tunneling microscopy data have elucidated this effect further to show that (and which) enhancement of orbitals at specific energies is relevant to guide binding, structures, dynamics, and chemistry. Thus, STM can probe the surface the way a mobile molecule does by tuning the bias voltage to energies relevant to these interactions.

---
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As with UV-visible spectroscopy in the bulk, such techniques do not yield chemical identification, so that combining other local spectroscopies with STM is typically necessary to identify the atoms and molecules present. Specialized approaches have been developed for this, such as STM photoemission spectroscopy (PESTM) and inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy to yield vibrational and other information. This area is extremely promising for further work in combining any number of spectroscopies with the exquisite spatial resolution of STM.

Photoemission STM experiments are based on the fact that the tunneling process can produce electronically excited surface species that subsequently relax by radiative decay. This process is analogous to common bulk electroluminescence experiments and can be used to distinguish between chemically different surface species and/or species present in different environments. Gimzewski and coworkers and Alvarado and coworkers, both of the IBM Research Division, were the first to demonstrate PESTM experiments.\textsuperscript{150,151}

Since its initial demonstration, PESTM has been employed in a broad range of interesting experiments often performed as a means to better understand the local optical properties of a particular sample. An interesting recent application of PESTM is in the excitation of surface plasmon modes by inelastic tunneling processes\textsuperscript{118} in nanostructured gold corrals.\textsuperscript{152} PESTM imaging of the local plasmon excitation efficiency in such structures could provide a means for mapping the properties of these materials in both the presence and the absence of molecular adsorbates. Such studies could provide a means to better understand variations in enhancement factors in surface-enhanced spectroscopies employing similar substrates.\textsuperscript{153,154}

Vibrational spectroscopy provides unique and detailed information on the chemical composition and structure of a sample. Vibrational spectra of surface-adsorbed species can also be obtained in some STM experiments using inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy (IETS).\textsuperscript{155} This form of spectroscopy is analogous to the sandwich tunneling junction measurements that have been made over the last 30 years.\textsuperscript{156} Importantly, using IETS, this information can be obtained at the single-molecule level, with atomic-scale lateral resolution. IETS experiments are performed by measuring the tunneling conductance as a function of applied bias. When the energy of tunneling electrons matches the energy of a vibrational mode of surface-adsorbed molecules, the tunneling conductance changes as energy is deposited into the vibrations. IETS data are recorded under vacuum conditions at cryogenic temperatures. Spectra recorded by this method can be used to identify chemical species on surfaces and to follow surface chemical reactions. Figure 3.15 show example IETS spectra obtained for acetylene and deuterated acetylene on a copper surface.\textsuperscript{153}


Figure 3.15 Spectroscopic imaging of the inelastic tunneling observed for acetylene and deuterated acetylene. (A) Regular constant-current STM image of C$_2$H$_2$ and C$_2$D$_2$ molecules (left and right). (B)-(D) Spectroscopic images recorded at 358 mV (showing C$_2$H$_2$), 266 mV (showing C$_2$D$_2$), and 311 mV, respectively. SOURCE: Reprinted with permission from Stipe, B.C., M.A. Rezaei, and W. Ho. 1998. Single-molecule vibrational spectroscopy and microscopy. Science 280:1732-1735. Copyright 1998 American Association for the Advancement of Science.

Future Challenges and Emerging Methods

Like all scanning probe methods, STM experiments are limited by the rate at which images can be recorded. Again, limitations in the imaging rate arise from mechanical instrument design issues (i.e., resonances of the microscope itself). Further limitations arise from the small scan range usually employed in STM experiments. Coupled with relatively low scan rates, it is frequently difficult to image more than a tiny fraction of the actual surface area of a particular sample. Increased scanning rates might possibly be obtained in the future via the development of new feedback and scanning electronics. Improvements in both the imaging rate and the imaging area can be achieved via the implementation of multiprobe microscope designs$^{157,158}$ (i.e., with which several images can be recorded simultaneously).
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Further advances will come by combination of STM with other forms of spectroscopy and scanning probe microscopy. One such emerging method that allows researchers to “see beneath the surface” of samples is ballistic electron emission microscopy (BEEM). \(^{159}\)

Atomic Force Microscopy

High resolution in AFM imaging experiments is somewhat more difficult to achieve than in STM experiments. The ultimate resolution achievable in many AFM experiments is often limited by the participation of relatively long-range interactions in governing the forces between the proximal probe and sample. \(^{160,161}\) Such long-range forces might arise from capillary interactions between the probe tip and the contamination layer on a sample surface imaged in the ambient environment. Relatively long-range tip-sample interactions also arise from Coulomb and dipolar interactions between probe and sample species. The shortest-range interactions result from quantum mechanical forces associated with chemical bonding. To achieve the highest possible resolution, these latter short-range forces must obviously dominate over the long-range “background” forces also present.

Along with the dominance of short-range interactions, high-resolution AFM imaging requires the use of the smallest possible probe tip. Atomic resolution imaging by definition requires the use of a probe tip with a single atom present on its apex. Pyramidal probes for AFM experiments are often obtained via a variety of well-controlled, wet-chemical and reactive ion etching procedures. \(^{162}\) As such, fabrication of conventional AFM probes is extremely reproducible. Silicon nitride-based probes having nanometer-scale end diameters for use in contact and intermittent contact AFM are readily obtained from several commercial sources. Under relatively routine imaging circumstances, such probes yield resolutions in the nanometer range for relatively smooth samples.

For higher-resolution imaging and imaging of “porous” materials incorporating deep pores of narrow diameter, sharpened probes prepared by etching procedures and ion beam milling are also available. Carbon nanotube-based AFM probes have recently been developed for high-resolution imaging applications. \(^{163}\) Such proximal probes have tremendous potential for use in biological imaging studies and for general materials imaging applications requiring very high aspect ratio probes. \(^{164}\) In the latter case, the continued development of advanced, high-aspect-ratio probes promises to allow improved imaging of topographically complex surfaces.
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such as those of certain catalysts, and of porous biological membranes and other porous thin-film materials (i.e., allowing experiments to “see within the pores”).

As in STM, true atomic resolution in AFM has been achieved on well-ordered, atomically smooth samples imaged under high vacuum.\textsuperscript{165} True atomic resolution has also been demonstrated under liquids on well-ordered mineral surfaces.\textsuperscript{166} Obtaining such high-resolution images is somewhat challenging even under high-vacuum conditions. Employment of frequency modulation AFM methods and more rigid cantilevers can improve the signal-to-noise ratio and minimize the influence of strong probe-sample interactions.

High-resolution AFM imaging is also being used to obtain a new understanding of biologically important surfaces.\textsuperscript{167} Recent work includes the study of membrane protein arrays, such as the Aquaporin-Z protein crystals shown in Figure 3.16.\textsuperscript{168} From repeated imaging of such proteins, an average topographical structure can be derived that can then be used along with image analysis methods to develop a detailed picture of the conformational structure of the protein. Extensive effort is also now being devoted to understanding the processes by which prion proteins aggregate and the morphological structures formed by these aggregates. Associated amyloid fibers play an important role in neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s and Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease. AFM imaging promises to have important implications for our understanding of how these diseases arise (i.e., how misfolded protein structures are “inherited” by properly folded proteins, and how they might be treated).\textsuperscript{169}
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Figure 3.16 Example of high-resolution AFM imaging of a biological surface. Contact mode AFM image of Aquaporin-Z membrane protein crystals showing their surface structure with <1 nm resolution. Scale bar, 10 nm. SOURCE: Horber, J.K.H., and M.J. Miles. 2003. Scanning probe evolution in biology. Science 302:1002-1005.

AFM Dynamics and Time Resolution

Of equal importance to achieving high spatial resolution in many proximal probe imaging experiments is the ability to acquire time-resolved images of dynamics associated with surface and thin-film chemical processes. All proximal probe methods described herein rely on the raster scanning of a single probe tip in relation to the sample of interest. The rate at which images can be recorded is the limiting factor determining the time resolution that can be obtained in dynamics experiments. Sample and/or probe raster scanning rates are limited primarily by two factors: (1) the bandwidth of the feedback circuit used for maintaining probe-sample separation and (2) the resonance frequency of the microscope.

The feedback-bandwidth limit arises primarily from the requirement that the probe follow the sample topography. In cases where the sample topography exceeds a few nanometers, imaging rates are limited to approximately one per minute or less, using conventional feedback systems. In intermittent-contact AFM and shear-force surface topographic measurements, the feedback bandwidth is limited by the response of the proximal probe cantilever (AFM) and tuning fork (shear force) to changes in the probe-sample interactions. Higher Q values give longer response times. Improved feedback bandwidths can therefore be obtained by reducing the Q using electronic means.

When the only topography is of atomic dimensions, constant height imaging methods can be employed and the feedback response is of little consequence. Under these circumstances, images can be recorded using line rates of approximately one-tenth the microscope resonance frequency, allowing tens of images to be recorded per second (i.e., at or near video rates).\textsuperscript{173} However, faster imaging rates have also been demonstrated. In these experiments, the fast-scan motions are actually driven by one of the microscope mechanical resonances, allowing the recording of as many as 100 images per second in situations where it is not necessary that the surface topography be followed.\textsuperscript{174}

The ultimate goal in time-resolved proximal probe methods, however, is not always faster image acquisition. Rather, the most useful methods provide a large dynamic range, allowing processes that occur on time scales ranging from seconds to picoseconds and even femtoseconds to be studied. Such issues are best defined in relation to the exact form of probe microscopy employed, as described below.

**Chemical Force Microscopy.** Atomic force microscopy experiments can be performed using probes that have been derivatized with specific chemical functional groups. These proximal probes allow for the detection and utilization of specific probe-sample interactions as a means of obtaining chemical contrast in AFM images, and this technique is commonly known as chemical force microscopy.\textsuperscript{175} Chemical force microscopy represents an extrapolation to very short (i.e., nanometer) length scales of well-known surface forces measurements.\textsuperscript{176} In these studies, probe-sample interactions are frequently detected either by measuring “pull-off” forces (force required to separate the tip and sample after contact) or by detection of frictional forces between the sample and the contacting probe.\textsuperscript{177}


The potential for detection of chemically specific interactions between an AFM probe and a sample surface was realized using underivatized probes very early in the development of AFM, as exemplified by the detection of what appear to be discrete hydrogen bonding interactions between proximal probe and sample surface silanol species in studies by the Hansma group. The capability of chemically specific AFM imaging using derivatized probes was clearly demonstrated in a later study by the Lieber group (see Figure 3.17, for example).

Figure 3.17 This image of a patterned self-assembly monolayer surrounded by a CH$_3$-terminated region was obtained using alternately a CH$_3$-terminated probe and a COOH-terminated probe in friction force and intermittent contact imaging studies. (A) Optical image showing water condensation (dark area) on the COOH-terminated region. (B) Friction force image recorded using a COOH-terminated probe. Lighter regions depict greater friction forces. (C) and (D) Tapping mode phase images of the same region using COOH- and CH$_3$-terminated probes, respectively. Darker regions depict a greater phase lag. All images are 25 µm x 25 µm.

A number of research groups have since demonstrated chemical force imaging of deliberately patterned surfaces, pointing to the broad applicability of this method to a variety of problems. These methods have been applied in force spectroscopy studies of specific single-
molecule interactions (i.e., “molecule-pulling” experiments). These experiments are described in the next section. The primary challenge in chemical force imaging has been in extending these procedures to imaging of samples for which the surface chemical composition is not a known priori. Although such studies can be performed on monolayer samples supported on solid substrates, further difficulties arise when thicker samples (i.e., phase-separated polymer blends) are to be investigated. Under these circumstances, factors such as the mechanical stiffness of the sample can lead to variations in tip-sample interaction area, making it difficult to distinguish variations in probe-sample chemical interactions. Nevertheless, researchers have recently made such measurements on a number of different samples, including oxidized polymeric surfaces.

**Force Spectroscopy.** The atomic force microscope is also frequently used to make single-point measurements of specific interaction forces between derivatized AFM probes and sample surfaces. Tip-sample interaction forces as small as piconewtons can be measured readily. As with chemical force microscopy imaging experiments, these studies are often performed under liquids, in inert atmospheres, or in a vacuum to eliminate the strong capillary forces that can dominate tip-sample interactions. Force spectroscopy (i.e., pull-off or adhesion force measurements) has been used to probe interactions between individual functional groups, as in studies of interactions between carboxylic acid-terminated probe and sample surfaces. Additional studies of discrete interactions between peptides and proteins have been reported, and studies of discrete base-pairing (hydrogen bonding) interactions between individual nucleotide bases and complementary DNA strands have also been described.
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Present limitations in chemical forces measurements include the need for detailed knowledge of the cantilever spring constant and the tip-sample interaction area in studies where quantitative values of absolute forces are to be measured. One possible solution to the problem of tip-sample contact area has been described by Beebe and coworkers.\textsuperscript{190} In these methods, the ratio of the variance to the mean of Poisson-distributed adhesion forces yields a measure of the force associated with a single bond.

**Electric Force Microscopy.** Long-range forces can also be used to generate contrast in force microscopy imaging experiments. A variety of electric force measurements have been reported and variously described as scanning capacitance microscopy, Kelvin probe microscopy, and electric force microscopy.\textsuperscript{191} Such methods have been employed to study surface charges and potential in diverse systems. Included are studies of phase separation in ionic thin films,\textsuperscript{192} change trapping in organic semiconductor films,\textsuperscript{193} and charge density mapping of bilayer membranes.\textsuperscript{194} Such experiments are often limited in spatial resolution to about 50 nm, due to the long-range nature of electric forces. Implementation of carbon nanotube-based tips in electric force methods have recently been shown to yield enhanced spatial resolution.\textsuperscript{195} Because of the long-range forces employed, electric force methods are also promising for depth-dependent sample imaging.

**Surface Patterning.** Patterning of surfaces using AFM and/or STM has been explored extensively in recent years.\textsuperscript{196} Lithographic scanning probe methods involve bringing the probe near the surface to be patterned, where it can interact with and modify the local structure. The probe is then scanned laterally in a manner that will produce the desired structure. The resolution of the patterns thus produced can approach the molecular scale. Typically, changes in the surface that have been affected involve either the direct placement of molecules,\textsuperscript{197} probetip-mediated replacement or desorption of surface-bound molecules,\textsuperscript{198} or probe tip-catalyzed
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surface reactions. One limitation of many such applications is the serial nature of the fabrication process. As a result, structure fabrication is quite slow, and much effort is now being devoted to the development of parallel processing through the integration of multiple scanning probe tips.

Dip-pen nanolithography (DPN) is a variety of scanning probe lithography (direct-write) developed by Mirkin and coworkers, where components of interest are transferred from an AFM tip to a substrate. DPN has been used to pattern a wide variety of materials on surfaces, including small organic molecules (most commonly $n$-alkanethiols), DNA, nanoparticles, proteins, viruses, and precursors for inorganic thin films.

Liu and coworkers have used both AFM and STM to desorb molecules selectively within an alkanethiolate self-assembled monolayer (SAM). The desorption mechanism differs between the two instruments: the basis of molecule removal with an AFM is detachment from the surface under an increased loading force that is significantly greater than the usual load employed for imaging. The desorption mechanism in STM lithography is electrochemical, since molecules can be desorbed by passing high-energy electrons through the film (i.e., at bias voltages of ~3-4 V).

The process of nanografting has been developed by Liu and coworkers as a method for creating both positive and negative patterns in a SAM. Using AFM, molecules from a preexisting SAM matrix are removed by scanning at a force greater than the threshold displacement force. New alkanethiols are then backfilled from the contacting solution and “grafted” into the bare areas. By using longer-chain alkanethiols as the grafting solution, a positive pattern can be made; conversely, shorter-chain alkanethiols produce a negative pattern. In addition, alkanethiols possessing different functional groups (e.g., OH or COOH-terminated) can be grafted, thereby creating a patterned SAM with varying degrees of reactivity that can be used in further applications.

Near-field Scanning Optical Microscopy (NSOM)

Near-field optical microscopy involves optical imaging of a sample using a subwavelength-sized light source positioned in close proximity to the sample surface. Because NSOM employs many of the same light sources, optical elements, and detectors commonly used in conventional spectrophotometers, it is particularly simple to combine NSOM methods with those of conventional optical spectroscopy. Hence, direct spectroscopic evidence of the local chemical
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composition of a sample can be obtained with nanometer-scale spatial resolution using NSOM methods. Importantly, the data obtained from such experiments are often similar to a first approximation in form and content to those obtained in conventional far-field optical spectroscopic experiments. As a result, data interpretation is greatly facilitated via the use of well-known principles and methods for interpreting optical spectroscopic data. However, as in all proximal probe methods, NSOM images sometimes incorporate contrast arising from interactions between the probe and the sample, producing image features that are not a direct result of sample properties alone. Such probe-sample coupling poses a challenge to the interpretation of NSOM data.

To date, a number of chemically selective near-field imaging methods have been demonstrated. Near-field contrast mechanisms that rely on electronic spectroscopy (UV-visible absorption and fluorescence), vibrational spectroscopy (IR absorption and Raman spectroscopies), dielectric spectroscopy (microwave dispersion), and nonlinear spectroscopy (second harmonic generation) have all been demonstrated at length scales well below the diffraction limit of light.

Fluorescence NSOM experiments have been used to observe the spatial localization of fluorescent species in composites, to investigate lipid layer structures and their evolution, to probe biological membranes and membrane proteins, to detect isolated chromophores, to

monitor variations in sample properties brought about by aggregation phenomena,\textsuperscript{210} and to investigate the photophysical properties of organic semiconductors.\textsuperscript{211} Fluorescence resonance energy transfer experiments performed using NSOM have provided particularly dramatic resolution of energy transfer processes occurring across interfaces.

One of the significant promises of NSOM is the development of chemical imaging based on vibrational spectroscopic data acquired with nanometer-scale spatial resolution. The advantages of apertureless (versus aperture-based\textsuperscript{212}) methods become particularly important in imaging experiments performed in the infrared spectral region,\textsuperscript{213} where suitable optical fibers are difficult to obtain and implement in NSOM experiments. The apertureless approach used for the image shown in Figure 3.18 is notable because of the extremely high spatial resolution reported ($>\lambda/200$) and the absorption contrast between two polymers, imaging with laser lines that coincide with absorption bands of the polymers.


Raman spectroscopy can also be implemented in near-field imaging experiments,\textsuperscript{214} providing an alternative method for acquiring chemically specific vibration information. Because of the extremely weak signals usually obtained in Raman experiments, Raman NSOM imaging has been greatly facilitated by the development of chemically etched probes with higher throughput.\textsuperscript{215} Probe-enhanced Raman NSOM imaging has also been extremely important to the advancement of this method.\textsuperscript{216} In probe-enhanced methods, the proximal probe serves to enhance the electromagnetic fields in the near-field regime in a manner similar to that of more conventional surface-enhanced Raman experiments.\textsuperscript{217}

Although NSOM methods presently provide insufficient spatial resolution to directly resolve individual molecules in organized structures, molecular organization can still be probed using polarization-dependent NSOM methods. At present, polarization-dependent NSOM imaging can be performed only by aperture-based methods. Unfortunately, the polarization characteristics of aperture-based NSOM probes often suffer from imperfections in the metallic coating. The metal coatings on NSOM probes can be roughly on a length scale similar to the aperture size, due to grain formation. These grains alter the polarization state of the optical fields from the aperture, making interpretation of polarization-dependent images difficult. Methods for improving aperture uniformity and hence polarization quality involve focusing on ion-beam milling of the proximal end of the probes.\textsuperscript{218}

**Probing Organized Molecular Structures**

Polarization-dependent and polarization-modulation NSOM imaging methods have been demonstrated for a number of organized molecular systems and for single-molecule detection.\textsuperscript{219} Images of the fluorescence excitation (dipole) patterns of single molecules provide a dramatic view of the electric field polarization from the end of an aperture-based NSOM probe, as well as valuable information on molecular orientation (Figure 3.19). Similar methods have been used to probe molecular orientation in phospholipids films.\textsuperscript{220} Polarization-dependent imaging studies of


organized materials have also helped advance our understanding of molecular aggregates,\textsuperscript{221} semiconducting polymers,\textsuperscript{222} and metallic, dielectric, and inorganic semiconductor structures.\textsuperscript{223}

![Image of fluorescence excitation patterns](image)


Some of the most useful polarization-dependent NSOM methods, however, involve modulation of the polarization from the probe (see Figure 3.20),\textsuperscript{224} coupled with synchronous detection of the near-field signals. Such methods allow for multiple imaging modalities so that topography, absorption dichroism, and/or birefringence information can all be readily obtained.


NSOM Dynamics Imaging—Millisecond to Femtosecond Resolution

Studies of topographic and morphological dynamics by NSOM methods are usually limited to (sub)video-rate imaging, although much faster imaging has been reported under special circumstances. Imaging rate limitations in NSOM not only arise from feedback bandwidth and microscope resonance issues, but also depend on optical signal levels. In transmission imaging experiments where signal levels can be significant, video-rate imaging is possible on flat (<10 nm topography) samples. In other situations (i.e., fluorescence and Raman NSOM experiments), several minutes to hours are often required to acquire each image. As noted above, significant improvements in imaging rates can be achieved when high-throughput, chemically etched NSOM probes are employed.

NSOM experiments performed in the UV-visible spectral region have the unique advantage that well-developed forms of time-resolved optical spectroscopy can be implemented directly in studies of dynamics that can be retriggered at each image pixel. The dynamic range of such experiments is virtually unlimited, spanning the entire range from milliseconds to  .
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However, in cases where fast dynamics are to be studied (i.e., nanoseconds to femtoseconds), sophisticated laser systems and electronics must be coupled with the near-field microscope. Hence, time resolution in the microsecond regime represents the practical limit for microscopes employing continuous-wave (CW) lasers and conventional optical modulators and electronics.

NSOM experiments depicting local dynamics induced by applied electric fields have recently been reported and have led to better understanding of diverse processes such as charge carrier dynamics in organic semiconductor films and field-induced molecular reorientation in polymer-encapsulated liquid-crystal droplets.

**NSOM Photolithography**

Well-developed far-field photolithographic methods used routinely in the fabrication of structures tens of micrometers in size can also be employed in near-field optical microscopes for the fabrication of structures having dimensions far below the diffraction limit. In these methods, UV or visible light normally employed for photopatterning can be coupled to aperture-based probe fibers or scattered from the probe tip in apertureless configurations. Field confinement allows subwavelength-sized features to be produced, and fabrication of features as small as 70 nm has been reported using nonlinear excitation in an apertureless microscope. Examples of what has been demonstrated to date include lithographic production of text, line structures in photosensitive polymers, and the photochemical oxidation and removal of thiol.
species on gold surfaces. The same limitations on lithographic speed mentioned in the discussion of AFM and STM-based methods also apply here.

Future Challenges and Emerging Methods

Several of the existing challenges in NSOM imaging are similar to those in other scanning probe methods: namely, imaging of larger sample regions and faster image acquisition. Although parallel probe NSOM imaging is now possible, it requires the use of multiple detectors and/or array detectors. Fast video-rate NSOM imaging using etched NSOM probes has also been demonstrated.

An important emerging technology that promises to revolutionize near-field imaging by enhancing the spatial resolution and optical signals is the further implementation of field enhancement effects at the end of metallic apertureless probes in imaging experiments. To date, field enhancement effects have been demonstrated successfully as a means to excite molecular fluorescence in the near field by both linear and nonlinear optical processes, as well as a means to enhance near-field Raman signals. The design of specific proximal probe geometries that provide high field enhancements for scattering and sample excitation is now under way. The development of probes that are easy to fabricate and implement in NSOM experiments will increase the signals that can be obtained and hence improve imaging rates.

NSOM methods can provide extremely valuable information about the functional properties of optical and optoelectronic materials. In many such applications, electrical potentials and/or electric fields are applied to samples as a means to induce changes in the local optical properties of the sample. Frequently, an electrified NSOM probe is employed in these
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The resulting changes in the sample are then detected optically in the near field. Both static and dynamic information on the variations in sample properties is thus obtained. In related methods, the probe itself or external electrodes can be used as a means to detect photocurrents and/or photovoltages generated in a sample in a fashion similar to more common far-field methods. Near-field studies, however, provide the distinct advantages of higher-resolution images, coupled with invaluable topographic information that is routinely recorded along with the optical data. In the future, the chemical specificity afforded by spectroscopic NSOM methods will add a new dimension to the data, providing a direct link between local chemical composition and/or structure and materials performance.

### Scanning Electrochemical Microscopy

#### Spatial Resolution

In SECM, a metallic probe is typically employed as a redox electrode at which an electrochemical oxidation (or reduction) process occurs. In many instances the probe-sample separation is regulated using the faradaic current as a feedback signal. More recently, tuning-fork-detected shear force methods have also been used to maintain probe-sample separation, opening the possibility of improved electrochemical resolution and allowing multiple simultaneous contrast mechanisms to be employed. In all situations, the spatial resolution obtained in electrochemical images is limited by diffusion of redox active species between the proximal probe and the sample. Common values reported for SECM resolution are on the order of 1 µm, in cases where the probe-sample separation is large. However, resolution approaching 1 nm has been obtained in situations where a small tip is positioned in extremely close proximity to the sample.
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SECM imaging methods have been used to image heterogeneous surface reactivity on a number of different surfaces. Many such systems are of relevance to energy conversion and utilization. For example, SECM has been used to observe variations in the electrochemical activity of metal oxide surfaces. More recently, it has been used as a means to characterize the reactivity of bimetallic catalysts for use as oxygen reduction electrodes in fuel cell systems. SECM methods have also been used to image the electrochemical reactivity of biological samples, most notably living cells.

Dynamics and Time-resolved Imaging

The dynamics of charge-transfer processes are important in a wide range of biological and technological materials. SECM provides a means to study interfacial charge-transfer dynamics, while minimizing some of the difficulties associated with other methods. The rates of electron transfer can be measured by both steady-state and time-resolved chronoamperometric SECM methods. Mass transport through films, porous membranes, and biological membranes (even in living cells) can also be probed. In studies of diffusion within films, methods analogous to those used in fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) are employed to extract the desired diffusion coefficient. An initial electrochemical potential step is employed to generate a reactant (i.e., an oxidant) at the SECM probe tip. The oxidant then locally oxidizes the film being studied. Charge migration through the film leads to the reduction of the oxidized region of the film in time. After a defined period of time, oxidant is


again generated at the SECM probe, and the measured redox current provides information on the extent to which the film region has been reduced during the waiting period.

Electrochemistry and Chemical Selectivity

Scanning electrochemical microscopy is to some degree inherently chemically selective, although this selectivity is not always utilized directly in SECM experiments. Chemical selectivity in electrochemical microscopy arises from the dependence of the faradaic current on the oxidation and reduction potentials of the species being detected. Examples of experiments in which the chemical selectivity of SECM is used to advantage include those in which transient species generated at electrode surfaces are detected. The release of certain chemicals (i.e., neurotransmitters) from cells can also be selectively detected and imaged. In one particularly interesting experiment described recently by the Mirkin group, nonmetastatic and metastatic human breast cells were imaged by SECM. Imaging was based on the measurement of redox currents arising from the products of cellular enzymatic redox reactions.

Surface Patterning

SECM can be used to electrochemically desorb surface-adsorbed species (i.e., such as self-assembled monolayers) or to electrochemically deposit metals for the purposes of preparing surface structures of controlled geometry. The production of micrometer-sized features is accomplished by setting (or scanning) the potential of the SECM probe (or substrate) at the appropriate reducing or oxidizing potential, while the probe position is scanned relative to the substrate surface. Limitations of this method include the relatively low spatial resolution that can presently be achieved and the relatively slow writing process. The resolution here again is limited by diffusion of the species being deposited or of those used to induced desorption.

Future Challenges and Emerging Methods

As with the other forms of scanning probe microscopy, SECM experiments could also be improved by the development of methods for faster image acquisition, allowing better time resolution in imaging experiments. Improvements of the spatial resolution in SECM will be achieved via the continued implementation of new and/or alternative feedback mechanisms. These feedback mechanisms will rely on signals decoupled from the redox activity of the surface as a means to sense tip-sample proximity (i.e., as in the use of shear force feedback). They will
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also allow the probe-sample separation to be maintained at extremely small values, limiting lateral diffusion of redox active species and, hence, improving spatial resolution.\textsuperscript{263} Recently, integration of SECM with other scanning probe techniques (STM,\textsuperscript{264} AFM,\textsuperscript{265} and NSOM\textsuperscript{266}) has proved to be a valuable means for obtaining detailed, complementary chemical information. Such research should continue. Particular benefits include the ability to exploit the high-resolution imaging capabilities of STM and AFM in particular. New SECM probes will also continue to be developed. The most interesting and promising new probes presently being developed may be those based on carbon nanotubes and other nanopores.\textsuperscript{267}

New developments in SECM will also include expansion of the methods available to incorporate new types of electrochemical excitation and more sophisticated data analysis. For example, the SECM probe is now being used for simultaneous amperometric and conductometric measurements, providing additional information about sample impedance on micro- and nanometer length scales.\textsuperscript{268} Voltammetric methods, in which an entire cyclic voltammogram is recorded using the SECM probe tip at each image pixel, are also being developed for use in SECM experiments, improving their chemical selectivity.

Finally, applications of SECM to understanding the chemistry of biological systems are expanding quickly and will continue to grow. Important studies include measurements of membrane transport and characterization of ion channels and studies of charge-transfer reactions involved in photosynthesis. Imaging of single cells to better understand their function at subcellular levels will continue to expand, and the methods employed will continue to improve.\textsuperscript{189} One challenge in this area will be the development of SECM methods for making spatially resolved measurements inside living cells. Particularly important applications of these methods would include the development of approaches for probing the mechanisms and kinetics of biochemical reactions. This would involve the use of redox or ion-transfer mediators specific for the reaction of interest.
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Magnetic Resonance Force Microscopy

The development of proximal probe methods by which three-dimensional images of samples can be recorded with high spatial resolution in all three dimensions would represent a major breakthrough in chemical imaging technology. Such methods would allow scientists to “see below the surface.” One of the most promising emerging methods for achieving this goal is magnetic resonance force microscopy. This method takes advantage of the magnetic field gradient methods employed in conventional MRI as a means to resolve sample features. It also makes use of the sensitive probe-cantilever technologies developed for more conventional atomic force imaging experiments and the ability to generate extremely strong magnetic field gradients near the end of a sharp probe.

In this experiment, a magnetic proximal probe is scanned above the surface of a sample and the resonances of electron or nuclear spins are detected as a function of position (Figure 3.21). The magnetic probe is attached to a sensitive cantilever, whose motions are detected interferometrically. As the probe is passed above a region of the sample, a change in the spin state populations beneath the probe causes a deflection of the cantilever. The ultimate sensitivity of such experiments involves detection of single electron spins, requiring field gradients of 2 gauss/nm and sensitive cantilevers and cantilever deflection methods for detecting forces as small as 2 attonewtons (aN). In typical AFM imaging experiments, the forces detected are in the piconewton to nanonewton range. To achieve single nuclear spin sensitivity, field gradients of 200 gauss/nm will be required along with force sensitivities down to 0.3 aN.

Magnetic resonance force microscopy would allow direct chemical imaging of samples to depths of about 100 nm for a system providing 1 nm lateral resolution. In such experiments, depth resolution is obtained by scanning the radio frequency employed to flip the electron or nuclear spins in the sample.

\[269\]

Figure 3.21  Magnetic resonance force microscope.  SOURCE: Figure courtesy of Dan Rugar, IBM Almaden Research Center.

The Photonic Force Microscope

The scanning probe methods mentioned above are predominantly surface or near-surface methods. It is difficult to obtain images of the internal features or internal surfaces of a sample using these methods. One emerging proximal probe method that may allow these limitations to be overcome is photonic force microscopy. In this method, a micrometer (or submicrometer) sized particle (a dielectric or metallic bead) is optically trapped in the focus of a laser beam. The focal position of the laser is then changed as a means of moving the particle about for imaging purposes. As the particle moves it experiences different forces associated with internal variations in the sample composition and properties. The associated forces active on the probe particle can be detected and measured by optically monitoring the position of the bead within the laser focus. Subpiconewton forces can readily be detected by this method.

The photonic force microscope may yield a means for proximal probe imaging within fluid-containing voids and structures such as vesicles and living cells. Some current limitations of the photonic force microscope include the potential for incorporation of optical artifacts when internal structures of optically complex samples (such as cells) are to be studied. Coupling of optical features into the images of such a microscope arises via the dependence of the optical trapping potential on the optical properties of the medium through which the beam passes in reaching the focal point.

IMAGE PROCESSING

Chemical imaging is used to selectively detect, analyze, and identify chemical and biological samples, followed by visualization of the data in the dimension of interest. Some of the types of chemical image datasets that can be acquired are shown in Figure 3.22.
information of interest can range from composition, structure, and concentration to phase or conformational changes as a function of time or temperature. The expression "chemical image" describes a multidimensional dataset whose dimensions represent variables such as $x$, $y$, $z$ spatial position, experimental wavelength, time, chemical species, and so forth. Image processing requires that the chemical images exist as digital images. A digital image is an image $f(x,y)$ that has been digitized both in spatial coordinates and in brightness. The value of $f$ at any point $(x,y)$ is proportional to the brightness (or gray level) of the image at that point. The point at $f(x,y)$ is an image pixel, and each pixel has an intensity value associated with it. This value may represent energy, radiation intensity, phase, height, et cetera, depending on the technique utilized. A digital image can be considered a matrix in which row and column indices identify a point in the image and the corresponding matrix element value identifies the gray level at that point. Image processing methods generally operate on the matrix representing the image.

Many spectroscopic imaging techniques now utilize array detectors, which allow the rapid collection of both spectral and positional data. An entire spectra may be collected for each pixel on the array detector, creating a three dimensional cube consisting of both spatially resolved spectra and variable-dependent images (Figure 3.22). The complete integration of spatial and spectral information quite literally adds a new dimension to data analysis, providing the ability to examine the interdependence of spectral and spatial information, thereby improving understanding of the underlying chemical and physical attributes. The extraction of meaningful chemical information from spectroscopic imaging datasets (multivariate images) can require complex data analysis because more than 100 million data points can readily be acquired. Developing and implementing effective algorithms to obtain chemistry from spectrum imaging data is a critical and ongoing process.

Image processing is a subclass of signal processing concerned specifically with two- or three-dimensional datasets to improve image quality for human perception and/or additional mathematical analysis and interpretation. Image processing is required since chemical images acquired using analytical instrumentation can contain an overwhelming number of visual patterns generated by diverse processes. The images in an image dataset are assumed to be a composite of a chemical image and artifacts affecting image intensity that are generally unrelated to the chemical variable(s). One complicating factor in the development of image processing methods is that these artifacts are technique specific, ranging from nonuniform illumination in
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optical techniques to tip artifacts in AFM. One of the primary goals of image processing, regardless of the technique used to generate the image, is to find a meaningful representation of the intensity distribution in a given image without introducing any artificial information by the imaging technique. That is, image processing should be carried out with caution in order to avoid excessive “beautifying” of data. The order in which image processing steps are carried out, however, and the importance of the methods mentioned here vary dramatically between imaging techniques.

---
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Single image of elemental or chemical distribution

Multiple images of elemental or chemical distribution

Chemical image – series of variable-resolved images

Three-dimensional imaging

Live imaging- temporal data sets

Image visualization:
- display
- color palettes

Image Enhancement

Image segmentation

Image transformation

Image Visualization:
- individual displays
- Scatter plots
- RGB plots

Image Enhancement:
- image subtraction

Image segmentation:
- multidimensional segmentation

Image transformation

Image visualization:
- spatially resolved spectra
- variable resolved images
- RGB plots

Image compression

Image analysis:
- Multivariate Analysis methods
- Wavelets

Image processing:
- Volume rendering
- Isosurfaces
- Z projections

Image analysis:
- Deconvolution

Image visualization:
- Movie
- Montage

Image analysis:
- Particle tracking
- Velocity calculations
A variety of methods can be used to visualize and process chemical image datasets, as listed in Table 3.1. In general, the goal is to facilitate interpretation of the dataset. In many cases the intended audience includes people that are not experts in the imaging technique, who are more interested in the chemical or spatial variation shown in the dataset. Image processing can thus have a variety of goals, including:

- Enhancing contrast in images to highlight specific features;
- Enhancing differences between images for correlation or comparison;
- Correcting for noise, background (i.e., topography or other effects), or nonuniform illumination by removing or decreasing pixel intensities unrelated to chemical signals;
- Decreasing image or dataset size to facilitate analysis (decrease analysis time) or to facilitate image correlation;
- Identifying objects of interest (image segmentation, particle counting or identification);
- Pre-processing (background correction, compression or binning, etc.) before utilizing multivariate analysis methods;
- Quantifying image intensities; and
- Combining images to create (render) three-dimensional volumes (visualization).

The ease with which these processes can be carried out using technique-specific software varies dramatically. Standard or add-in software on some X-ray and EM instruments can offer a range of processing options including particle counting, Fourier transform-based convolution methods, and tomographic image visualization, while software associated with some surface analysis techniques may include only basic image manipulations such as rescaling, addition, and subtraction. Although commercial software packages exist to implement most of the processing methods described here, in general, technique-specific requirements are barriers to the average user. Image processing methods that are routine in one user community may be state of the art or unavailable in a different user community.

It is also important to be aware of the way in which image processing methods are applied to an image, so that an appropriate choice of algorithm and operating conditions can be made. For example, filters operate on groups of pixels within an image, with the number of pixels affected depending on the kernel size chosen for the filter. Simple linear transformations, such as rotation or reflection, operate on single pixels, and results are
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independent of the value of neighboring pixels. Nonlinear transformations can dramatically alter image appearance, and Fourier transform-based methods convert images into the frequency domain for additional manipulation. **Table 3.1.** Various Methods to Visualize and Process Chemical Image Data Sets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image processing category</th>
<th>Image processing software</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Image visualization:** display, color palettes, scatter plots, RGB plots | • Stretch and scale individual images with brightness and contrast  
• Select from a variety of different color palettes and display the associated color bar  
• Change lighting effects and vary surface texture  
• Plot image planes against one another as scatter plots  
• Associate up to three single-channel intensity images to produce RGB image  
• Assign specific colors to any number of distinct chemical or morphological species |
| **Image enhancement:** histograms, subtraction, averaging, spatial filtering and sharpening, lowpass and highpass filtering. | • Compute arithmetic operations on individual images, spectra, or entire image cubes  
• Display image plane intensity as a histogram and use it for statistical thresholding  
• Perform median filtering with selective criteria  
• Perform image convolutions using pre-defined or user-defined kernels  
• Perform Savitsky-Golay smoothing with derivatives on individual spectra or entire image cubes  
• Spatially interpolate |
| **Image compression:** compression models, variable-length coding, JPEG and GIF standards. | • Bin individual images or entire image cubes to improve signal noise ratio |
| **Image segmentation:** line and edge detection, boundary detection, thresholding, region-oriented approaches. | • Create and view binary images created from image thresholding or pattern recognition techniques, and perform binary arithmetic operations  
• Define contours for feature extraction and automated segmentation of image planes or cubes |
| **Image transformations:** Fourier transform and spectral analysis, separable transformations, principal component analysis, wavelets; filtering techniques. | • Fourier Filter in the spatial (image) dimension  
• Deconvolve images  
• Image denoising using wavelets  
• Spatial filtering to remove high- or low-spatial-frequency  
• Image compression using wavelets  
• Principal Component Analysis of multispectral image data sets with the goal of reducing dimensionality of the data, removing noise, extracting correlated information |
| **Topological approaches:** representations of boundaries and regions, morphology. | • Morphologically filter images with operations such as open, close, dilate, erode, fill, clean, majority, remove, shrink, skeletonize, thicken, thin |
| **Image restoration:** noise removal | |
| **Image recognition:** statistical classifiers, neural network approaches. | |
| **Image analysis:** analysis of chemically or morphologically distinct features with powerful statistical tools | • Particle size distribution calculation  
• Shape analysis  
• Granulometry analysis  
• Particle tracking  
• Texture analysis (entropy, correlation, contrast)  
• Roughness analysis |
| **Multi-dimensional tools** | • Align images within a stack  
• Create a montage  
• Create and play a movie exportable as QuickTime® or AVI  
• Render a 3D reconstruction  
• Create Z-series projections  
• View orthogonal planes  
• Color-combine images  
• Deconvolve the images  
• Create topographic surface maps |
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SOURCE: Julia E. Fulghum, University of New Mexico.

Initial Image Visualization

Frequently the first priority for the analyst is to generate an image or images that allow for visualization of heterogeneous chemical distributions in space or time. Image visualization methods vary from simply choosing a color scale for display of a single image to methods for displaying three-dimensional datasets. Simple gray-scale maps can be constructed from a single image. Different color scales can be utilized, and the contrast and brightness can be adjusted so that the information the analyst deems most important is emphasized. Multiple images from the same or different datasets can be viewed simultaneously for comparison. Scatter plots are frequently utilized for comparing two images. For more detailed comparisons among a small number of images, mapping individual images into red, green, and blue (RGB) channels creates composite color chemical images. For three-dimensional data, additional analysis tools are required, including the ability to extract spectra from a selected region of interest (ROI) for multispectral imaging datasets or rendering a three-dimensional volume or projection for depth arrays.277

Image Processing

A variety of factors can contribute to intensity in chemical images. Analytical microscope images can exhibit significant shading across the field of view. The shading might be caused by nonuniform illumination, nonuniform camera (detector) sensitivity, or even dirt and dust on lens surfaces if physical (rather than electrostatic or magnetic) lenses are present.278 In surface analysis methods such as XPS and atomic emission spectroscopy (AES) the analytical signal depends not only on surface composition but also on local topography.279 Subtraction of a background image is one of the simplest approaches to decreasing background effects, including nonuniform illumination, substrate reflectance, topography, and instrument response. This method is widely used in surface analysis methods as different as XPS and STM as well as in optically based imaging techniques.280

A variety of tools are used for extracting image components useful in the representation or description of feature shapes. These include boundary extraction, skeletons, morphological filtering, thinning, and pruning. Image segmentation is used to separate objects of interest from the image background and is required by a variety of microscopy techniques. It is also one of the more difficult tasks in image processing.\textsuperscript{281} Segmentation algorithms generally are based on one of two properties of the image intensity values, either discontinuities in intensity values (such as edges) or similarity according to a set of predefined criteria. Edge detection is the most common approach for detecting meaningful discontinuities in gray level.\textsuperscript{282} An edge is defined as a set of connected pixels that lie on the boundary between two regions.

Morphological smoothing removes or attenuates both bright and dark artifacts or noise by performing an opening followed by a closing. Applying a morphological gradient highlights sharp gray-level transitions in the input image, while the top-hat transformation can be used to enhance details in the presence of shading. AFM images of biomolecules, and other structures similar in size, are enlarged because of the finite size of the probe tip.\textsuperscript{283} A method based on morphological image processing allows analysis and correction of the enlargement.

Image transformations are operations that alter the value of pixels in an image. Transformation results do not depend on the value of neighboring pixels. These include simple linear transformations such as image rotation, translation, and reflection that may be required for correlation of images acquired using different techniques, as well as nonlinear transformations such as shearing, which is used to skew objects.

**Image Analysis**

The next step in image processing involves using processed images for image analysis. The ultimate aim of image analysis is generally to extract quantitative information, which may be in the form of binary presence-absence categories or of measures of object location, length or area, shape statistics, and so forth. Shape characteristics, such as area, perimeter, compactness, topological descriptors, and internal characteristics such as color and texture are among the possible types of information that may be required. Texture is used to point to intrinsic properties of a surface or region, especially those that do not have a smoothly varying intensity.\textsuperscript{284} Texture
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is also used in the classification of images based on their appearance for segmentation of images into regions that have similar textural properties. Granulometry can be used to determine the number of particles, particle mean sizes, and nearest-neighbor distributions in images. The results can then be correlated with macroscopic properties, such as catalytic activity. Electron microscopy (TEM, SEM) is still the most commonly used technique for visualizing colloidal particles, although scanning probe microscopy (AFM), magnetic force microscopy [MFM]) is a serious alternative that provides more information about particles.

Motion analysis and particle tracking methods enable users to follow the movement over time of tagged particles, such as fluorescently labeled cell surface molecules, microtubules, nucleic acids, lipids, and other objects with subpixel resolution. These methods allow scientists to measure \(x\) and \(y\) coordinates, velocity, mean displacement, mean vector length, and more.

Although, in theory, quantitative data obtained from chemical images should be useful in combination with information obtained using spectroscopic methods or bulk property measurements, image-to-property correlation is a problem poorly studied in chemical imaging. The most successful results have come from a combination of statistical image analysis, image processing, and multivariate analysis, as discussed below.

**Multidimensional Image Processing**

**Image Compression**

Image compression is an ongoing research topic in the field of image processing. A typical spectrum imaging experiment can result in the acquisition of more than 100 million data points, providing a strong impetus for automated data processing. Spectrum imaging datasets can, however, be too large to analyze efficiently, or at all, using most currently available software. For example, SIMS images are typically digitized at a resolution of 256 \(\times\) 256 pixels and 16 bits of intensity information per pixel. A single image therefore requires at least 0.125 megabyte (MB) to store, and a typical image set with 64 images thus requires a minimum of 8 MB of storage. A three-dimensional SIMS analysis can involve acquisition of four to eight three-
dimensional datasets, resulting in 32 to 64 MB of data for only one analysis. With some types of X-ray and optical experiments, gigabyte-size datasets can result. Obviously data compression can be required to create manageable datasets.

Methods developed for traditional “lossy” image compression can be used in the compression of multispectral images. The discrete cosine transform (DCT), which is used to create standard JPEG images, has been widely used for lossy still image compression. Although it can be efficiently implemented and performs well for high-bit-rate compression, serious blocking artifacts are a well-known disadvantage for DCT-based coding. Binning is used routinely to decrease the size of SIMS and other spectral datasets by adding intensities over a given spectral or mass range. Discrete wavelet transforms (DWT) not only can overcome the blocking artifacts, but also can achieve better performance overall. The wavelet transform (WT) is a new and very versatile technique that has been developed during the last decade. This approach has found applications in signal and image processing and, recently, also in chemistry.

Developing a three-dimensional image, based on an image stack, can be a difficult task. In volume model visualization, information may be displayed as surfaces, interfaces, or intensity distributions through either surface or volume rendering. For automated visualization of volume data using isosurface extraction, segmentation is a necessary pre-processing step. Isosurface extraction applies a surface detector to the sample array, after which geometric primitives are fitted to the detected surfaces. These primitives are displayed using conventional surface-rendering algorithms. Isosurface extraction requires a variable contour value, and this value has a great effect on the appearance of the resulting volume.

Multivariate Data Analysis Tools

Multidimensional datasets are frequently too large to analyze by visual inspection, and methods are required for reduction and analysis of these datasets. A variety of multivariate analysis (MVA) methods can be utilized to identify, extract, and correlate or classify information
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while reducing the overall dimensionality of the dataset.\textsuperscript{294} MVA methods include statistical, mathematical, and graphical methods that analyze multiple variables simultaneously. MVA soft modeling methods are used for deconvolution of the original data matrix, generally including only basic, if any, physical restrictions. Physical restrictions that are sometimes utilized include nonnegativity of concentrations or molar absorptivities or the Beer-Lambert law. Principal component analysis (PCA) and classification algorithms are among the most widely applied MVA methods.\textsuperscript{295} These methods have been successfully applied to TOF-SIMS,\textsuperscript{296} EDX-SEM,\textsuperscript{297} XPS,\textsuperscript{298} IR,\textsuperscript{299} and Raman\textsuperscript{300} data. These methods are not available in all instrument-

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{294} Geladi, P., and G. Hans. 1996. \textit{Multivariate Image Analysis}. Chichester, New York: Wiley.
\end{itemize}
specific software, however, and the image pre-processing required, as well as the image processing parameters, will be strongly technique specific. It is best to consider the MVA methods that will be utilized in initial experimental design and data acquisition because the number and type of standards utilized and the type of data acquired will strongly affect the type of multivariate analyses that can be successfully applied.

Conventional chemometric techniques such as factor analysis, least-squares fitting, PCA, and principal components regression are powerful tools for determining the composition and concentration of samples with known constituents. Neural networks and data segmentation approaches have also been successful.\(^{301}\) PCA is currently one of the most commonly used methods, it transforms a number of possibly correlated variables into a smaller number of independent variables, called principal components. The first principal component accounts for as much of the variability in the data as possible, and each succeeding component accounts for a decreasing proportion of the remaining variability. The objective is to identify images that are globally correlated or anticorrelated. This information is then displayed as the loading of different images, and the pixels responsible for the correlations can be displayed in component images. The component images may be easier to interpret than pure variable images. The components can, in many cases, be connected to chemical components through a variety of methods ranging from visual inspection to additional processing such as classification or Simplisma. Principal component and cluster analysis are becoming more popular in analysis of SEM electron dispersive X-ray (EDX) data.\(^{302}\) The results from PCA can be difficult to
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interpret. Multivariate curve resolution (MCR) is a powerful technique for extracting chemical information from multivariate images (MIs). MCR is aimed at extracting the spectra and concentrations of individual components present in mixtures using a minimum set of initial assumptions. Purity-based methods show promise, and a simple, robust purity-based algorithm has been developed to initialize the MCR decomposition. Lack of selectivity, common in MI, generally results in a rotational ambiguity in factors extracted with MCR. Modifications of MCR methods are currently in development in order to reduce rotational ambiguities.

In general, no software exists that is capable of visualizing multispectral imaging data, extracting those parts of the dataset that are significant, and deriving the required information. A wide range of multivariate methods have been utilized both singly and in combination, as illustrated by applications in SIMS, FTIR, SEM-EDX, Raman, near-IR, and XPS.

**Current Software**

As discussed earlier, a significant limitation in the development of image processing is the technique-specific nature of the analysis. Several programs are available, or in development, for the application of multivariate methods. In general, these are still in the category of programs to be used by experts, because numerous decisions and assumptions must be made about data processing and interpretation. MATLAB, and packages associated with it, are widely used for the application of PCA and other commonly used multivariate methods. In addition to commercial add-ons, there is a user web site to which users post routines that may be of general interest. Although the posted routines can come and go, the current listing includes a graphical user interface (GUI) for visualizing three-dimensional volumetric data as well as a GUI for image segmentation and extraction. A software package developed by the remote sensing community, ENVI (Environment for Visualizing Images), is used by some research groups developing methods for the analysis of chemical images. ENVI combines both multivariate analysis and image visualization. A patented MCR automated software methodology has been developed for several instruments and is called eXpert spectral image analysis (AXSIA).

Although not yet publicly available, initial publications indicate AXSIA is fast enough to
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efficiently extract meaningful chemical components from very large spectral image datasets. The MCR methodology in AXSIA works by fitting self-generated spectral shapes to the data using least-squares procedures. Physically realizable components are obtained by applying appropriate constraints (e.g., nonnegativity of concentrations and spectra) during the solution process. The number of chemical components is estimated through an eigenanalysis of the data cross-product matrix. As an example of technique-specific data processing requirements, for analysis of TOF-SIMS images, the data are optimally scaled to account for Poisson counting statistics. This provides maximum discrimination of chemical information from noise and allows small features to be detected that would be otherwise overlooked. AXSIA was tested on SEM-EDX, TOF-SIMS, and XPS spectral imaging datasets, proving that algorithms as implemented in AXSIA are quick and efficient; they are able to process multigigabyte datasets in minutes using modern desktop computers.

**Multitechnique Image Correlation**

Complete characterization of a complex material requires information not only on the surface or bulk chemical components, but also on stereometric features such as size, distance, and homogeneity in three-dimensional space. It is frequently difficult to distinguish uniquely between alternative surface morphologies using a single analytical method and routine data acquisition and analysis. By combining imaging techniques that use different physical principles and, therefore, produce images representing different properties of the sample, complementary and redundant information becomes available. One important goal is data fusion, which refers to combining image data from multiple techniques to form a new image or volume that contains more interpretable chemical information than can be ascertained from a single technique. Successful data fusion can decrease ambiguities in the evaluation of materials chemistry and morphology; extend lateral and vertical spatial characterization of chemical phases; or enhance spatial resolution by utilizing techniques with nanometer spatial resolution (AFM or scanning electron microscopy [SEM]) to enhance data from techniques with spatial resolutions of microns (XPS, chemical microscopy [CM], or FTIR). This approach can facilitate correlation of different physical properties; for example correlating phase information in AFM with chemical information in XPS images.

There are MVA techniques that can used in the combination of different imaging modalities by merging registered images from different techniques. This process can also be called intermodular imaging. For example, light microscopy can be used in a variety of different
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imaging modes that contain complementary information. Bright-field microscopy images result from optical attenuation by the sample, whereas phase contrast microscopy images show diffractive properties. The refractive properties of the sample are displayed in differential interference contrast (DIC) images. Leonardi and colleagues compared applications of polarized light, brightfield, DIC, and SEM in the paper industry. Fluorescence microscopy can also be correlated with images acquired using light microscopy. Much effort has been expended in developing and modifying algorithms for matching images produced by different types of satellite remote sensing systems, such as optical sensors and synthetic aperture radar, some of which are transferable to laboratory image correlation.

Since Raman and NIR spectroscopies are complementary in nature, their combined usage offers the opportunity to describe heterogeneous mixtures in more detail. A novel sample referencing approach has been developed that allows data to be acquired from exactly the same area of the sample using both Raman and FT-NIR microscopies. The optimum images for the components are then overlaid, which gives rise to a combined chemical image that visually describes the entire formulation. Correlating imaging XPS and imaging FTIR data from polymer blends allowed for localized quantitative studies of surface segregation and phase separation phenomena. This approach is called chemical image fusion (CIF).

**Databasing and Data Mining**

The acquisition of large datasets, followed by large numbers of such datasets, leads to issues of data cataloguing, analysis, and sharing—or databasing and data mining. Whether one is attempting to develop a method for sharing databases within a single research group or a specialized research community, numerous challenges remain in developing appropriate software for these tasks.

**Databasing**

Molecular databases and the associated data banks require the development of a conceptual structure for the information stored about the molecules, descriptive language representing the data, and methods for analysis enabling molecular modeling, similarity searches, classification, visualization, or other uses of the database. Currently, the Protein Data Bank...
Prepublication Copy

(PDB; http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/) is one of the best known examples of a molecular database. The PDB is a worldwide archive of three-dimensional structural data of biological macromolecules. The PDB is a common accentor to many structural databases. The success of the PDB in enabling the statistical analysis (bioinformatics) of protein structures suggests that a broader materials image and structural database would enable similar advances (using informatics) in the understanding of generic materials.

The development of imaging databases adds additional complexities compared to molecular databases. There is, however, significant activity in the development of software for medical images. Picture archiving and communications systems (PACS) are utilized by an increasing number of laboratories and hospitals for the storage, retrieval, and sharing of images. The classical medical imaging technologies are advancing toward (1) higher resolution, (2) increased sensitivity, (3) standardized protocols, and (4) increasing application fields. The developments in items 1 to 4 will allow merging of data from different laboratories, exemplified in multimember screening studies conducted by Brown and colleagues.

A database for functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) provides a different example. A framework that will allow scientists access to raw data from published, peer-reviewed studies has already been established (fMRI Data Center). A more demanding goal is to compile the images in a database that will allow for data mining from image sets that are both highly heterogeneous and large in size. The fMRI Data Center has adopted several guiding tenets in the organization of its core database that highlight the complexity of this task:

1. The database should be flexible enough to represent the broadest range of possible fMRI experimental paradigms.
2. The database is organized hierarchically, with the study itself at the highest level.
3. In addition to the high-level descriptive data of the study, meta-data characterization for, and pointers to, all neuroimaging data and time series are represented in the database in


order to facilitate the broadest possible space over which accurate but efficient searches can be made.

4. The database should be extensible and able to incorporate new studies, scans, or time course information as it becomes available.

Clearly, the data storage issue associated with archiving functional neuroimaging data is a serious one, not to mention the computational challenges of attempting to carry out analysis on such an archive. To address these issues, establishment of “near-line” and off-line data storage is being investigated. In addition, the search to provide more suitable computing resources for carrying out large-scale analysis research is also under way.\(^{326}\)

There are a variety of other databases currently in development. The Global Image Database (GID) is a web-based structural central repository (http://www.gwer.ch/qv/gid/gid.htm) for scientifically annotated images. The GID was designed to manage images from a wide spectrum of imaging domains ranging from microscopy to automated screening. The development of the GID is aimed at facilitating the management and exchange of image data in the scientific community and the creation of new query tools for mining image data.\(^{327}\) Other databases include WebRacer, an image database that allows databasing and web serving of images; Soft Imaging System GmbH (http://www.soft-imaging.de/rd/english/420.htm); and Neuroinfo (http://www.neuroinformatica.com/faq.jsp), a software package designed to store and serve large arrays of microscopy data. Data acquired at various magnifications can be integrated to allow navigation of the data on a number of scales.

**Image and Data Mining**

Image mining involves the extraction of implicit knowledge, image-data relationships, or other patterns not explicitly stored in the images or between images and other alphanumeric data. Image mining is rapidly gaining attention among researchers in the field of data mining, information retrieval, and multimedia databases because of its potential in discovering useful image patterns that may push the various research fields to new frontiers. The fundamental challenge in image mining is to determine how low-level, pixel representation contained in a raw image or image sequence can be processed efficiently and effectively to identify high-level spatial objects and relationships.

Research in image mining can be classified broadly into two main directions. The first direction involves domain-specific applications where the focus is to extract the most relevant image features into a form suitable for data mining.\(^{328}\) The second direction involves general applications where the focus is to generate image patterns that maybe helpful in understanding
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the interaction between high-level human perceptions of images and low-level image features.\textsuperscript{329} The latter may lead to improvements in the accuracy of images retrieved from image databases. Image mining is not simply an application of existing data mining techniques to the image domain because there are important differences between relational databases and image databases:

1. \textit{Absolute versus relative values}. In relational databases, the data values are often readily interpretable. For example, age is 35 is well understood. However, in image databases, the data values (e.g., pixel intensities) have a significance that will depend on the context. For example, a gray-scale value of 46 could appear darker than a gray-scale value of 87 if the surrounding context pixels values are all very bright.

2. \textit{Spatial information}. Another important difference between relational databases and image databases is that implicit spatial information is critical for interpretation of image contents, but there is no such requirement in relational databases. One approach to this problem is to extract position-independent features before searching for patterns between image datasets.

3. \textit{Unique versus multiple interpretations}. A third important difference is associated with the fact that multiple interpretations may apply to the same visual patterns observed in images. Traditional data mining algorithms, which associate a data pattern with a specific class or interpretation, are less useful for analysis of images. A new class of discovery algorithms is needed in response to the requirements for mining useful patterns from images.

The image database containing raw image data cannot be used directly for mining purposes. Raw image data have to be processed to generate information that is usable for high-level mining modules. An image mining system is often complicated because it employs various approaches and techniques ranging from image retrieval and indexing schemes to data mining and pattern recognition. A good image mining system is expected to provide users with effective access into the image repository and generation of knowledge and patterns underneath the images. Such a system typically encompasses the following functions: image storage, image processing, feature extraction, image indexing and retrieval, patterns, and knowledge discovery. Two different frameworks can be used to distinguish image mining systems: function-driven and information-driven image mining frameworks. The function-driven framework focuses on the functionalities of different component modules to organize image mining systems, while the latter is a hierarchical structure with an emphasis on the information needs at various levels in the hierarchy. Image mining techniques include object recognition, image indexing and retrieval, image classification and clustering, association rules mining, and neural network.\textsuperscript{330}

\textbf{Generating Images through Theory and Simulation (Cyberinfrastructure)}

Image databasing and data mining generally refer to the compilation and analysis of experimentally acquired images. Effective methods for exploring information obtained in


chemical images acquired in the lab versus those developed through theory and simulation are also insufficiently developed. When one speaks of chemical imaging of samples, a subtle distinction can be drawn between (1) the creation of an image of a particular sample and (2) the creation of an image of a generic sample. In the former, there is no recourse but to make a literal measurement of the particular sample of the various types outlined in the other parts of this chapter. In this case, the role of cyberinfrastructure is primarily image manipulation as discussed above, although the attempts to address or understand a particular sample may be aided by whatever techniques have been used to understand generic samples. In the latter case, however, cyberinfrastructure and its underlying theoretical frameworks can provide computer-generated images that provide insight into the structure and function of generic samples. Moreover the simulations can also allow test cases for new paradigms for the cybertools used to manipulate data, process metrics, and render images using the experimental measurements.

**Theoretical Models or Representations.** The $10^{10}$ range of magnitude from the atomic scale to the bench top requires a significant amount of averaging (or compressing) to remove nonessential data. On the one hand, all the data cannot be stored easily, but on the other hand, it is a significant undertaking to search through all of the data. At present, this means pursuing multiscale techniques. One such hierarchical approach uses small-scale models to generate parameters for the next-scale model, and so forth. The lowest-scale system (at the molecular level) can be described by a combination of quantum mechanics and classical mechanics. It is the success of such models that has led to the utility and widespread use of molecular dynamics simulations. Yet what does one do at higher scales—perhaps use effective classical particles or integrative representations? Both are being done, although the methods are still in their infancy.

Yet another promising line of research lies in creating mesoscopic representations whose fundamental scale is somewhere within the $10^{10}$ range of distance scales and for which one defines closed (or fully consistent) equations of motion. At the macroscopic limit, hydrodynamic models are a very successful and standard example. More recent approaches include the Cahn-Hillard coarse-grained models and phase-field models. In some cases, one aims to ascertain the degree to which the systems exhibit self-similarity at various length scales; hence the lack of a specific parameterization—which would be necessary using reduced-dimensional models—is not of much importance.

**Computer Simulation**

To image either possible structures or trajectories of a system, one specifies the fundamental (smallest-length scale) representation, the interactions between objects in the system, and the appropriate equations of motion for this representation. When this fundamental representation is at the atomistic level, there is a wide array of choices for the interactions, ranging from the most computationally expensive, using high levels of ab initio calculations, to the least expensive, using parameterized force fields. At present, one can routinely run reasonable simulations consisting of about 100,000 atoms for up to a nanosecond using a few days of computational time. This is sufficient to obtain structural and dynamic information for many systems. However, this approach does not readily provide dynamic information about complex processes such as chemical reactions and full protein folding events. The latter have
been treated, at present, with a variety of simplifying approximations or algorithms. For example, the solvent may be represented using mean-field forces, thereby removing the detailed descriptions of the solvent molecules. This is a common and elementary example of hierarchical models in which different regions of the system are treated with varying degrees of accuracy.

At another extreme, one can use effective mesoscopic models to characterize a given system and, in the best cases, obtain accurate structural information at much larger length scales than those found in atomic simulations. Such multiscale techniques can be used to perform simulations for length scales as large as centimeters and for time scales as long as hours. However, they sacrifice detailed information about length scales shorter than micrometers.

Regardless of how the simulation is performed, the results must be analyzed. At present, only a limited number of cybertools are available for measuring the properties of simulations beyond merely recording the trajectories. Examples of such cybertools found routinely in many packages involve the calculation of correlation functions, triangulation of structure, Fourier transforms, clustering metrics, and informatics-based metrics.

Molecular Dynamics Simulations

At the atomic and molecular scale, typical simulation techniques use molecular dynamics (MD) to integrate the classical equations of motion. MD simulations are particularly desirable for current computational platforms because they are often highly parallelizable and limited only by the many-body terms in the force fields. Modern computers are sufficiently fast that many simulations can be run in real time to observe the molecular motions. Nonetheless asynchronous computing to obtain larger or longer MD simulations can readily be performed, often utilizing the same computing platforms. The necessity for such large-scale simulations lies in the fact that many processes cannot be isolated to a few interacting molecules, and they often require an explicit representation of the molecular environment. One extreme example using embarrassingly parallel computing is that of the Folding@Home project. Several packages are now available that simplify the process of implementing these algorithms to arbitrary systems, such as DL_POLY, and a module in NWChem. A larger number have been written specifically for biological systems such as CHARMM, TINKER, GROMACS, and

In the lowest order of accuracy, the force fields are generally pairwise, but they accommodate the largest systems for the longest trajectories. Nevertheless, as higher levels of accuracy are required, most modern potentials implemented in the cited codes also include higher-order corrections including multipoles and polarization effects. In addition, so-called transferable force fields are increasingly being developed, allowing investigators a larger palette of molecules and larger portions of the phase diagram. For cases in which the force fields are unavailable or the underlying electron quantization is important, then Born-Oppenheimer Molecular Dynamics (BOMD), Carr-Parrinello Molecular Dynamics (CPMD), or Atom-Centered Density Matrix Propagation (ADMP) have been integrated into commercial and free-ware computer codes.

In summary, there presently exist several cybertools for performing MD simulations of various systems by experts or near experts. These tools are fairly mature in capability, but the user interfaces have only recently started to make them available to scientists other than the experts in the computational chemistry community. The challenge will be to improve these cybertools to make their use completely transparent.

Multiscaling Simulations

While MD techniques are somewhat mature and have led to many successes in modeling the structure and dynamics of molecular systems, the use of multiscale methods connecting this microscopic level and the macroscopic world is growing now. Indeed the extensive set of
contributions (more than 3500 pages) in the recent compendium\textsuperscript{344} describing multiscaling techniques serves to illustrate the importance of bridging this gap, as well as the breath of techniques that are being aimed at it. Currently there exist many theories and a large effort in developing cybertools; however, the current state of the art does not contain mature computational packages at the level of the existing MD simulation packages. The development of such packages (and the associated advances in theoretical methods) in the context of addressing visualization of structures and dynamics is clearly an emerging area that would help advance chemical imaging.

Future Directions

Several promising avenues of research would greatly enhance the technological capacity of image processing, simulation, and modeling. To expedite the development of these various technologies, alterations in the field’s current landscape are necessary. First, more accurate algorithms are needed for all imaging applications to ensure that the results generated from the algorithm are legitimate for varying implementations of the algorithm. One of the most critical needs associated with this task is a concerted effort to determine which algorithms are best suited for a particular image processing method. Additionally, a more effective transfer of computer science advances in general image processing to scientific fields is urgently needed. To facilitate this transfer, rigorous collaborations between computer scientists and researchers using chemical imaging will be required. Furthermore, there is a serious gap in knowledge between the experts and routine users in the chemical imaging field. Often, researchers are unaware of or unfamiliar with which image processing methods, particularly multivariate methods, are most useful. If these rapid, target-specific routines could be incorporated into standard technique software it would accelerate widespread appropriate use in the field. There is also a need for investigators to incorporate the use of a priori information in order to optimize data analysis and image processing conditions. This requirement stems from the fact that many users apply image processing methods as though they know nothing about the sample(s) or system(s) when, in reality, users are rarely operating blindly. A related consideration is that most computer software is not optimized for speed or management of large datasets; researchers are therefore often discouraged from trying different approaches to the analysis of a single dataset. Increases in computational capacity are, thus, essential to generate novel image processing methods. Finally, to enhance our understanding of a variety of chemical processes, visualization methods must be developed and improved. Such methods are currently lagging behind image processing methods, and developed visualization methods have been implemented slowly in some chemical imaging communities. Developing visualization methods that correlate data across length and time scales and have the capacity to display and analyze such data will be crucial to the advancement of the field. Meanwhile, an ability to predict and describe structures at various levels using computer models is a powerful tool to help guide the visualization and interpretation of particular samples. For example, this could help bridge gaps in missing information or insufficient resolution (as long as it is used carefully.) Alternatively, it could help guide experimentalists to identify what regions of a structure would be particularly interesting. Thus, although such modeling would not image a particular structure, it is an extremely valuable tool that could help the overall effort.

\textsuperscript{344} Ibid.
In this report, chemical imaging is defined as the spatial and temporal characterization of the molecular composition, structure, and dynamics of any given sample—with the ultimate goal being able to both understand and control complex chemical processes. As illustrated by the case studies in Chapter 2, this ability to image or visualize chemical events in space and time is essential to the future development of many fields of science.

At present, imaging lies at the heart of the many advances taking place in our high-technology world. For example, microscopic imaging experiments have played a key role in the development of organic material devices used in electronics. Chemical imaging is also critical to understanding diseases such as Alzheimer's, where chemical imaging provides the ability to determine molecular structure, cell structure, and communication and integrate these into obtaining information nondestructively from the human brain. Continued advances in these chemical imaging capabilities will result in more fundamental understanding of chemical processes. Concurrently, advances in other areas of research—such as nanoscience and materials—underlie the developments needed to push chemical imaging ahead even further.

Chemical imaging techniques span a broad array of capabilities and applications. The findings and recommendations described below are offered as guidance for setting priorities and mapping plans toward fundamental breakthroughs in areas of imaging research as well as other areas that impact development of chemical imaging. Recommendations are presented in the order in which areas of chemical imaging research were examined in Chapters 2 and 3.

A GRAND CHALLENGE FOR CHEMICAL IMAGING

A very important goal for chemical imaging is to understand and control complex chemical processes. This ultimately requires the ability to perform multimodal or multitechnique imaging across all length and time scales. Complete characterization of a complex material requires information not only on the surface or in bulk chemical components, but also on stereometric features such as size, distance, and homogeneity in three-dimensional space. In chemical imaging, it is frequently difficult to uniquely distinguish between alternative surface morphologies using a single analytical method and routine data acquisition and analysis. Multitechnique image correlation allows for extending lateral and vertical spatial characterization of chemical phases. This approach improves spatial resolution by utilizing techniques with nanometer resolution to enhance data from techniques with micrometer
resolution—such as atomic force microscopy (AFM) or scanning electron microscopy (SEM) combined with X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) or Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. Multimodal imaging also facilitates correlation of different physical properties such as phase information in AFM with chemical information in XPS. By combining techniques that use different physical principles and record different properties of the object space, complementary and better-quality information becomes available.

As in most cases of systems integration, multimodal imaging requires more than simply networking different imaging techniques. Advances in computational capabilities, for example, are fundamental to effective integration of imaging techniques. Data fusion is the name for the techniques used to combine data from multiple techniques to perform inferences that may not be possible from a single technique by itself. The goal is to combine image data to form a new image that contains more interpretable information than could be gained using the original information. Combining images to form a multimodal image requires—beyond the usual image processing for a single image—a compensation for changes in image alignment from one instrument to another due to slight movements of the specimens, slight differences in magnification, or imperfect centering of the sample.

There is a need to develop multitechnique correlations for various combinations of imaging techniques.

Two examples for techniques which may be combined are listed below, but they are by no means meant to be comprehensive.

- **Combining Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy and Nanoscale Scanning Probe Techniques**
  Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS) experiments on silver and gold nanoclusters have demonstrated large enhancement levels and field confinement of 5 nm or less for various samples such as single-walled carbon nanotubes.\(^1\) However, the locations of these conditions cannot be controlled, but are instead determined by the specific nanostructures used. That is, the target molecules have to be in the close vicinity of SERS-active nanometer-sized silver or gold substrates. On the other hand, location can be controlled in so-called tip-enhanced SERS experiments.\(^2\) Unfortunately, these experiments provide only small SERS enhancement factors compared with samples interacting with metal nanoparticles. Further development of tip-enhanced technology would benefit from experimental systems that combine high SERS enhancement factors and highly confined probed volumes with nanoscale-controlled scanning. This may be accomplished by combining nanoscale scanning probe techniques (such as modified atomic force microscopy (AFM) systems) with the techniques of single-molecule Raman spectroscopy.

- **Combining X-rays, Electrons, and Scanning Probe Microscopies**
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Scanning probe microscopy (SPM) techniques typically provide topographical, not chemical identification, so that combining other local spectroscopies with STM is typically necessary to identify the atoms and molecules present. Specialized approaches are being developed to address this. For example, progress has been made in joining transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to scanning tunneling microscopy (STM). STM photoemission spectroscopy (PESTM) combined with inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy yields vibrational and other information. Integrating the three techniques will enable investigation of the chemical (X-ray, infrared, or Raman), structural (EM), and topographic (SPM) nature of samples.

AREAS OF IMAGING RESEARCH

Understanding and controlling complex chemical processes also requires advances in more focused areas of imaging research. These chemical imaging techniques span a broad array of capabilities and applications, and are discussed in great detail within this report. Here, we briefly highlight the research and development that will best advance current capabilities—with a focus on applications in which investment would most likely lead to proportionally large returns. The main findings of the committee are:

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) represent mature technologies that have widespread impact on the materials, chemical, biochemical, and medical fields. NMR and MRI are very useful tools for obtaining structural and spatial information. It is clear that in the coming years, NMR and MRI will continue to expand rapidly and continue to be key tools for chemical imaging. However, the major limiting factor for application of these techniques to a broader range of problems is their relatively low sensitivity, which is a result of the low radio-frequency energy used. There are a number of ways that need to be explored to obtain more signals from NMR and MRI, and these are provided below:

Detector Signal

A major limiting factor of NMR and MRI is the relatively low sensitivity of their detectors. Progress has been made in increasing detector sensitivity by using supercooled detectors (increasing sensitivity by a factor of 2 to 4), and further progress could be made with new materials both for higher-temperature superconductors and for better insulation. Work with other detector strategies such as superconducting quantum interference devices (SQUID) and other novel magnetometers should be encouraged, especially in light of progress in hyperpolarization (see below). Finally, force detection of magnetic resonance is a very promising area that is limited by detector design.

For MRI, gains in sensitivity by a factor of two- to fivefold have been realized primarily by building parallel arrays of MRI detectors. Cross-talk between the array detectors limits performance, and the configuration of these detectors is bulky. Novel approaches to building MRI array detectors will make dense arrays possible. Once the construction of dense arrays
using small coils is achieved, the noise in the coils themselves will become limiting to signal to noise. It should be possible to cool the coils (as has been done in high-resolution NMR). Making cold, dense, parallel arrays feasible should enable at least a tenfold increase in sensitivity for both NMR and MRI. This will increase the resolution that can be obtained with MRI as well as with MR spectroscopic imaging of a large number of metabolites.

**Increasing signal-to-noise ratios should be a chief focus of the efforts to improve the sensitivity of NMR and MRI detectors.**

**Hyperpolarization**

Another very promising avenue for increasing sensitivity in NMR and MRI is to increase signal from the molecules being detected. In recent years there has been growing interest in hyperpolarization techniques, which couple the nuclear spins being detected by NMR to other spins with a higher polarization, that increase NMR sensitivity by factors of 100-100,000. Exciting developments for hyperpolarization using a variety of techniques—such as dynamic nuclear polarization, laser-induced hyperpolarization of noble gases, and formation of parahydrogen—have realized extraordinary gains in sensitivity for applications to materials research and biomedical imaging. Presently only a restricted set of molecules has been hyperpolarized using only a small set of possible techniques.

**There is a need to expand the range of techniques useful for hyperpolarizing NMR and MRI signals, as well as the range of molecules that can be hyperpolarized.**

**Contrast Agents**

Strategies for new MRI contrast agents parallel the development of fluorescence probes; however, MRI contrast agents are more typically used in animal models and humans. Therefore, more emphasis is placed on the safety of these contrast agents than on their usefulness as probes for wider uses. It is critical that the MRI relaxivity of contrast agents be improved so that they can be used in smaller quantities. Additionally, much progress has been achieved over the past five years in the development of MRI probes that are site specific as well as capable of tracing particular biological and chemical processes. Most of this has been proof-of-principle work; the more difficult task of optimizing these approaches to ensure their robustness must now be undertaken. Finally, preliminary work in identifying MRI-active proteins or protein assemblies that are equivalent to fluorescent proteins has begun. This is an area in which great gains can be made.

**MRI probes need to have higher relaxivity, be more specific, and be deliverable to the site of action.**

**Magnet Size**

The sensitivity of magnetic resonance also increases with higher magnetic fields. In the range where detector noise dominates, sensitivity increases as approximately the square of the increase in field. In practice, this is difficult to realize, particularly because many samples of
interest contribute to noise, leading to an increase in sensitivity that is linearly proportional to magnetic field strength. Nonetheless, much interest has been focused on producing higher magnetic fields, which means larger magnets and larger (expensive) dedicated facilities to house them. There is work now being done to decrease the siting requirement of high-field magnets, for example by employing innovative designs for superconducting wire that can carry higher current densities. These efforts could decrease the size of magnets, enabling very high field NMR and MRI to transition from dedicated laboratories to widespread use for applications such as advanced oil exploration, homeland security, and environmental study.

The miniaturization of high-field NMR and MRI magnets is needed to broaden the applicability of these techniques by reducing the need for dedicated facilities.

### Optical Imaging

In contrast to NMR and MRI, optical spectroscopy imaging techniques utilize radiation at an energy level high enough to allow individual photons to be measured relatively easily with modern equipment at a detection sensitivity almost matched by the mammalian eye. As a result, imaging data are acquired at the sensitivity of individual molecules. The inherent temporal and spatial resolution is also increased proportionately, but the resonance itself is broad because environmental influences are not averaged out within the inherent time scale of interaction between the molecules and this frequency of radiation. As a result, the chemical structural information content of optical spectra is considerably lower than that of magnetic resonance, particularly in the electronic region of the spectrum. Thus, research needs in the area of optical imaging are focused more on increasing chemical structural information.

### New Probes Based on Metallic Particles

In terms of the high content of chemical structural information at desired spatial and temporal resolutions, Raman spectroscopy has the potential to be a very useful technique for chemical imaging. However, a disadvantage in many applications of Raman imaging results from relatively poor signal-to-noise ratios due to the extremely small cross section of the Raman process, 12 to 14 orders of magnitude lower than fluorescence cross sections. New methodologies such as localized surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) utilizing metallic nanoparticles can be used to overcome this shortcoming. Metallic nanoparticles have long been used in Mie scattering dark-field microscopy. However, non-spherical particles and their aggregates, which cannot be described by classic Mie scattering theory, offer rich optical properties associated with surface plasma-related phenomena. In recent years, this field has experienced much research activity due to the ability to fabricate new nanostructures, the emergence of sensitive microscopes and detectors, and the availability of tools for electromagnetism computation. However, these advances represent only the beginning of this research area; much work is still needed. For example, almost 30 years after its discovery, there exists little quantitative or even qualitative understanding of surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS), which arises in part from a strongly enhanced electric field in the close vicinity of gold and silver nanostructures. Better understanding of radiation signals—including Raman scattering, Mie scattering, and fluorescence—from the nanostructures or atomic clusters is an
important prerequisite for the creation of new optical probes. In particular, probes that exploit SERS signals show promise in providing specific spectroscopic signatures and multiplex capabilities along with chemical specificity.

**There is a need to develop a better theoretical understanding of the radiation signals of gold and silver nanostructures including Raman scattering, Mie scattering, and fluorescence. New probes composed of metal-based nanoparticles or atomic clusters should be developed to provide improved sensitivity, specificity, and spatial localization capabilities.**

**Fluorescent Labels for Bioimaging**

Unlike NMR spectroscopy and vibrational spectroscopy, electronic spectroscopy involves interactions with electromagnetic waves in the near-infrared, visible, and ultraviolet (UV) spectral regions. While electronic spectroscopy is less enlightening about structural information than NMR and vibrational spectroscopy, the shorter wavelengths involved allow higher spatial resolution for imaging, and its stronger signal yields superb sensitivity. Fluorescence detection, with its background-free measurement, is especially sensitive and makes single fluorescent molecules detectable. On the other hand, particularly under ambient conditions, the amount of molecular structural information that can be obtained from fluorescence imaging is limited.

Organic fluorophores or labels that bind specifically to macromolecules, metabolites, and ions provide powerful tools for chemical imaging in cells and tissues. For example, green fluorescent protein and its derivatives allow live cell imaging and tracking of individual proteins. In addition, techniques such as fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS), fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET), and multiphoton microscopy may be used for localization studies as well as for some cases of chemical reaction dynamics research. However, the efficiencies of chemical and biological labels are hampered by photobleaching. There is a great need to develop more robust labels. To accomplish this, one must understand the photophysics and photochemistry of fluorescent labels as well as the mechanisms of photobleaching. Suggested substitutes, such as semiconducting nanoparticle “quantum dots,” have been limited by their intermittent blinking and by the large size required for water-resistant coatings. Promising routes for increased label robustness include dye-molecule clusters fixed in silica shells and photochemically switchable labels.

Besides needing to be sufficiently robust, bright, nontoxic, and small in size, labels must also demonstrate chemical or biological specificity, which is of key importance. Further development of fluorescent labels for widespread application of dynamics research would also benefit the broader chemical imaging community. For example, in biological contexts the incorporation of unnatural fluorescent amino acids into nascent polypeptide chains by genetic encoding is a promising approach.

**In order to probe chemical constituents and follow their biochemical reaction in cells and tissues, there is a need to make fluorescent labels more specific, brighter, and more robust. This will require greater understanding of the photophysics and photochemistry of fluorescent probes and the mechanisms of their photobleaching.**
Nonlinear Optical Techniques

In addition to imaging based on single-photon excited or linear Raman scattering, vibrational images can also be generated using nonlinear coherent Raman spectroscopies. The most prominent nonlinear Raman process for imaging is coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS). Like spontaneous Raman microscopy, CARS microscopy does not rely on natural or artificial fluorescent labels, thereby avoiding issues of toxicity and artifacts associated with staining and photobleaching of fluorophores. Instead, it depends on a chemical contrast intrinsic to the samples. CARS microscopy offers two distinct advantages over conventional Raman microscopy: (1) The radiation damage is significantly less for CARS than for spontaneous Raman, especially when one is interested in following a dynamic process with short data collection time; and (2) It has three-dimensional sectioning capability because the nonlinear CARS signal is generated only at the laser focus where laser intensities are highest. This is particularly useful for imaging thick tissues or cell structures. Techniques such as CARS microscopy and other nonlinear Raman methods offer the possibility of new contrast mechanisms with chemical sensitivity, but their potential depends critically on advances in laser sources, detection schemes, and new Raman labels. Efforts have been made to circumvent the diffraction limit by engineering the point spread function using nonlinear optical techniques. Continued developments in these nonlinear approaches will enable superhigh resolution using far-field optics without the need to employ proximal probes. Multiphoton fluorescence microscopy can also benefit from the development of more compact ultrafast lasers, fiber delivery, and improved fluorophores with larger nonlinear polarizability.

Nonlinear optical techniques need to be developed—with particular emphasis on improved ultrafast laser sources and special fluorophores, novel contrast mechanisms based on nonlinear methods for breaking the diffraction barrier without using proximal probes.

Ultrafast Optical Detectors

Current streak camera technologies allow one to measure the lifetime and spectral features of fluorescence with subpicosecond and subnanometer resolution, but they lack the sensitivity required for single-molecule applications. Charge-coupled device (CCD) cameras, on the other hand, can provide high spectral and/or spatial resolution at high quantum efficiency, but they lack temporal resolution and near-infrared (IR) sensitivity. Improvements in time resolution would also be a boon to lifetime imaging and single-molecule experiments using photon counting avalanche photodiodes, especially with the extension of the spectral range of the detector to near-IR (NIR) and UV (ultraviolet) regions. IR sensitivity, as has been pointed out, is an especially critical area for improvement, because IR and UV detectors have lagged behind visible detectors in most respects; yet IR provides some of the richest information about chemical structure. Although such advances are likely to be incremental, the effects of sustained successive improvements would be transformative. As yet, the tremendous power of combining modern ultrafast laser technology with high spectral resolution in spatially imaged measurements at nanoscale spatial resolution has not been realized, but this kind of multidimensional measurement is precisely what is required to follow the dynamics of complex interacting mixtures of chemical species.
There is a need for detectors to be developed that possess all of the following attributes: (1) the ability to measure multiple dimensions in parallel fashion, (2) high time resolution, (3) high sensitivity, and (4) broad spectral range. IR and UV detector improvements, even if incremental, could catalyze new chemical insights.

**Electron and X-ray Imaging**

Techniques that probe samples with wavelengths much smaller than that of visible light provide high-resolution chemical and structural information below surfaces of materials. With wavelengths that are about 1000 times smaller than that of visible light, electrons provide a high-resolution probe of chemical and structural information below surfaces of materials. Images of atomic arrangements over a large range of length scales can be obtained using electron microscopy (EM) techniques. X-rays can penetrate materials much more deeply than either visible light or electrons, producing chemical images that cannot be obtained by any other means.

**Sources for Electron Microscopy**

A limiting factor in electron microscopy is the quality of the electron beam used to probe the sample. Aberrations introduced by the optics limit both spatial resolution and analytical capabilities. Correcting for spherical and chromatic aberrations introduced by the electron optics will directly improve resolution and other analytical techniques. Imaging and diffraction will be directly improved by the greater coherence in the beam. In particular, advances in imaging techniques will permit the analysis of amorphous samples. Smaller beam sizes can be achieved, allowing for sub-Angstrom resolution chemical analysis of samples. In addition, aberration correction will relax the constraint on the sample volume, allowing for "a lab-in-the-microscope" approach to in situ microscopy. This will open a vast range of imaging environments such as reactivity measurements, mechanical deformation and materials synthesis processes. **There is a need to develop higher-quality electron beams in order to broaden and deepen the application of electron microscopy.**

**Electron Microscopy Detectors**

Improved detectors are also needed for EM to enable higher time resolution for imaging chemical kinetics. Higher sensitivity detectors will reduce the amount of electrons needed to image, therefore minimizing the damage that may occur from the electron beam. This will greatly expand the in situ environments for electron microscopy that are vital for imaging chemistry, such as reaction dynamics and electron-sensitive materials, including organics and biological samples. Such capabilities are likely to be achieved by developing high-density detector arrays coupled to fast discrimination electronics. **Spatial and temporal sensitivity of electron microscopy detectors need to be improved.**
Optics for X-ray Microscopy

Zone plates are diffractive optics for X-ray microscopy that use constructive interference of light rays from adjacent zones to focus. Present zone plates are extremely inefficient (10-20 percent). As a result, a choice must often be made between (1) high efficiency with minimum radiation dose using lower-resolution optics and (2) the highest possible resolution. For trace element mapping in microprobes or mapping nanoscale chemical heterogeneities in spectromicroscopy, higher spatial resolution translates into the ability to carry out chemical imaging at a finer scale with less biasing of quantification. In addition, for immunolabeling, the label size must be comparable to the zone plate resolution in order to be detected; the development of higher-resolution optics will allow the use of smaller labels, which are dramatically easier to coax across the membrane of a cell. Efforts to improve resolution and efficiency require substantial work in nanofabrication in order to make zone plates that push the resolution frontier. Development of optics to correct spherical and chromatic aberrations will greatly improve the resolution of photoemission electron microscopes (PEEM) at third-generation synchrotrons. The development of ultrafast X-ray sources will expand the capabilities of X-ray imaging in terms of space and time. There is a need to improve zone plate optics, which are presently the limiting factor for scanning transmission X-ray microscopes (STXM) and full-field X-ray microscopes (TXM).

X-ray Detectors

The most common type of X-ray detector is the charged coupled device (CCD). In its current incarnation, X-rays from the sample are imaged on a phosphor screen. This converts the X-rays to light, which is then transferred to the CCD chip by means of fiber optics or lens systems. Eliminating this conversion step, and imaging the X-rays directly onto a CCD chip with column parallel readout, will result in a detector with significantly greater sensitivity, higher resolution, and about a hundredfold faster readout speed than today’s generation of detectors. These devices would complement the current developments in novel, sophisticated, soft X-ray techniques, such as full-field, deconvolution tomography, which depends on the ability to collect large numbers of high-resolution images rapidly.

Great promise also lies in the further development of solid-state “pixel detectors” for X-ray imaging. Small versions of this detector type are now being used in several industrial and medical imaging applications. However, the technology is relatively immature and requires significant improvement to make it suitable for use in advanced research applications. Another important need is the development of detectors for hard X-ray tomography. The primary focus should be in the area of scintillators for the conversion of X-rays to visible light. These scintillators have to be analyzed at high spatial resolution by light microscope techniques in order to reduce the pixel size of the X-ray to light conversion materials. Finally, an important new class of detectors for chemical imaging is the ultralow-temperature, high energy resolution, solid-state, energy-dispersive detector. A major effort is also required in the area of large-area, low-temperature detector arrays. The astronomy community has already made significant progress in this area, and it is timely to apply these impressive advances to chemical imaging. This has particular application to X-ray microscope-based fluorescence imaging and X-ray spectral imaging of cells and organometallic protein systems.
X-ray detectors—including solid-state pixel detectors and detectors for hard X-ray tomography—need to be improved through the development of scintillators that convert X-rays to visible light, and detectors that image directly onto a CCD chip with column parallel readout, among other detector possibilities. The goal is to improve X-ray detector’s resolution, dynamic range, sensitivity, and readout speed.

Probes for X-ray Imaging

The use of X-ray microscopy to image chemical signals in biological materials requires probes that can be applied to both endogenous (naturally occurring) and exogenous (artificially introduced) molecules, particularly proteins. In most cases, endogenous proteins are identified using well-established immunochemistry techniques. However, application of these techniques to X-ray microscopy requires the conjugation of X-ray-dense moieties (that either absorb or become excited by X-rays) to the antigenic molecule. To date, gold-conjugated antibodies have been used to image a single species of protein inside a cell. The challenge now is to develop the capability to simultaneously detect multiple proteins inside the cell. This necessitates the development of multiple probes, each of which would contain a specific metal atom that could be excited at a different X-ray energy (e.g., nanocrystals containing atoms such as Ti, V, Fe, and Ni). Chemical signals from specific cellular structures can also be visualized, giving rise to high-resolution information about multiple proteins and interaction partnerships in context. Furthermore, based on the X-ray absorption coefficient, all measurements can be quantified in terms of concentration as well as location. On the other hand, the detection of specific chemical signals from exogenous molecules in the cell requires the development of probes analogous to green fluorescent protein (GFP) that also possess X-ray absorbing powers. In both cases, these specific probes will facilitate three-dimensional localization of chemical signals at an isotropic resolution approaching 15 nm from whole, hydrated cells.

There is a need to advance X-ray absorbing probes to specifically detect and localize chemical signals that are introduced into cells.

Proximal Probes

Since the advent of the scanning tunneling microscope in the early 1980s, a wide variety of related microscopies using similar experimental principles and instrumentation have been developed for imaging samples based on their electronic, optical, chemical, mechanical, and magnetic properties. All find broad applications in high-resolution chemical imaging experiments. Proximal probe microscopes employ a variety of materials—or probes—such as tungsten wire (scanning tunneling microscopy), silicon nitride pyramid and cantilever (atomic force microscopy), or optical fiber (near-field optical microscopy) in close proximity to the sample of interest for the purposes of recording an image of the sample, performing spectroscopic experiments, or manipulating the sample. These methods are especially useful for understanding the chemistry of surfaces—for example, the electrophilicity of individual surface atoms, the organization of atoms or molecules at or near the surface, and the electronic properties of atomic or molecular assemblies. Two areas of research that would help expand these capabilities are highlighted below.
Penetration Depth

Most high-resolution imaging techniques in materials science are limited to imaging surfaces or near-surface regions. Imaging below surfaces would allow studies of chemistry at the atomic or molecular level occurring at buried interfaces and/or defects sites in the bulk of samples. For example, the development of proximal probe methods (e.g., magnetic resonance force microscopy) by which images of samples can be recorded with high spatial resolution in all three dimensions would represent a major breakthrough in chemical imaging technology. At present, this method is limited primarily by the need for more sensitive cantilevers and stronger magnetic field gradients. Advances in these areas (e.g., force measurement tools for general applications) would allow more sensitive detection and greater spatial resolution to be achieved. There is a need to develop methods for optical, X-ray, Raman, and other probe regimes that can image at depths of a few nanometers to macroscopic distances beneath a surface especially for materials science applications.

Chemical Selectivity

Many interesting materials systems are chemically heterogeneous on a wide range of length scales down to atomic dimensions. The development of chemically selective proximal probe imaging methods has played a central role in uncovering sample heterogeneity and understanding its origins. Numerous chemically selective, spectroscopic proximal probe methods continue to emerge from a number of labs around the world. Both the evolution of existing methods and the further development of new ones promise significant advances in our ability to obtain chemical information on heterogeneous samples on a variety of relevant length scales. One of the best examples of the use of proximal probe methods is the chemical bonding information that has been obtained on semiconductor surfaces by scanning tunneling microscopy. However, in the biomedical realm and other application areas, the detection of discrete chemically specific binding interactions between proteins and peptides and/or drugs and receptors is of particular importance. Such measurements can be made by methods such as chemical force microscopy, but this approach lacks generality. That is, it provides significant specific information when much is already known about the sample surface composition. The development of new probes and chemical probe arrays will significantly advance these methods in the near future.

Contrast mechanisms that reveal chemical identity and function in surface characterization need to be improved for a wider variety of samples.

Near-field Optics

Molecular spectroscopies are usually restricted to length scales governed by the wave-like nature of light; specifically, spatial confinement of the source radiation is limited by the diffraction barrier to approximately one-half the wavelength of light. Near-field optical microscopy (optical proximal probe methods) overcomes this limitation and provides a means to
extend optical spectroscopic techniques to the nanometer scale. However, the use of near-field microscopy to obtain chemical images of real-world samples remains hampered by issues of resolution and sensitivity. To overcome this limitation, we have to fabricate nanostructures that strongly localize and enhance the electric fields. Although recent results demonstrate the high potential of the field enhancement method, the technique is far from being well understood, reliable, or optimized.

There is a need to improve probe geometries for high-resolution chemical imaging beyond the diffraction limit. This includes design (theory) and realization (reproducibility, robustness, mass production) of controlled geometry near-field optics.

Image Processing and Analysis

Chemical imaging is used to selectively detect, analyze, and identify chemical and biological samples, followed by visualization of the data in the dimension of interest. The information of interest can range from composition, structure, and concentration to phase or conformational changes as a function of time or temperature. The expression "chemical image" describes a multidimensional dataset whose dimensions represent variables such as spatial position, experimental wavelength, time, chemical species, and so forth. Image processing requires that the chemical images exist as digital images.

Initial Image Visualization

Frequently the first priority for the analyst is to generate an image or images that allow for visualization of heterogeneous chemical distributions in space or time. Image visualization methods vary from simply choosing a color scale for display of a single image to methods for displaying three-dimensional datasets. Simple gray-scale maps can be constructed from a single image. Different color scales can be utilized, and the contrast and brightness can be adjusted so that the information the analyst deems most important is emphasized. Multiple images from the same or different datasets can be viewed simultaneously for comparison. Scatter plots are frequently utilized for comparing two images. For more detailed comparisons among a small number of images, mapping individual images into red, green, and blue (RGB) channels creates composite color chemical images. For three-dimensional data, additional analysis tools are required, including the ability to extract spectra from a selected region of interest for multispectral imaging data sets or rendering a three-dimensional volume or projection for depth arrays.

Analysis tools for three-dimensional visualization need to be developed for various microscopies and materials analysis instrumentation.

Image Processing

Typically, data analysis is not considered until after an instrument is developed. This can often limit the imaging analysis or make it unnecessarily difficult. Particularly with quantitative
techniques, questions such as, “How do you maintain calibration or correct for instrument drift over time?” have to be addressed from the initial stages of instrument design.

**Researchers should be encouraged to integrate their data analysis with the development of their apparatus.**

### Multi-Dimensional Image Processing

Present commercial multivariate analysis software is based on techniques that are more than 20 years old. Research on multivariate techniques, the development of chemometric analysis tools applied to imaging, and the deconvolution of hyperspectral images all need significant support. Developing these techniques to the point of routine use is an important challenge to. Chemical imaging can benefit from other fields that depend on image analysis. The remote sensing field is rich in techniques for image analysis that are largely unexploited in chemical imaging; some kind of cross-fertilization between these two communities should be promoted. Additionally, interactions with computer scientists and statisticians would enhance the development of chemical image analysis.

**There is a need to develop better analysis and data extraction techniques for elucidating more and different kinds of information from an image. In particular, this should include user-friendly multivariate analysis tools and hyperspectral imaging deconvolution and analysis.**

### Integrated Real-time Analysis

As the sophistication and multimodality of imaging instrumentation increase and as the resolution of data collections improves, it will be necessary to perform some aspects of data reduction interactively during the measurement. Intelligent systems will have to be created that can recognize information content and adjust resolution accordingly. For example, high-resolution confocal imaging of large three-dimensional tissue sections in which specific, dispersed cell types are monitored for dynamic function requires programs that can automatically recognize appropriate cells and focus the dynamic data collection on those areas.

**Integrated real-time analysis needs to be expanded for automated customization of data collection, particularly in multiscale imaging applications.**

### Electronic Structure and Molecular Dynamics Simulations

A quantitative understanding of the electronic structure of molecules and the theory that predicts the outcome of interactions of molecules with electromagnetic fields will aid in the development of chemical imaging probes for all imaging modalities. For example, it has been known since the first NMR experiments that chemical shifts are exquisitely sensitive to the electronic environment of a molecule. The ability to understand electronic structure well enough to predict NMR chemical shifts should address a variety of problems in chemistry such as predicting reaction and folding pathways.
A quantitative understanding of molecular electronic structure is needed to make advances in chemical imaging. Two chief ways in which this understanding can be furthered are through improving probes and better theory.

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations can be performed to help better understand electronic and molecular structure. There presently exist several cybertools for performing MD simulations of various systems by experts or near experts. These tools are fairly mature in capability, but the user interfaces have only recently started to make them available to scientists other than the experts in the computational chemistry community.

Current MD simulations are thus not quite ready for use by non-experts, particularly in cases involving multiple dimensions. One challenge will be to improve on these cybertools to make their use completely transparent. In particular, simulation packages taking MD approaches for modeling nonbiological systems lag behind comparable packages for biological systems. The packages should be able to interface with the common platforms (middleware) developed in the context of chemical imaging cyberinfrastructure. New theory, new algorithms, and new programs are needed to enable such use in the future.

**There is a need to develop a next generation of readily accessible, easy-to-use MD simulation packages.**

In order to improve MD simulations, a number of specific areas should be addressed in the area of basic molecular dynamics theory. These include: (1) development of full quantum mechanical calculations on complex molecules and more robust ways to incorporate quantum mechanical calculations within larger-scale classical mechanics or statistical mechanics approaches; (2) development and refinement of transferable force fields between arbitrary atoms and molecules, which are necessary building blocks for MD simulations of general systems; and (3) development of multiscale theories and techniques for understanding systems. Moreover, the community must develop toolkits that allow general users to perform such simulations. **Chemical imaging would be invigorated by innovations in basic theory of molecular dynamics. At the same time, the specific needs of chemical imaging should play a role in guiding the development of MD theory.**

**All Imaging Techniques**

In addition to targeted improvements for individual and multitechnique approaches, there are certain developments needed for overall advances in chemical imaging capabilities. These range from improved light sources to data management, and are discussed briefly below.

**Light Sources**

Advances in light sources are providing new capabilities in chemical imaging. For example, recent developments in free-electron lasers, have led to a rapidly growing interest in using the terahertz range (3-300 cm⁻¹) for imaging. However, further development of terahertz spectroscopy as a powerful tool for imaging will depend on the development of convenient new terahertz light sources.
Brighter, tunable ultrafast light sources need to be developed particularly infrared-terahertz vibrational and dynamic imaging, near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM), and X-ray imaging.

Reverse Imaging

One of the emerging promises of chemical imaging is reversing the direction of information transfer. Many of the same approaches that are used to gather information at high resolution in spatial and temporal dimensions can also be used to control or manipulate chemical systems with similar spatial or temporal resolution. Examples include photolithography in the semiconductor industry and light-directed synthesis of oligonucleotides in the DNA chip industry. This could be greatly extended to include high-speed synthesis and activity screening, initiating or controlling chemical reactivity, spatially patterning cellular growth and function, and ultimately mediating chemical activity throughout an entire organism. There is a need to develop imaging methods for patterning complex spatial and temporal organization into chemical systems.

Optics

Lack of advances in optics has hampered improvements in microscopic imaging. Development of adaptable, inexpensive fiber optics to transmit high-energy femtosecond pulses from mode-locked lasers, custom phase plates, and miniature laser beam scanners for endoscopic microscopy instruments offer the potential for enormous advances in laser scanning microscopy for various applications, including medical diagnostics and surgery. There is a need to develop optics for miniaturization and speeding of microscopic imaging instrumentation in order to improve chemical imaging capabilities.

Acquisition Speed and Efficiency

Higher-speed scanning probes have been developed that now reach video-rate imaging. Brighter probes will reduce the integration time in single-molecule detection techniques. Increasing the speed of microscopic image application instrumentation offers the potential for rapidly advancing and expanding chemical imaging capability. Acquisition speeds need to be increased in order to provide improved time resolution. In addition, there is a need to provide more on-line analysis capabilities to improve the efficiency of imaging by allowing more directed investigations of samples.

Data Management

With increasing acquisition and imaging resolutions, data set size and volume, and processing capabilities, improved software to process and correlate images across experiments and time points will be needed. At the same time, cyber infrastructure and its underlying
theoretical frameworks can provide computer-generated images that provide insight into the structure and function of both particular and generic samples. Simulations can also allow test cases for new paradigms for the cyber-tools used to manipulate data, process metrics, and render images using the experimental measurements. **Theory needs to be developed and better utilized to address the data storage and search problems associated with the increasingly large datasets generated by chemical imaging techniques.**

**INSTITUTIONAL CHANGE**

As illustrated by the review of techniques and myriad examples given throughout this report, the field of chemical imaging is poised to provide fundamental breakthroughs in the basic understanding of molecular structure and function. The knowledge gained with these insights offers the potential for a paradigm shift in the ability to control and manipulate matter at its deepest levels. A strategic, focused research and development program in chemical imaging will best enable this transformation in our understanding of and power over the natural world. The committee has identified three key components of such a program: investigator approach, funding, and standards.

**Investigator Approach**

Some research efforts in chemical imaging (especially those at the interfaces of chemistry with other fields such as medicine, materials, and environment) may require a multidisciplinary team rather than individual investigator approach. For example, the realization of more safe and effective MRI contrast agents for clinical use requires a concerted effort of chemists, molecular biologists, radiologists, and MRI physicists. Forming a multidisciplinary team at an early stage and continued interaction at all stages of imaging technique development can be crucial. A key aspect of being able to form multidisciplinary teams is the development of reward systems at research institutions (funding, citations, and promotions or tenure) that recognize the equal importance of all facets of chemical imaging. **There is a need to encourage both individual investigator and multidisciplinary team approaches for the development of chemical imaging techniques.**

**Funding**

In many aspects, the resource appropriation for chemical imaging research works quite well. For example, support for synchrotron light sources is very effective and should be continued. As described in the previous paragraph, however, breakthroughs in imaging often require the sustained effort of multidisciplinary teams of scientists. This process, which is vital for success, does not naturally match present funding schemes and cycles. New programs and channels for funding have to be established to support this mode of science. Many of the opportunities for imaging often require coordination across several funding institutions. For example, the Department of Energy holds the primary mission for the design,
construction, and operation of major facilities such as light sources, while other agencies such as the National Science Foundation and National Institutes of Health support a significant number of science programs that utilize these facilities. Even greater cross-agency planning, coordination, and support will be vital to success. Support for this multidisciplinary research area in the form of (1) funding of proposals with multiple principal investigators, (2) financial support of the collaborative process (e.g. travel, meetings, training to facilitate interactions), and (3) larger grants of longer duration to finance extended startup periods could be crucial in facilitating chemical imaging development and advances.\(^3\) In addition, creation of special funding channels directed exclusively toward chemical imaging development offers great promise for advances in this field.

**Novel approaches to funding mechanisms for chemical imaging need to be promoted.**

**Standards**

At present, each subfield of imaging science develops its own structure for data storage and archiving. This has resulted in countless formats that inhibit the sharing of data. A broad effort to develop standards for data format and organization across experimental contexts will give a great boost to imaging science. Standards are needed for chemical imaging that allows image data to be effectively catalogued and shared between large numbers of researchers. These data should be organized in visually oriented, searchable, and parameterized databases, with common platforms for a vast array of image types. The implementation of such a system will be transformational. The failure to implement such a system will mean that chemical image data obsolesce almost instantly upon their production. To avoid redundant effort and the squandering of resources, solutions must be found to ensure chemical image longevity.

**There is a need to develop standards for chemical image data formatting.**

**CONCLUSION**

Imaging has a wide variety of applications that have relevance to almost every facet of our daily lives. These applications range from medical diagnosis and treatment to the study and design of material properties in novel products. To continue receiving benefits from these technologies, sustained efforts are needed to facilitate understanding and manipulation of complex chemical structures and processes. Chemical imaging offers a means by which this can be accomplished by allowing the acquisition of direct, observable information about the nature of these chemistries. By linking technological advances in chemical imaging with a science-based approach to using these new capabilities, it is likely that fundamental breakthroughs in our understanding of basic chemical processes in biology, the environment, and human creations will be achieved.

---

The National Research Council, through its Board on Chemical Sciences and Technology, will review the current state of molecular imaging technology, point to promising future developments and their applications, and suggest a research agenda to enable breakthrough improvements in our capacity to image molecular processes simultaneously in multiple physical dimensions as well as time. This review will:

- Review the current state-of-the-art in chemical imaging, and identify likely short-term advances.
- Identify gaps in our knowledge of the basic science that enables chemical imaging. Discuss the advances that would be opened if these gaps were addressed.
- Utilizing this projection of future advances, develop a vision for the future of chemical imaging. Discuss the convergence of factors that make this vision timely. Identify major goals that could provide direction for prioritizing research aimed at advancing the field in the next 5 to 20 years.
- Identify research required to meet this vision. Include research required in probing molecular systems, detecting the resulting signals, and in manipulating and interpreting the resulting data sets, and discuss the instrumentation required to carry out this research. Consider both experimental and theoretical advances required. Focus particularly on areas where differential investment would have its greatest impact.
- Discuss educational and institutional innovations that could help catalyze advances in this field.
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Acronyms and Abbreviations

ACRONYMS

ADMP   Atom-centered Density Matrix Propagation
AES    Atomic Emission Spectroscopy
AFM    Atomic Force Microscopy
ATP    Adenosine 5’-Triphosphate
AXSIA  Expert Spectral Image Analysis
BEEM   Ballistic Electron Emission Microscopy
BOMD   Bohr-Oppenheimer Molecular Dynamics
CARS   Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Scattering
CAT    Computerized Axial Tomography
CCD    Charge-Coupled Device
CIF    Chemical Image Fusion
CPMD   Carr-Parrinello Molecular Dynamics
CT     Computed Tomography
CTAB   Cetyltrimethylammonium Bromide
CW     Continuous Wave (Laser)
DCT    Discrete Cosine Transformation
DIC    Differential Interference Contrast
DICOM  Digital Imaging Communications in Medicine
DIM    Diffraction Imaging Microscopy
DWT    Discrete Wavelet Transform
EDXS   Energy-dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy
EELS   Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy
EM     Electron Microscopy
ENVI   Environment for Visualizing Images
FCS    Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy
FT     Fourier Transform
fMRI   Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging
FTIR   Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy
GFP    Green Fluorescent Protein
GID    Global Image Database
GISAXS Grazing Incidence Small-angle X-ray Scattering
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GMR</td>
<td>Giant Magnetoresistivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIN</td>
<td>Gradient Refractive Index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUI</td>
<td>Graphical User Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPLC</td>
<td>High-performance Liquid Chromatography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICS</td>
<td>Indosyanine Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IETS</td>
<td>Inelastic Electron Tunneling Spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IXS</td>
<td>Inelastic X-ray Scattering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR</td>
<td>Infrared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCLS</td>
<td>Linear Coherent Light Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDL</td>
<td>Low-density Lipoprotein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LED</td>
<td>Light-emitting Diode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEEM</td>
<td>Low-energy Electron Microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MALDI</td>
<td>Matrix-assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCM-41</td>
<td>Mobile Crystalline Material-41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCR</td>
<td>Multivariate Curve Resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>Molecular Dynamics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td>Matrix-enhanced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFM</td>
<td>Magnetic Force Microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>Multivariate Image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPM</td>
<td>Multiphoton Microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>Magnetic Resonance Imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>Mass Spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVA</td>
<td>Multivariate Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEXAFS</td>
<td>Near-edge X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (Spectroscopy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIBIB</td>
<td>National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIGMS</td>
<td>National Institute of General Medical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIH</td>
<td>National Institutes of Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIR</td>
<td>Near Infrared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMR</td>
<td>Nuclear Magnetic Resonance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRS</td>
<td>Nuclear Resonant Scattering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSOM</td>
<td>Near-field Scanning Optical Microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PACS</td>
<td>Picture Archiving and Communication Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCA</td>
<td>Principal Component Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDB</td>
<td>Protein Data Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEEM</td>
<td>Photoemission Electron Microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PESTM</td>
<td>STM Photoemission Spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET</td>
<td>Positron Emission Tomography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PrP</td>
<td>Prion Protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFP</td>
<td>Red Fluorescent Protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>Red, Green, Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROI</td>
<td>Region of Interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIXS</td>
<td>Resonant Inelastic X-ray Scattering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAXS</td>
<td>Small-angle X-ray Scattering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEM</td>
<td>Scanning Electron Microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SERS</td>
<td>Surface-enhanced Raman Scattering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHG</td>
<td>Second Harmonic Generation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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SIMS  Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry
SPM  Scanning Probe Microscopy
SQUID  Superconducting Quantum Interference Device
STEM  Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy
STM  Scanning Tunneling Microscopy
STXM  Scanning Transmission X-ray Microscopy
SXES  Soft X-ray Emission Spectroscopy
TEM  Transmission Electron Microscope
TERS  Tip-enhanced Ramen Spectroscopy
THG  Third Harmonic Generation
THz  Terahertz
TOF  Time of Flight
TXM  Full-field X-ray Microscopy
UV  Ultraviolet
WAXS  Wide-angle X-ray Scattering
WT  Wavelet Transform
XMCD  X-ray Magnetic Circular Dichroism
XPCS  X-ray Photon Correlation Spectroscopy
XPS  X-ray Photoemission Spectroscopy
XTM  X-ray Tomography

UNIT ABBREVIATIONS

Å  angstrom (length)
amu  atomic mass unit (atomic size)
cm  centimeter (length)
Hz, MHz, THz  hertz, megahertz, terahertz (frequency)
Da, kDa  dalton, kilodalton (molecular size)
eV, keV  electronvolt, kiloelectronvolt (energy)
K  kelvin (temperature)
MB  megabyte
mm  millimeter (length)
mW  milliwatt (power)
nm  nanometer (length)
T  tesla (magnetic strength)
µm  micrometer or micron (length)